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Albany, N. Y., March
Morton today signed the

23.—Governor
Kalnes liquor
tax bill.
He makes no suggestion as to
supplemental legislation as was expected.
The Governor
says that, while the bill is
not free from
objection In seme of its de-

Puri tana

tails,

he hag no hesitation in
ing the measure as a whole.
He says that it marks the
new ora

in

legislation

in

this

Puritana

and

renews

factory.
Probably

strengthens

the

Power
Producer
cf the human system, the Stomach.
It makes the health right, because
it makes the Stomach right.
It brings New Blood, New Nerve
Force, New Strength, New Life.
If you are a sufferer, get of your druggist this
great disease-conquering discovery (the price is gl
lor the complete tieatment,consistlntf of one bottle
of Puritana, one bottle of Puritana Pills, and one
bottle of Puritana Tablets, all inclosed in oue
package), or write to the undersigned, and you
svlll bless the day when you heard of Puritana.
•The Puritana Compound Co.. Concord, N. EL

the most sanguine advocates
of tile present measure do not hope that
all the evils of intemperance will be removed by it, but I think that it may be
reasonably expeoted that tile number of
places where intoxicating liquors may be
purchased will be considerably reduced,
especially in the larger cities. In opposition to this measure, it is urged that it
is not equally in its application, and will
not be equal in its results throughout the
state, but equal and exact application
in legislation of this character is hardly
to bn expected.
A measure of this importance whioh
more
concerns, directly or indirectly,
than six millions of people,
differing
In
their tastes, education and exwidely
perience, and in their social arid industrial relations, can hardly be expeoted to
exactly lit every community and every
interest, individual or aggregate, which
mav

ha aflFont.pH

it.

The Herbert Encountered Gales.

New Haven, March 23.—The Biig Herbert arrived today, 33 days from Porto
Rico.
Capt. Robinson reports a very
rough voyage. The weather was fair until the Herbert reached Hatteras. Heavy
gales were then encountered for eight
days and the brig was blown off her
course toward the Bermudas.
Before the
gales abated she was some 800 miles out
of her course. At times the sea flooded
the decks and oabins and made it impossible for the crew to obtain any sleep
for sometime. The Herbert is the first
of the West India fleet to arrive.
A

Big Fire in Colon.

Colon, March 23.—A uisastrous fire has
been raging here since 4 this morning.
All
the
buildings on south Seventh
It is estimated
street, are destroyed.
40 houses were burned. The loss is $300,000.

The fire is under control.
The

WHITE

516
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prettiest patterns

Receiver's Hands.

Z New York, Maroh 23.—In the

CENTLY OPENED.

States Circuit

Bodies Recovered—All

All but One of tbe

Attempts

at

Would-Be

Rescue Prove Futile—Some

Rescuers

Heath—Usual

Narrowly Escape

Precautions Had

Been

Taken.

Dubois, Pa., March 23.—There

was

in the shafts, to push the headings
work
out in various directions for big
crows

later on.

Garcia Didn’t Show Bp.
New York, March 23.—Gen.
Garcia,
the Cuban leader, did not answer to bis
name this forenoon in the United States
Circuit oourt when he
was called
to
plead to the indiotinent against him for
alleged connection with the steamship

PRESIDENT SMITH’S STATEMENT.

Says

Action
Taken

of

Only

the
In

a

Grand

Trunk

Was

Friendly Spirit.

St. Albans, Vt., Maroh 23.—President
Smith of the Central Vermont Railroad
today gave out a statement concerning
the
appointment of a rocoiver for his duce
*1
road.
He
said:
Receivers were ap-

About ton o’clock the latter were sensible
of a shock and a few minutes later the
miue boss came to them and tola them
something had happened and they should
get out as soon as ttiey could.
When the party reached tbe foot of the
shaft they were nearly overcome
by gas,
and were hurriedly taken in the
oage.
Assistance was immediately summoned
and, as the work of rescue proceeded, it
was discovered tuat the shock in the
north heading was so terrific that some
of the bodies were mutilated almost beAll but one |of the
yond recognition.
bodies have been recovered.
killed
was 13 and all leave
The
number
|
families
except one. When the news
reached the Rochester mines, three miles
the shaft, 40 men started to the
from
When
shaft.
they reached it SuperinReed of
the Rochester mines
tendent
went below with a cage full of his own
The air was so bad below that the
men.
who went down in gangs of about
men

States Cirouit Court for the distriot of
Vermont. That company is a large holder
of the securities of the Central Vermont Company and alsofa oreditor. Ap-

the

Practically

Venezuelan

Assured,

si..

March 23.—The United Press
learns
from the foreign oflfioe that a
the Blue Book on
document amending

London,

the Venezuelan

matter recently issued

forfeited,
fendants, all of whom
se t down for Monday
and

Tou will find the best value

seen.

de-

ware
next.

present,

was

Hobbs;
Dem., F.

K. Shaw, Rep.
The town voted to establish a free publio library,
raising
fifteen hundred dollars for that purpose,
one
thousand
dollars
nearly
additional
having been raised a few days previous

amount

raised

for

all

was

and

the lowest prices.

Japanese Silks,
colorings, 45c yard.

in fine checks and

Brocade Taffetas, new colorings
and combinations, 48c yard.
Black Brocade Japanese Silks,
in designs of scroll, also figures, 69c

yard,

Qtlcura
THE GREAT

Printed Warp Taffetas, in light
and dark colorings, Tersian and Cashmere effects, $1.00, 1.25 and 1.39

yard.
Plaid Taffeta Sliks,

with Satin

stripes, $1.00 yard.
Black Rhadawe, 19 inches wide,
69c quality, for 48c.
20 inch Black Satin

87c quality.

Special

67c

Buchesse,

oualitv.

inches

27

wide,

for

Plain
Safins, colors
cardinal,
scarlet and orange, 75c quality, for 39c
—

yard.

NEW

25c

Winter
have left of

GARMENTS.

Wliat we
Ladies’ and
Children’s "Winter
Garments, will be
sold at a great reduction from regular
stock

NOTICES.

Pants, Vests,

COATS,
Overcoats
Cleansed

or

Murkind8

of

GARMENTS

Dyed Whole,

And pressed by Tailor's Pressmen every day at

City

DYE HOUSE

13 Preble st. Op. Preble fiouse
S®*Kid Gloves Cleansed Every Day
Lace Curtains Cleansed.
TELEPHONE CONNECTION.

of

prices.

Doyou

i*se

anyKinA,

50 dozen Gents’ White

dered,

Cuticora Rkkvdiks are aold throughout the vrorld.
Bntiah depot: F. Nkwebrt & Sons. London. Potter
Drug A Chum. Cobp.. Sole Prons.. Boston, U. B. A-

and

Garments.

our

pecially baby humours.

Forest

SPRING

cur-

ing torturing, disfiguring diseases of the skin,
scalp, and blood, and es-

SPECIAL.

98c.

Silk Ginghams,
37 l-2c.

Works wonders in

Buchesse,

$1.00 quality for 79c.
81.25

SKIN CURE

29e each.

Shirts, unlaun-

fli Pajwr

ilexes?
I11*-

CascoPAPisgoxro,
MICCLE
I.7-M8

&T.

TovVlccwcC

9
_

lansonC.Lanabee
DR.

E.

8.

REED

Gal! at LOVEJOY, The Jeweler’s,
and have your

Watches, Clocks and Jewelry repaired.

French clock repairing a specialty.
First
scientific and magnetic healer, 113 Free St class work.
Low prices. Twelve years with
corner of Oak street. Portland, Ale.,
treats all American Waltham
Watch Co.
NO. (J6G
diseases that flesh is heir to.
Second sight CONGRESS STREET.
Drop me a card and I
consultation free. Office hours from 9. .a m. to wid call and get your clock and return it.
12nr, 1 p, m. to 9. p. m.
jaCdttlp
maria
dlw Jstp*

that Great Britain reclaim of 1000 pounds

the Yuruan

Venezuela agreed to the reduction

About thirteen hundred dollars
raised this year than last, but
new property, the rate of taxation
probably be no higher than last
m.

more

were

with

WEATHER

will

year,
sixteen mills. The town voted to exempt
from taxation for ten years, a new summer hotel above the present value
of the
land; ,also a small shoe factory already
established for the same period.
Swan Is In

proceeding favorably.
THE

yard.

20 inch Black Satin

statement

is confirmed.
In regard to t he negotiations touching
the arbitration of the Venezuelan dispute,
the foreign office states that the exchange
of communications between the foreign
office and the American department of
conduoted with extreme
state is being
oantion on both sides, but negotiations
are

value 98c.

Satin Striped Taffetas, with a
little dash of color in the stripes, beautiful, delicate colorings at 98c yard, value
$1.25.

The

Texas.

Norway, March 23.—Jaok W. Swan, a
photograher, who disappeared from this

on

the

Cuban

resolutions

taken

propriation bill.
Mr. Call suggested that a vote should
be taken today on the Cuban resolutions.

cers.”

Fred Lewis
auditor, Josiah
school oommittee, T. A. Hunt,

a

report

Mr. Sherman stated that
he was as
anxious as anyone oould be to have action
on the Cuban resolutions.
He thought
that, the Senate owed it to itself to have
the question disposed of without delay.
He would therefore endeavor to hold the
matter before the Senate.
Mr. Platt remarkod that the trouble
was that tho three Senators who constituted tho conference
ccmmittee
had
agreed without very much deliberation,
to throw aside the resolutions passed by
the Senate and to recommend the passage
of the House resolutions.
He suggested
that Mr. Sherman should movo a
disagreement on tho conference report and
After a discussion on this point, Mr.
Mitcneil gave notioe that as Mr. George,
Iiem., of Mississippi, desirod to address
the Senate on the Dupont ease, but would
not, oh account of sickness, bo uble to do
so before Monday next,
he would
not
therefore call up that matter before then.
Mr. Palmer then took the floor.
Mr. Palmer said the undertone of the
resolutions was unfriendly to the government of Spain, and that the whole proejednre was in a spirit of unfriendliness
'There was
to the Spanish government.
murder in Cuba, slaughter, violence destruction of property, but thnt was not
To meet tho proper definition of
,,?ar.
orwar, it should exist between two
ganized governments. The insurgents
were unorganized, had no fixed place of
government, no international relations,
no forces.
If they were recognized by the
United States as beligerent3, it
would
follow that the United States conceded
that tho Spanish government would no
longer be held responsible for injuries to
the persons and property of
American
citizens iu Cuba.
stated
Mr. Call, Democrat of Florida,
that his information was contrary to Mr.
Palmer’s statement. The insurgents had
a treasury, civil officers, and
regularly organized government.
Democrat
of
Mr. Morgan,
.Alabama,
ooincided with Mr. Call, aud 'referred to
the paper of Mr. Palmer, agent of the republic of Cuba, containing a statement
of the constitution and organization
of
He had the olerk
tho republic of Cuba.
read the address of President Cisneros to
the American people, heretofore
published.
Mr. Palmer went on to show that the

Insurgent government was a fugitive
He deprecated the resolugovernment.
tion and said it meant

WAR WITH SPAIN.
At the olose of Mr. Palmer's speeoh a
joint resolution was introduced by Mr.
Mills, Democrat of Texas, directing the
President of the United States to request
the government of Spaiu to grant
tho
people of Cuba the power of local self
government. In case the government of

village two years ago, and was reported
to have been the viotim of foul play in
Boston, has written to his family. He is Spain shall refuse the President is to take
in Texas and in prosperous circumstan- possession of Cuba with the military and
naval forces of the United States
and
Threat- ces. He asserts he became dazed in Bos- hold it until its inhabitants shall instiday
to
came
himself in New Orleans. tute such government as they may wish
ening; prob- ton and
went ;to Texas and resumed photo- to organize.
with He
ably
Mr. Mi Us gave notioe that he would

Boston,

Mar.
23—Looal forecast for Tues-

o o n
snow;
tinued
cold
with northeast

graphy.

address the Senate
tomorrow on
that
resolution.
By unanimous consent the Senate disagreed to tho conference report on
the
winds increasCuban resolutions.
Mr. Sherman then
moved that Che Senate insist upon its
ing.
further conference
amendment aud ask
Washington,
with the House.
That motion is
defor
32.—Forecast for Tuesday
Maroh
batable.
Maine: Cloudy; threatening with snow
Mr. Allen,
Populist, of Nebraska,
Serious Charge Against a Belgrade Man. criticized Mr. Cafi'evy’s argument against
the
on the ground that the inresolution
Augusta, March 28.— Eutrene G. EdsrerSignals displayed on the Atlantio ooast
surgents had no capital, aud said that
from Jacksonville to Eastport.
ly of Belgrade was brought to Augusta our .own oapital during the Revolutionary
our
inby Deputy Sheriff Tibbetts, charged war was a capital on wheels,
yot
t_I
HI.
11_
with criminal assault on Lizzie O. HilLocal Weather Report.
said that a few days ago Senators
were
The oase
ton, a woman 34 years of age.
falling over one another to get an opporlooal was
The
March 33.
Portland,
postponed for one week for further tunity to vote for the Cuban resolutions,
weather bureau office reoords as to the light.
yet their patriotism has been sifting out,
until it was now very doubtful
whether
Weatl er are the following:
the resolutions could pass.
Death of J.J. Parlin of North Anson.
8 a. m.—Barometer. 30.474: thermometer,
Mr. Sherman’s motion that tho Senate
64
dew
6;
humidity,
15.2:
point,
North Anson, March 23.—J. J. Parlin,
insist upon Its disagreement to the House
wind. N ; veiooity, 9; weather, clear.
amendment
to tho Senate
a
resolutions,
prominent member of the Somer8 p. m.—Barometer, 30.460; thermome- Esq.,
and ask for further conference was agreed
ter. 20.0; dewpoint, 17; humidity. 85; set bar, died of heart disease at his resito without division.
wind, S; veiooity 6; weather, oloudy.
dence in North Anson on Sunday, his
Senators Sherman, Morgan and Lodge
Mean doily
thermometer, 19; maximinimum ther- 59th birthday. He was a representative were appointed conferees.
mum thermometer, 34.0;
Mr. Platt, Republican of Connecticut,
wind to the legislature in 1878 and at one time
mometer, 14; maximum veiooity
offered the following concurrent resoluwas prominent in Democratic polities.
15, N ; total precipitation, Trace.
tion : ‘‘The Senate hereby expresses its
earnest desire and hope that
Cuba may
The liriilgton Strike.
soon become a free
Weather Observations.
independent and reBridgton, March 23.—The strike of the publican government, and that the
The Agricultural Department Weather
friendly offices of the United States shall
mills or- bo offered
operators in the woolen
by the President to the Spanish
Bureau for yesterday, Maroh 23, taken at dered
is
still in force. The pros- government to secure such results.”
Friday
The
8 p. m., meridian time, the observations
pect of an adjustment of the differences resolution was referred to the committee
for each station being given in this order: is
on
relations.
foreign
regarded as encouraging.
The Senate then considered the legislaTemperature, direction of the wind, state
of the weather:
tive and judicial
anpropriation
bills.
Democratic majority of One.
After having disposed of about thirty oi
Boston, 22 degrees, NE, snow; New
23
snow;
degrees,
N,
the
one
and
hundred
Philadelphia,,
Yors,
thirty-five pages oi
March 23.—At the Oldtown
Oldham,
24 degreos, N, «now; Washington, 28 demunicipal election today, E. T. Hart- the bill, the Senate had an executive
session and then adjourned.
grees, N, snow; Albany, 16 degrees, NW, well, Domoorat, was elected over E. B
olear; Weeks,
clear; Buffalo, 16 degrees, NE,
Republican, by one majority.
Detroit, 26 degrees, NE, olear; Chicago, There
is a dispute over the result and
IX THE HOUSE.
clear; St. Paul, 33 de- there will be
28 degrees, SE,
a recount tomorrow.
The
grees, S, clear; Huron, Dak., 34 degrees, Domoorats carried three
aud
the
In
the
RepubHouse
36
today a resolution was
degrees, S, olear; licans two wards.
SE, clear; Bismarck,
Jacsfeonville, 64 degrees,
SE, partly
adopted calling on the Postmaster Genoloudy.
oral for tiro number of fourth class postto cuke a Cold in one
day.
Drowned in the Saco.
Biddeford, March 28,—Daniel Haggerty
of Lewiston, aged 28, employed on the
dam at- Bar Mills, was struok by a plank,
today and knocked into the Saoo river.
He was carried over the falls.
Lewiston Man

____

—

The Haskell Fared Hard.

Boston, March 23—Schooner Jacob M.
Haskell, arrived today from Brunswick,

beTake laxastivo Bromo Quiuiue Tablets masters receiving various salaries
all druggist refund the money if it fails I tween $50 and $999 per ann urn. A resoluto cure. 2oo.
tion reciting that American flour
was

[

MARK HARM’S DEFL

CAPITAL

GLEANINGS.

THREE CENTS.

this state
The fight made by the bosses in
He is th§
tends to McKinley's candidacy.
his
and they are
enemy of the bosses,
enemies. McKinley Is the embodiment of

principles of the Republican party.
is
With him as our lender our success
enassured. Gen. Swaine received an
He denounced the
thusiastic greeting.
the

Challenges

Senator Chandler to Pro-

duce His Proofs.

in the Senate.

but
Mr.
Cullom,
up,
gave notioe that after his colleague, Mr.
he
Palmer had addressed the Senato,
would move to take up the legislative apwere

was
mado
entirely without
the knowledge of the Central Vermont,
and was a oomplete surprise to its offi-

subscription, making a
by the government, will be ready at the by private
end of the
week. The document will twenty-five hundred dollars fund to start
besides the state aid.
The total
contain no new facts, the alterations it with,

duced

ence

plication,

The motion of the Grand Trunk ComFrom
pany was entirely well defined:
the fact that E. C. Smith, president of
the Central Vermont, was, at its request,
associated with Chas. M. Hays,
general manager of the Grand Trunk Comon
the
pany
receivership, it may be safely
assumed that it had only the best interests of the property in view, and there
will be no interruption of the operation
of the property
as
far as concerns the
personnel of the staff or in its arrangements with
its railroad connections or
10
could Tint, stav
loner at, n time.
Tha in the friendly relations between
the
opening seemed to be cleared up later General Vermont and the Grand Trunk
roads.
The
and better progress in getting at the
floating indebtedness consists of bills payable and notes, the latextent of the disaster was made.
When the four men in the other part of ter
largely secured by collateral; the
the mine came to the shaft they ran into former mostly protected by order of the
of gas and knew there had court, which
provides lor the payment
the body
of an outstanding Indebtedness for labor
been an explosion.
Their first effort was to put up some and supplies accrued within the past six
blown off by the explosion, months.
brattioes,
hoping this might have the efleot of turnCamden Town Meeting.
an
air
current to their comrades in
ing
other
parts of the mine. Before they
Camden, March 23.—At the town meethad accomplished muoh they were overthe Republicans eleoted all the
come by the
taken ing today
gas and had to be
up in the cage, one being in a very seri- town officers exoept treasurer and collecous condition himself. The shaft is neartor, and one of the school committee, who
For some time there are Democrats.
ly 300 feet deep.
The vote on the
first
have been traces of gas in the chambers.
The usual precautionary measures were selectman was two hundred and fifty-one,
taken to avoid disaster.
Republican, to one hundred and eightythree Democrats.
The following were
NEGOTIATIONS PROCEEDING WELL. eleoted. Selectmen, D. J.
Andrews, S.
C. Rittorbush, A. H.
Arey, treasurer,

His Col-

bill setting apart the Fort Stanton
Military reservation in New Mexioo. He
spoke in favor of the proposition.
|
On motion of Mr. Sherman, the confer-

Eighteen men went on at seven this
Grand
morniug, fourteen going into the north pointed upon petition of the
Truck Railway Company to the United
heading, and four into the south heading.

Matter Is

Maroh 23. —The yacht race toby the Ailsa, eight minutes ahead of the Brlttania, and 16 minutes before the Satanita.

court

Lacombe, today

a

gas explosion at the Berwind-White shaft
this
at the eastern limits of
the town
forenoon, and fourteen miners were
killed. It is a new mine which the comworking
pany has been opening up and

A Peaceful Settlement of

was won

of

United
distriot,

this
ordered that
ancillary jurisdiction bo taken with the
United States Circuit court of Vermont,
in the suit of the Grand Trunk Railway
Central
oompany of Canada against the
Vermont Railroad
and has
company,
continued the appointment of Charles M.
Hay and E. C. Smith as receivers.

Judge

Ailga Was First,

you have ever

leagues

PAY-

purposes
clerical.
It will
makes being mainly
Thoughts of Spring—fill our minds.
the alleged discrepancies twenty-nine thousand eight hundred dolout that
point
of
are
out
in
most
Signs
Spring
cropping
lars. There were thirty-nine articles, the
looked] Into £ and? certain
A brilliant array of Bermuda, an alleged filibustering expedi- have | bean
every department.
tion. Gen. Garoia’s bail was
meeting holding from 9 a. m., to 5.80 p.
declared omissions supplied.
New Silks are now on sale.
Tou will
and the trial of the other
see

Mr. Allen Thus Accuses

PRICE

{S2&S&AMHSSB

24, 1896.

crimination against American flour, was
referred to the ways and means committee, It being stated that that committee
is now investigating the subject.
District
of
Bills pertaining to the
After noting
Columbia were taken up.
and
bills
the
several
district
private
upon
House went Into committee of the whole
to conside r a bill to reduce the cases in
THE CUBAN RESOLUTION ON ITS whicli
the penalty of death may he inflated. It allows juries, in trials for
LAST LEGS.
orimes committed
in the territories, to
return qualified verdiots substituting imfor
life
hanging.
prisonment for
Mr Curtis, Republican of New York,
that its pasthe
bill
and
stated
explained
Referred Back to a Committee of Confersage was urged by tho
department of
ence Again—That Will Probably End
found
justioe, because it was
impossible
It—Concurrent Resolutions Introduced In many cases, owing to the sentiment
to obtain convictions inflicting the death
By Mr. Mills Looking to Seizure of the
penalty.
DisThe bill was discussed by several memMatters
Island—Unimportant
bers, exoluding Mr. Milllken, Republicussed in the House.
can of Maiue. An amendment was agreed
Including treason from the list of
^Washington, March 23.—In the Senato to.
crimes for whioh the death penalty might
today, Mr. Gallinger presented petitions be commuted to
imprisonment for life.
in favor of setting apart a
government
Mr. Barrett, Republican of Massachureservation for the benefit of
persons setts, made a point of no quorum on the
on the passage of the bill, and withsuffering from pulmonary diseases who vote
out disposing of it the House adjourned.
might be benefited
by a change of
climate, and he said that he would intro-

Central Could Not Settle and

Goes Into

Monaco,

day

Congress St

STORE,

Pennsylvania.

state,

a
It is
traditional
heretofore
considered the regulation and sale of intoxicating liquors were matters of purely
looal jurisdiction.
The subjeot has been
under the general supeivisiou and control
of local
officers, chosen by the municipalities, except that for a few years during
the early history of the state, the
commissioner of excise for the city of New
York was appointed by the governor.
This bill chnnges the entire soheme;
abolishes all looal boards having jurisdiction to issue licenses for sale or
liquor,
and places the whole subject under state
supervision. Whether this is wise or not,
experienoec an only demonstrate, but it
is an experiment.worth trying, and I believe that if the design of this bill is fairly worked out by competent and faithful
offioers It will produce a result so beneficial, that our people will not be likely to
wish to resume the system of looal supervision
with whioh we are so familiar,
and which in many respects is so unsatis-

Improper digestion causes over
92% of all suffering and diseases
of the Blood, Liver, Stomach, Kid
neys, Lungs, Nerves, Brain or Skin.

Horrible Mining Disaster in Dubois

of

MORNING, MARCH

PRESS.
in London
discriminated against
Dy
limiting the time within which it may
be unloaded, and directing an inquiry
what
and report os to
legislation is
neoessary to remove the burden and dis-

A GAS EXPLOSION IN A SHAFT RE-

regulating the liquor traffio.
radical departure from the
policy of the state whioh has

Nature’s
Cure

TUESDAY

From
a
after
fearful passage.
Murch 1 to 30 she
encountered heavy
the
and
was
off
blown 450 miles
gales,
coast threo times.
March 3 she leaked so badly
that the
crew bad to jettison 60,000 feet of lumber
from the deck. The leak was iu the top
sides. The vessel lost her boat davits, and
mainsail and her mainboom was broken.

commend-

beginning

a

MAINE.

Ga.,

THIRTEEN SUFFOCATED.

Morton Signs It and Gives His

DAILY

OHIO MAN

machine and said that
against the machine.

GROWS PALE IN TIIE

FACE AND BECOMES ANGRY,

McKinley

was

Morton's
Gov.
was
when it
name was hissed once
The name of McKinley was
mentioned.
enthusiasm.
received with the greatest
Gen. Swaine introduced Senator Frank

who spoke. John E.Milholland read
the resolutions which were adopted amid
states that
great applause. The preamble
ndidate of the
McKinley is the logical ocabstacle
in the
When Shown Mr. Chandler’s Second Ut- party and that the chief
combinaway of his nomination was the
Rather
terance— Is;inclined To
Ue
tion of bosses including the leader of the
Mcwho
oppose
Abusive and Refers Affectionately to New State machine,
Kinley because he refuses to mortgage
the New
as
a
Senator
I he
Hampshire
the presidency in their interests.
Republicans
Sewer—Denies Charge in Toto.
resolutions declare that the
a
into
present shall organize themselves
Mcthe
as
Cleveland, March 28—Mark Hanna was political body to be known of
New Yorn,
League of the State
shown the
despatch this morning con- Kinley
whose
was to further the nominataining the attack of Senator Chandler tion of object
McKinley.
on his,
Hanna’s campaign methods, as
Tenth District Instructed for Reed.
in a Washington paper. Mr.
published
March 23.—The Republican
Boston,
Hanna’ a eyes dashed fire and he beoame
the 10th Congressional
convention in
pale with anger when he read It.
chose two delegates
district

Pavey

tonight

“Sewer gas,” he said, “must have an
outlet. As for Senator Chandler’s inane
second batch of charges—well,he is simply talking through his. hat again. It is

to the St. Louis
them for Beeit.

convention, instructing

Mr. Hoar of Massachusetts gave notice
of a motionjto modify rule 32 of the SenSCRAPS IN CUBA.
A
FEW
MINOR
ate to provide that when any bill or resoblame. Rebels Have
lution has been under consideration not an old triok of his; he is not to
Elgtli Killed in One “Battle”
less than four days, it shall be in order He oannol help it. He is the kind of a
and Eleven in Another.
fellow that dies off on tangent jsst so
to demand the debate be closed.
often
and the best way is to lot him
Havana, March 23.—Many small enI care nothing for what he thinks
counters
are
By direotion of the Secretary of War alone.
reported with numerous
the United States will be represented at or says about me. I am able to take oare bands
of insurgents. The rebels have
the coronation of Emperor Nicholas of of myBelf, without
any suggestions from fired upon the forts at Quivican, provRussia by Major-General A. D. McCook, him. He is welcome to his
opinion.
(retired), and Major George P. Soriven His last effusion is directed solely at ince of Havana.At the towns of Barrera,
of the signal corps.
me.
He completely exonerates Maj. Mc- Baourano aud Lagella, East of Havana,
Kinley from any complicity in the so- they attacked
the stores and several
The House committee on the election called hoodling campaign methods. I am houses were
The stores were
burned.
of
that.
As
far
as
I
am
concerned
of President, etc,, has favorably reported glad
before the torch was applied.
Ue
oan
me with what he
likes.
plundered
charge
a bill to provide for an election of
UnitMy reputation is as good as his. I am Among the rebels killed in the fight at
ed States Senators by the people.
willing to have my method* of conduct- Rubi Hill were two insurgent leaders.
ing this campaign stand the closest scrukilled.
THE BEHRING SEA TREATY.:
X have not done any boodling as The rebels lost altogether eight
tiny.
between
In
the recent engagement
I
down
the
Chandler.
throw
oharged
by
Before
Senate
Committee
of
Hearing
gauntlet to him to prove what he says. the rebels and the troops after the landForeign Relations—Secretary Olney Urges He knows he oannot. I defy him to subof the filibustering expedition near
stantiate bis base and malignant charg- ing
Immediate Action.
Cardenas, the insurgents lost 11 killed.
es.”
The troops had two wounded.
Washington, March 33.—NotwithstandGen. Bernal reports that he had an ening the treaty providing for the commis- iu aiiiuixi A i/n t ivix x muoxi'ur
counter with rebel parties led by Boges
mu)
A nrr.l 1
Rotannurt,.
whfl lifts as.
sion to assess damages if any, accruing to
sumed
tho title of civil governor of the
the subjects of Great Britain, as a result
The
A Ticket Which Is Being Discussed in province of Havana.
fight took
of the seizures in the Behring Sea has
place on the Estrella plantation. Several
Washington.
been reported to the Senate, it was the
insurgents were captured.
subject of a hearing today before the
7
BITTERLYGRAY SOBBED
Senate committee on foreign relations.
Speaker Heed Given First Place—Efforts of
Secretary Olney was present. The treaty
the Ohio Man’s Managers Have Been Admits Killing His Wife, But Says It Was
was amended in its text by
the
Senate
Accidental.
Fruitless in Many Cases—Will Have
committee only with respect to minor deOnly Four Totes in Indiana.
The agreed upon statement of
tails.
Woodsville, N. H., March 23.—In the
faots before the Paris tribunal by
the
Boston, Maroh 33.—A Washington Grafton JCounty oourt this afternoon
counsel of the two governments, with reto the Journal says:
Milo Gray was arraigned on the oharge of
gard to seizures, has been, it Is said, in- special
For
President, Thomas B. Reed of murder of his wife in 1891, Gray retracted
corporated in the treaty. This, it is held
by the Senators on the commission, is Maine.
a plea
a plea of not guilty, and entered
not in any sense binding upon this
govFor Vice President, William McKin- of
guilty of murder in the second degree.
ernment. The language of this alleged
admits the killing of his wife, but
agreement upon a statement of faots is ley o f Ohio.
This is a ticket that Is being generally Gray
amended in some particulars. This is as
claims it was accidental. He and his wifo
as
disoussed
one
of
the
results
probable
far as can be ascertained, the only obange
in his wagon when the dismade in the text of the treaty.
Before of the St. Louis oonvention. It is recog- were driving
nized by shrewd observers that the no- pute arose, his wife striking him in
the
the Paris oourt of arbitration
twenty mination
the
of
will
to
the
gu
presidency
sealing vessels put in claims for damages.
He returned the blow and knocked
face.
and
that
candidate
the
successful
east,
All these claims appear in the treaty for
When he
bis wifo out of the wagoD.
settlement.
In
addition there are four will probably he Mr. Reeil. Mr. MoKinhns many friends who reached her she was insensible; He made
ley, however,
other vessels whose claims never did ap
It was at first seem to be enthusiastic about his pros- some efforts to revive her, but failed. To
pear before the tribunal.
with an eastern man at the esoape arrost for murder he took the body
oontended that the claims of these four pects, aod
of the ticket, strength enough into the oellar of an old house and covervessels should not be subjected to arbitra- head
Much
tion, but the question of damages should would doubtless he added to it by plac- ing it with boards, left it.
the Ohio aspirant in the second sympathy was shown the prisoner by the
be limited to such vessels as
presented ing
At
the
of
his
some
the
friends
of
the
audience
testimony.
Indeed,
during
olaims before the Paris court.
This place.
sjbbed
Gray
bitterly.
point has not been pressed. It is believed Ohio man are already talking quietly conclusion.
the United States will agree to
submit about such a combination, although, of Sentenoe will be pronounced tomorrow.
they are not ready to admit puball these questions to this
arbitration, course, that
an
outoome of this kind ]s MRS. MORRISON CHOKED TO DEATH
although it oontends, as it always has licly
that there is no valid claim for damages probable.
In case Mr. McKinley should think it
out of the seizure.
Secretary
Do Seem to Credit Mr. Morribe talon inadvisable to acoept the Vioe Presiden- Aud Officers
lney urged that speedy action
■
cy, it has been suggested by some of bis
on the treaty. |
son's Story.
g
J
J a
friends that he oould probably do better work for the cause of protection by
TO BUY THE QUARANTINE STATION
March 23.—About 6 tonight,
Boston,
returning to the House of Representafirst made his reputation Hiram Morrison of 116 Cambridge street,
Bill Introduced By Speaker Reed of Im- tives, where.he
as a champion of protection.
to the polioe that his wife was
The result of the election of delegates reported
portance to Tortlaud.
the past week has not materially lying on the floor of their bed room apduring
March
Reed
Washington,
23.—Speaker
An officer found in a
obangsd the relative standing of the parently dead.
introduced in the Housa today a bill ap- candidates for nomination.
Mr. Morton dark roam
face downward
lying
upon
propriating $12,000 to enable the Secreta- has shown his unexpected strength in the wreck of a mantel bed the woman
ry of the Treasury to purohase the build- New York, and the primaries have deof the bed
a certainty that he will control dead with tho
upper part
ings of the Portland, Maine Quarantine veloped
the delegation of the Empire State. No crushed down upon her body. Back of
When
Station.
purchased the station previous Republican candidate has ever the bed a fire was
smoldering. Upon
been able to do this. Even Roscoe Conklis to be operated by the United States.
ing fell short of a unanimous support the woman’s throat was found two deep
Nominations by the President,
from his own delegation. The primaries imprints as if caused by human fingers.
Washington, March 23.—The President in Minnesota have Insured a solid Repub- Morrison was taken to the station where
today sent to the Senate the following lican support for Senator Davis from his he said that his wife, and another womnomination:
F. W. Roberts of Maine, own state, and Senator (Jullom has suca male friend had been
an and
consul at Cape Town, Cape Colony.
cessfully resisted the attempted inroads about all tire afternoon. He drinking
himself
in Hlinois. Out of
upon his preserve
Senator Hale Thinks Cuba Settled*
310 delegates thus far elected, 133 ore un- left the house about 8, not returning till
Washington, March 23.—Senator Hale derstood to favor the candidaoy of Mr. 6.30 when he found his wifo in the
the
officer.
The
by
leader of the opposition to the
Cuban MoKinley, while the others are divided position found
resolutions said today, that he did
not among Morton, Reed, Allison and Quay officers discredit his story. J
bolieve the confereos would agree upon in the order named. This week’s convenBarry Defeats Wallace Ross.
resolutions that would be satisfactory to tions in
Massachusetts, New York, Minboth houses. He rather looked upon the nesota will
materially Increase the numMaroh 23.—A match between
London,
Cuban matter as finally disposed of and ber of
delegates to be credited to Reed, Mor- scullers Wallace Ross of New Brunswick
said it would probably be left where it ton and
Davis, respectively.
and W. A. Barry of London, was rowed
should have been left from the
start,
It is now evident that Mr. MoKinley
on the Tyne from Scotswood suswith the President.
This course would, will have to depend for his votes on the today
bridge to the west side of
RedMr. Hale added,
subserve the public block of states in the Middle Northwest. pension
bridge.
Barry won by a length.
good. With that out of the way Congress The efforts that his managers have heugh
Ross was given five seconds start.
The
would proceed with the
appropriation been putting forth in the South seem to raoe was for fifty pounds a side.
would have been fruitless in many instances.
bills, and when they were passed
He predicted an adjournment It is now certain that he will have hardgo home.
as early as the middle of May.
ly any votes in Texas, Lousiana, Mississippi, Alabama, Florida or South Carouo
»r
vuu ounuo
x J u»i
uuio
BRIEFLY TOLD.
Arkansas, possibly a majority of Tennessee
and a majority of Georgia, while
L. C. Ring’s Wood Working
manuand Virginia will he
North Carolina
factory in Bradford containing six large equally divided between him and Reed.
wooden buildings and a lumber
shed,
The Indiana delegation will probably
was totally
destroyed by fire at noon not be for McKinley, contrary to reports
Monday. The loss Is from 810,00C to $15,- which were sent out on the day of the
000; oovered by insurance.
elootion of delegates. The McKinley peoendeavored to secure instructions
Legislative oommittee on harbors and
distrlot.
They succeeded In
public lands, of the Massachusetts legis- n every
in two others reso
lature yesterday, reported a resolve
ap- only two out of 13,
propriating $150,000 to deepen Boston lutlons Indorsing McKinley were adoptharbor botweon the bridges and the main ed, but his friends were unable to obtain
ship ohanuel and a line of fifty feet out- instructions. With the exoeption of the
four delegates from these districts, tho
side.
will probably be
delegation
Mayor Robinson of Glouoester, Mass., Indiana
found voting against McKinley at St.
has asked for the
the
resignations of
It is possible that the name of
board of police commissioners. He says Louis.
dc presented in spite of
he is satisfied the board is not in accord Harrison may
of withdrawal, and In that
letter
with the present administration in its de- his
he will, of course, have tho solid
event,
sire to restrict and more completely conIndiana vote.
trol the liquor business of the city.
Thomas
S.
B.
S.
Hughes.
Judge
J
A.,
author of “Tom Brown’s School
THE ANTI-PLATT FAC TION
A.,
Days,” died at Brighton Sunday eve- In New York Holds a Meeting: to Boom
was
bora
in
1828.
ning. Judge Hughes
McKinley’s Candidacy.
Earthquakes wore reported in the
vicinity of Machine and Calais yesterday.
New
Maroh 23.—A

growing

file

Benjamin Spollman, aged 38
Boston, is believed to be dying

York,

years, of
from the

result of a bullet wound in the abdomen,
reoeived during a souffle with
reserve
officer Shaw last night while
resisting
arrost.

Tin; Portuguese settlers in Hawaii have
started a movement to remove to South
Afrioa, being crowded by Japanese iahoi

competition.

McKinley

boom in New York oity was launched tonight at Cooper Union. Tho big hall was
Major L. Jerome
packed with people.
the meeting to order and
GenWagner Swaine w«s chosen chairman.
Mr Jerome said in part:
It has be
come evident that the favorite son candicalled

dacy of

this state

will

not

materialize.

A

Pure*
Absolutely
of tartar baking powder.
oream

of all in leavening strength
—Latest
Government
TInited
States
Food Report.

Highest

Royal Baking

Powder Co.

100 Wall St„ M. V.

FIFTY GOLDEN YEARS.

MUNYON’S

ly engaged in business

as ever, and that
is widely known outside of Maine.
Golden weddings are far from frequent,
ami still
more seldom is there a man
who celebrates the Both anniversary of
bis wedding,
while still in active business, and without having In the least de-

DYSPEPSIA

Fiftieth Anniversary of the Wedding
of Mr. and Mrs, E. M. Steadman.
A Crowd of Friends Present and

CURE

Beautiful

and

Scores of

Costly Presents—Chil-

dren and Grandchildren Assisted in Re-

given

gree
life.

up

any of the activities of

Stomach ami Dyspepsia
ceiving the Guests.
LECTURE ON EVOLUTIONCure oures all forms of indigestion and
A
stomach trouble, such as rising of food,
golden wedding Is a sufficiently
Address by Prof. John Tyler
distress after eating, shortness, of breath, unique
event to call out people, and Interesting
at Advent Church Cast Night,
palpitation and allallections of the heart when the venerable
are
of
those
couple
caused bv indigestion, wind on the stomach, bad taste, offensive breath, loss of all men delight to honor, then the event
Prof. John M.
Tyler, professor of
weakness
or
of
the is of the more interest. Last evening
appetite, faintness
headache from
stomach,
indigestion, the residence of Mr. and Mrs. E. M. biology at Amherst oollege, delivered last
coated tongue,
soreness of the stomach,
26 Thomas street was packed. evening the first of a series of lectures on
heartburn, shooting pains of the stom- Steadman,
dizziness, faintness People began to arrive early, and up “Evolution” in the Advent church, beach, oonatlpation.
Price 25 cents.
and laok of energy.
to a late hour there was hardly a break fore a seloct audience, which oooupied all
the soats in the building.
Muoyou’s Kheumatism Cure seldom in the stream of
callers.
falls to relieve In one to three hours, and
Prof. Tyler traoed the history of EvoluHoward
25
Price
E.
cents
Soule
and
cures in a few days.
Edward E.Chontion from the earliest times, anil shewed
Munyon's Kidney Cure speedily cures
that it was no new theory, but had been
pains In the baok, loins or groins aud all
forms of kidney disease. Price 25c.
taught in various forms by the most
restores
lost
Vitalizor
Munyon’s
powers
ancient Hindoo and Greek philosophers.
to weak men. Price Jl.
Both considered that all the forms of life
Ask your druggist for free copy of Munyon’s Guide to Health, and treat yourself
existing on the earth oame not by direct
harmless
at home with
remedies
that
creation, but by gradual developments.
contain positive cures for all diseases.
Munyon’s

He cited

different
a
number
of the
theories and explained that the blblionl
account given iu Genesis, or book
of
births favored the idea of Evolution. He
quoted several passages from the writings
of Professor Lewis, one of the pioneers of

Personal letters to Prof. Munyon, 1505
Aroh street, Philadelphia, Pa., answered
with free medical advice for any disease.

THE

DAILY

PRESS

Another

Theory Regarding the Death of
Engineer Allen.

[SPECIAL

TO THE

PRESS.]

Lewiston,

Maroh 23.— '[he searohi ng
have been at work all day looking for the body of Civil Engineer Allen,
but with
no better result than yester-

parties

day.
This
forenoon a crew of men were
sent down to Brunswiok and begun a
systematic dragging of both sides of the

river, whioh will bo oontinued up to
Lewiston Falls.
There is a new theory of how the acoldent huppened whioh seems much more
reasonablo than
hit any object.

the idea that his head

Detective
John Heald, who is in the
city this aftornoon, says that Conductor
Gile has told him that a couple of boys
were stealing
a
ride from Auburn to
Lewiston and wero standing on the platform with Mr. Allen.
These boys have said to the oonductor,
that while the
engineer was leaning

looking at the men at work, his
hat flew off, and in making an attempt
to oatoh it, he lost his balanoe and fell.
over

THE NEW NAVY.
Committee

Completes la Part of the
Report to the House.

Bill

and Will

Can always be found at the periodica

damental proposition was that all
development of species takes place through
the operation of forces set in motion by
the Creator.
He deprecated the practice
of reading science into the Bible which

tores of:
John Chisholm, 103 Congress street.
247
A. B. Merrill,
405
W. F. Goo Id.
u
N. G. Fessenden, 020
604
W.H. Jewett.
EGO
I, A. Llbbv.
F. A. Jelllson, 935 Congres street.
J. E. Wilson, 16 India street
.1. J. Beardworth. 87 India street.
1'. H. Erskine. 43 Middle street.

E. M.

Steadman.

would have to be read out of it at some
future day as’had often been the case. He
described the difference of
the
views
taken of the problem of creation by
the Oriental and Greek, and the Latin
and Norse minds, due greatly
to the

Washington,
oommittee

pleted the

March
23.—The
House
on naval
affairs today comsection of the naval appro-

uux

pxiatiuu

pru viuiug

lur now vessels

for

the navy. It
is provided that one
of the
four
battleships recommended
shall be built on the Pacific coast, one

on
tbe Paciflo coast, one
torpedo boat
torpedo boat on the Gulf, one on the
room was
charmingly decorated with
Mississippi river; five torpedo boats to
plants, flowers and ferns, every detail difference of climate and natural condi- have a speed of at least 25 knots the
itreet.
being well carried out. They were as- tions. He recounted the various theories remainiug ten tbe highest speed
AV. A. Gillls, 145 Commercial street.
possible.
sisted In receiving their guests
M. H. Hackett. 190 Brackett street.
by Mr. held by the scientists down to the time of The five will be the larger boats.
John H. Allen, 381 Vi Congress street.
and Mrs. James
M. Steadman, and by Darwin ; and illustrated the strong oppoThe bidders for the torpedo boats can
Dennet&Co, the Florist, 645 Congress street
their children, and the grandchildren of sition that his theory of Evolution like bid for
G. J. Hodgson, 96Vi Portland street.
any number thoy think proper.
T. M. Glendening, Long Island.
Mr. and
Mrs. E. M. Steadman, Miss all new ideas received from the conserva- The boats to be constructed on the
PaFV L. Brackett. Peaks Island.
Miss
tive and non-progressive element among cific coast, the Gulf and the Mississippi
E. L. Littlefield, 189 Congress street.
Maud,
Patty and Miss Mabel.
J. K. Hannon, 1115 Congress street.
are
to
be
built
these
at
if
the
Anions those
points
who paid their respects mankind. He related how ainoe Darwin’s
Geo. W Turner, 931A|Congress street.
coat of construction Is not excessive.
In
to Mr. and Mrs. Steadman were Rev.and
view of the origin of speoies had
L. H. Beal, 422 Congress street.
been case It is
are
to
be
Duilt
excessive,
they
J. M. Googins, 221 Spring street.
Mrs. I. Luce, Rev. and Mrs Geo. D. shown to bo
neither
atheistic or
de- anywhere the President may
decide.
Mrs. Bralev. cor. Spring and Clarkl streets
J. X. AVyer. 48 Portland Pier.
Lindsay, Rev. and Mrs. F. O. Rogers, grading to man it began to receive gen- The committee this afternoon completed
G. AV. Hunt. 8 Custom House Wharr.
the
bill
Mr.
Boutelle
to reauthorizing
Rev.
and Mrs. Charles Munger, Rev. eral approval. It was seen that the belief
John Cox. 23 Monument square.
port it to the House. After concluding
and Mrs. Dwight M. Pratt, Rev.
Deunett. thePlorist. 663 Congress street.
and in the existanoe of an ultimate cause was the ship clause of the bill,the consideraAlso at the new stanus In the Falmouth
Airs. S. S.
Sampson, Col. and Mrs. H. essential no matter how long a process of tion of dry docks was renewed. HeretoPreble and United States hotels, and Grand
voted for throe
It can also be ob- S. Osgood, Dr. and Mrs. A. K. P. Mos- development took place in the production fore the committee had
Trunk and Union Depots.
timber dry docks, at Portsmouth, N. H.,
tained of Chisholm Bros., agents on all trains
Hon. and Mrs. Geo. C. Wing of of oreated things.
erve,
The origin of speoies
of the Maine Central, Grand Trunk and Pori,
Algiers, La., and Mare Island,Call. Toland & Ilochester railroaus and of agents on any
Auburn, Rev. and Mrs. Theodore Ger- was the main question to be considered. day a motion was made to reconsider this
of the Boston trams.
Mr.
After considerable
and
recommendation.
Mrs.
Seth
L.
The
matter was
not susceptible
of
The Press can al3o be found at the following rish,
Larrabee,
Hon. and Mrs. Charles J. Chapman, Mr. positive demonstration. A consideration discussion It was decided 7 to 4 to strike
places out side the city:
all docks out of the bill.
and Mrs.
James F. Hawkey Mr. and of the weight of the arguments for and
Auburn—J u. HaskelL
Augusta—J. F. Pierce,
Mrs. Sewell Lang, Mr. and Mrs. Theo- against any conclusion was
the
To the Author of the Monroe Doctrine.
only
Bath—John O. Shaw.
dore Josselyn, Mr. and Mrs. Adam P. method to arrive at a decision.
I Clin Falls, N. H.—C. S. Clark.
He exWashington, Maroh 23.—Mr. Jones of
Biddeford—A. M. Burnham.
Leighton, Mrs. Joseph Miller of North plained that Darwin’s theory was based Virginia, offered in the House today a
W. T. Barnsley.
Bridgton—A. W. Ingalls.
Cambridge, Mass., Mr. and Mrs. R. C. upon the laws of natural selection and bill appropriating $60,000 for the erec-

J. w. Peterson,

txcnange street.
Cor. Commercial and
2

H. G. Todd,
Park
Sts.
AV. A. Golden. 76 Exchange street.
Westman & West, 93 ana 95 Commercial

Brunswick—F. F. Shaw.
Cape Elizabeth—Dyer & Jose.
Cumberland Mills—II. G. Starr.
Camden—Fred Lewis.
J. H. Gould.
Cornish—E. L. Brown.*
Deerinc—N. J. Scanlon.
Damariseotta—E. W. Dunbar.
Fairfield—E. H. Evans.
Farmington—H. P. Whits & Co.
Mitchell.
I'reeport—A. W.
Fryeburg—A. C. Frye.
Fryeburg—J. T. Whitmore.
Gardiner—Russell Bros.
Green’s Landing—S. W. Fifield.
Gorham—L. J. Lerniond.
N. H.—S. M. Leavitt & Son.
Keimebunk—J. H. Otis.
Keimebunkport—C. E. Miller.
Livermore Falls—C. Newman.
Ixewistoh—Chandler & Winship.
Long island—Hughey Bros.
Limerick—S. A. Grant
Mechanic Falls—Merrill & Denning.
North Stratford. N. H.—J. C. Hucntiac
Norway—F. F. Stone.
A. O. Noyes Co.
Old Orchard—Fogg & i bby.
Ricnmond—A. K.V MUlett
Rumford Falls—H. L. Elliott
C. A. Clifford.
Rockland—Dunn & Carr.
A. J. Huston.
Hanford—F. H. Wingate.
Skowliegan—Bixby & Buck.
South Portland—J. F. Merriman.
kOuth Windham—J. W. Read.

Steadman

reoeivod

in the parlor.

The

survival of the fittest.
ber of examples of tho

at

irt-j*.. XJ. oi>Ui

among the races of the human
amounted in some instances almost

Funeral of

large attendance, among those
present being many of the personal

Airs. E> AI. Steadman.

friends of Mr. Goodwin und

Frank. Tho interment
Chandler’s orchestra was in attendance,
and Air. Robinson acted as caterer.
The presants were very beautiful, and

Wyman.

the

unusual nature of the occasion was
recalled by
every one present. The directors of the Chapman National Bank

Lehigh and Free-

(Semi-Bituminous)

and

Georges Creek Cumberland Coals are
unsurpassed for general steam and
forgo use.
Genuine

Lykens Valley Franklin,

English and American Cannel.

Above Coals Constantly On Hand.
TELEPHONE

....

100-2

OFFICE:

7b Commercial & 70 Exchange Sts.
M.W&Ftf
»P3_

WM. M.

JOB
®7 1-S

—-

PRINTER,

PKWTESS’

EXCHANGE.

Eichang# St.,

FINE JOB PRINTING A
A.Il ord*ri by mall
ZgatoaC

or

Portland.

SPECIALTY.

teUphoim promptly

u

aorliiaodtf

The Glendon Iron Company, one of the
oldest furnace operating coucerns in the
Lehigh valley, with offices in Boston,
mnde an assignment yesterday. The plant
v as capitalized for a million.
The liabil-

ities will not bo large,

E.

J. P.

Chaplin,

a

gold-headed

was

at

Kvergreen.

Tlie Cat Show.

Tbe
interest taken in the oat show
among the ladies of Portland is remarkable.
Although one week remains a
large number of entries have already
and tbe prospect of some
been made,
beautiful Portland tabbie carrying home
the first prize is good.
Light Tenders Appointed.
At a meeting of the
lights held last evening,

committee
on
James Wallaoe

re-elected
light tender at
island, and Josiah Sterling at
Island.
was

Long
Peaks

walking stick; Airs. Al. T. Doten, gold
Hot Fire in Philadelphia.
Airs. E.
S. Peteugill of
sugar sifter;
I’hiladelphia, March 23.—Fire this afSioux
Falls, S. D.,.gold sugar tongs;
ternoon gutted the six-story building at
E. Cheuery, gold-lined sugar
Edward
1526 Chestnut street, mainly occupied by
bowl; Air. and Airs. T. C. Josselyn, gold tho Thackery Manufacturing Company,
Airs. Joseph
forks and spoons;
of Cambridge, Mass., a beautiful
hand painted
set; Air. and Mrs. Frank
O. Squires of Boston, a solid gold berry
linen
Miller

iisli; Rev. Dr Barrage, silver ice cream
spoons, gold lined; Air. and Airs. James
M. Stendman, diamond pin. In addition
unmarked.
there were many presents
Valuable pictures, piles of gold coin, articles of silver unmarked, but as highly
ippreciated by Mr. ami Airs. Steadman
more costly articles, letters and
*a
the
telegrams from absent friends, all of
these and many more friendly evidences

Mr. Steadman is but 70,
ind Airs. Steadman but 09.
was kept as pleasantly
The ocoasion
It was a gatheruformal as possible.

ateadmun,

Card

-AND

George

if continued interest were received.
Perhaps the word “venerable” should
not be used in speaking of Air. and Airs,

MARKS,

Book,

a

spoons;

for Domestic Use.

superb gold berry set.

Air. and
Robinson gave a set of
solid silver spoons, gold lined. E. Provost & “Fils
of Lewiston gave a solid
silver, gold lined berry dish; Charles fl.
and Airs. J. IV. Taber, and
Pratt, Mr.
Mr. and Airs. C. J. Chapman, gold lined
gave
Airs.

Burning Coals

who

many

Pingree of LewistoD, Mr.and Mrs. James had associated with him in his profesPease, Mr. and Mrs. B. M. Edwards, sional life and his long service in the city
Mr. and Mrs. George H. Morey, Mr. and government. The casket was surmounted
Rev.
Mrs. C. J. Pennell, Mr. and Mrs. F. H. by a profusion of floral tributes.
Hezalton, Mr.and Mis. Howatd E. Soule Dr. i'enn, who conducted the services,
and Mr. and Mrs. Edward Chenery.
spoke appropriately of Mr. Goodwin’s life
Mrs. Sumner Burnham, an aunt of and of the many qualities of mind and
Mr. Steadman,
heart, which had endeared him to a large
was
an honored gueBt.
The pall bearers were
She is 88, but enjoyed the bright oocaaion oirclc of friends.
Edward
A. Noyes,
Messrs.
Charles
as
fully as any other member of the Tflfl warrlc.
Sfimupl Trnclr nnrl
W
"P

Yarmouthville—G. Howard Humphrey.

Pocahontas

Wm, A. Goodwin.

wag a

LrV.HlL,

fi Fall Assortment of

a

The fuueral of the late William A.
Goodwin was held at his late residence
on Pine street yesterday afternoon. There

Paris—F. A. Shurtleft.
Waterboro—G. C. Downs.
Saco—H. B. Kendricks & Co.
E. L. Prebie.
South Bristol—N. W. Garaagc.
Thomaston—E. Waisn.
Vina! Haven—A. B. Vi nab
Waldoboro—Geo. BUsb.
Waterville—W. D. Spaldine.
Westbrook—W. B. Boothby.
Wintbrop—F. S. Jackson.
Si

to

difference of speoies.
The Professor was
listened to with muoh interest by
bis
highly intellectual audience, who applauded him during the course of his
lecture and at its oiose.

'outh
South

Woodfords—Chapman

A Whole Town

Wiped Out.

New
York, Maroh 23.—A Vancouver
speoial to an evening papor says that the
Australian steamer Warrlmoo has arrived
and reports the destruction of Suva, the
family capital of the Fiji islands, by a hurri-

—

a

a num-

of the
laws both in the case of animals and of
the human race.
He explained
the
difference between variety and speoies,
and stated that the differences existing

**
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He oited

operation

tion
of a monument to the memory of
James Monroe at Fredeiloksburg, Va.

for

ng of friends, and from first to last this
kept in mind. The esteem in which
is held by his business
Ur. Steadman
was

issooiates,

was

as

fully

demonstrated

as

manufacturers and dealers in gas and
elootrio fixtures. Architect W. G. Hall
and Lindloy Johnson
had offices in the
building. The tire started iu the cellar.
The
firemen
were handicapped by a
heavy fall of snow which made the asstreets
like
ice.
When tbe fire
phalt
started 250 men and women were at work
in the rooms of the Thackery Company
on the
upper floors and all got out. in
T haokery Company’s loss
safetv.
The
is $150,000. Tho
building is owned by
Wm. Wetgbtman
and is probably damaged $100,000; oovered by insurance.
Thomas Barnes’ Narrow

Escape.

Portsmouth, March 23.—Word

was

oane, March 6. The storm was tbe worst
ever known in the Southern Paoiflo.

Fifty Lashes.

A sturdy shoeing smith, with countenance lowering at his hated task, stepped forward, picked np the instrument
of punishment
a postilionlike whip
handle, furnished with nine knotted,
heavy, leather “tails”—and awaited
further orders. A nod from his senior,
a swishing hiss from the oat, and the
sharply spoken record of the sergeant
major “one,” followed in quick suooession by “two,” “three,” “four”—
then we were startled by the sudden
word, “Stop 1” from the offloer in charge
of the parade, a kindly hearted man,
who had reoently filled 'illustrious positions as a general, and who spoke to the
following effeot:“The punishment is
being inflicted In a manner which is
—
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Free PillsSena your address to H. K. Bucklen &
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strokes would soaroely have hurt a child.
To see that it is carried out acoordiug to
law is my duty. Shoeing smith, do you
do your duty?” No. 5 lash was accordingly of an entirely different nature
from its predecessors.
The tails were whirled aloft, and,
after a oircular sweep, were bronghl
down fair and square with a thnd between the shoulders of tlie prisoner,
who, by the involuntary struggle of his
lashed arms and the spasmodio wince ol
his whole frame, gave evidence of his
suffering. Instantaneously red wales,
caused by each separate thong, glowed
on the firm white muscles of the powerful prisoner, and as lash after lash descended, these wales became merged in
a large surfaoe of bleeding flesh. At the
twenty-fifth stroke the shoeing smith
tossed his cat on the ground with a gesture of relief that his share of the infliction was over, and another man taking his place proceeded to complete the
tale. Ey this time the prisoner had apparently grown numb to pain. At al!
events, he endured it With the silence
and the stoioism of a red Indian, although his shoulders presented a ghastly
aspect, and the surgeon, standing olose
at hand, kept a keen watch lest nature
should be overwrought.—Blackwood’s

Magazine.
Cold Drawn

re-

ceived from the Isles of Shoals
tonight
that
Thomas Uarnes
of tbe
fishing
sohooner Ames Cutter, supposed to have
been drowned Sunday afternoon, while
He lost one
hauling trawls, wus safe.
oar, but succeeded, after a fierce struggle
with the wind and waves in reaching tne
Isles of Shuals by aid of the
remaining

1_JU TV
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Steel Tubing.

The cold drawn process Is now largely
resorted to in the production of steel tubing and is a great factor in the construction of the bloyole and involves machinery
both ponderous and powerful. One of the
methods employed consists in takin a
pieoe of steel in the shape of a bar, or ingot. This is borod through the center,
and it is then passed through a die, after
which it is heated and treated to a bath in
a secret preparation, which removes the
temper that the drawing process imparts.
This is repeated a number of times, each
die used being smaller than its predecessor,
with the result that the tube grows smaller and longer.
This is continued uutil
tho tube is of the right diametor and
The drawing out of a pieoe of
gauge.
steel in this manner, without heating, is
regarded as a notable example of the perfection of modern machinery.—New York
Bun.

Co., Ciiicago, and get a free sample box
warm
was tho
feeling euteitained for of Dr. King’s New Life Pills. A trial
and Mrs. Steadman by their will convince you of their merits. These
noth Mr.
are easy in action
and are particulost of friends, confined to no one walk pills
larly effective in the cure of Constipation
in life.
and Sick Headache.
For Malaria and
It was at a late hour when the last Liver troubles they have been proved invaluable.
Thoy are guaranteed to be
suest said “Good night,” and Mr. and
perfectly free from every deleterious sub
Mrs.
Steadman were left alone, with stance and to be purely vegetable.
They
the pleasantest memories of a happy an- do not weaken by their action, but by
tone to stomach and bowels greatgiving
to
here
It
is
needless
speak
niversary.
TO CUBE A CODD IN ONE DAY.
ly inlvgorato the system. Regular size
of the long,
successful and honorable 25c
Sold by Geo. M. Young,
per box.
Take laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets.
business career of Mr. Steadman, but it Druggist, 489 Congress street.
H. G. All druggists refund the money if it
Is a notable fact that he is still as active* Starr, Westbrook.
^faile to oura. fcfio,
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Much Fretting; and No Idttie Time Saved
by Thriftiness.
“Poverty is no disgraoo, but it Is very
lnoonvenient,” runs the New England
proverb, and the inconvenience of not having little neoessaries at hand is a constant
souroe of worry to the average housekeeper.
No amount of money will keep a kitchen
or boudoir supplied with what is needed
nnless thoughtfulness be constantly exercised,vind this thoughtfulness, joined to
thriftXuess, ts one of the best lubricators
of household wheels.
For instance, for some reason known
only to the mysterious which decree the
rules of trade, jugs are always sold without corks, and grocers consider a wad of
newspaper, or, at best, straw paper, an excellent substitute, especially for molasses.
Now, in every kitchon corks are tolerably
plentiful, when not wanted, and if they
are washed and saved, not by being thrown
into a drawer along with soap and candles,
but in a covered box, they would be accesA few might be used for keeping
sible.
empty bottles free from dust.
Brown paper and papor bags are too frequently thrown into the Are or ash barrel,
whereas if they were carefully folded and
in odd moments cut into dish papers, croquettes and similar dishes would not be
so often sent to table without being properly drained. The clean bags should be
saved for sending out of the house, for certain articles can be paoked in them much
more easily than in loose paper.
Large envelopes, such as are used for
valontines and Christmas cards, are not
easy to procure, yet they are, as a rule,
oast aside, even when unsoiled, and the
lack of them at certain times is a source
of much inoonvenienoe. A hint for those
who cannot get iust what they want is to
out two euvelupes in halt and slip one over
the other, pasting them securely, and at a
point to make the combination the required size.
Cardboard suoh as comes on the back of
memorandum pads, and, as a rule, is
thrown into tho waste paper basket, is another article difficult to get just when it is
wanted, yet it does not take up much room
in one’s desk, nor do rubber bands, provided they are slipped into a little box
such as the druggists use for powders or
tho jewelers for small purchases.
Mothers do not need to be told to save
buttons of all kinds, but possibly some of
them may not think to cut up old trousers
and jackets that are too ragged to give
away, and yet out of whioh good sized
squares of cloth may bo saved for mending. Such garments should not be kept
whole, for they serve only as breeding
plaoes for moths, but a lump of oamphor
will preserve them when in small pieoes.
—New York Times.
The First

Calliope.
On the 4th of July, 1866, the first calliope, or “steam organ,” made its debut at
Woroester, Mass. It was invented by a
machinist of that city named Joshua C.
Stoddard, who 1b said to have toiled most
of the time night and day for over a year
in reduoing the harsh screech of escaping
steam through the bell whistles so that
they finally became trained musical notes.
The foundation of the machine was laid
and all the details, from inception to completion, were carried out in the machine
shops of Wood & Light, the proprietors
aiding the young inventor in every possible
manner.
When tho Woroester papers announced that “Stoddard’s gigantic musioal novelty” had been completed, everybody in Massachusetts, it appeared, was
anxious to get a look at the machine and
hear it blow a burrioane of musio.
At last the oity authorities took the
matter in hand and hired the curious contrivance for use on Independence day.
The great musical machine was accordingly loaded on a speoial train and taken
The operator did himself
to Providence.
and the oalliope great oredit during the
journey, keeping up a oonstant roar of
music from the beginning to the end of
the trip, thus giving those along the route
a chanoe to hear if not to see the new
wonder.
N. P. Willis, the poet, writing of it to
his paper, The Home Journal, Gald: “I
was two miles from it, yet the tones were
dear, soft and musical, though as powerful as if produced near by.
They seemed
to pervade the whole atmosphere.
Could
only stand In astonishment and listen.”—
St. Louis Republic.

Conoeit.

---

--

of Hans Christian Andersen, can
easily be imagined, though it causod him

hundred bitter trials in his earlior Ufa
before his great gifts were understood and
acknowledged by the world. So, too, Goldsmith’s conoeit was a very attaching quality, and in our own day we oould name a
great poet full of tho most amiable and
attractive conceit, in which there was not
anything irritating or even indicative of
jealous mortifloation. The truth is that
sunny conoeit, founded on groat gifts, is
often delightful, while the oonceit which
broods on the world’s injustice in not reoognizing to the full these great gifts is
corroding and repelling.
Tho happy oonceit which takes all tho
recognition it can get with gratitude, and
supplements it with sincere pity for those
who have no sufficient insight to recognize
the gifts that have been displayed, is as
oharming and radiant a quality as we can
find anywhere, while the jealous oonceit
which is always suspioious of the inadequacy of the world’s admiration is one of
the most unpleasant and displeasing of
characteristics. In other words, the conoeit which is perfectly joyous, but, of
founded in true gifts, attraots,
course,
while the less perfect conceit, which has a
little distrust, on one side or other, of the
solidity of its own genius, Is displeasing,
because not serene. The former is as oheering as sunshine, the latter as displeasing
a

as

The

horrid oontortions it makes with its face!
See how strangely it kicks! How like a
demon it yells! Yet In a few short years
some man will be half crazed with wild
suspense, worshiping the very air this be
ing breathes, devoutly kneeling at her foet
and frantically begging for one word, one
pressure of the hand, evon a look whioh
will give him hope.—London Tit-Bits.

f

restlessness.—London Spectator.

at Dene with, among others,
tho late Sir Henry Hoaro, who told the
story. While moving in toward the cornel
from which the birds were to bo driven
across the valley, the pheasants were getting up by hundreds and flying back.
“There must be a fox,” said his lordship;
but on reaching the corner the true cause
was disclosed; a very aged and feeble yokel was sitting on a stile in full view in
the very corner of the cover.
My lord
promptly cleared for action, threw down
his guns, discharged his head keeper and
his loaders, and then until words failed
him he bruised tho wind with a splendid
selection of most noble oaths.
The poor
yokel, who thought his last hour at hand,
did exactly what the situation required.
He said, “My lord, I am your hardship's
hereditary mole oatcher.
Clutching at
any straw to bring him out of a position
now clearly
ridiculous, Lord Cardigan
said, “Oh, if you are the hereditary mole
catcher, then you are exonerated.” He accordingly re-engaged his keeper, recovered
his guns, and said to his guest, “Henry,
lam, without a doubt, a d-d fool.”—
National Review.
Two Irish

years’ observation of Castoria with the patronage of
millions of persons, permits us to speak of it without
guessing.
It is unquestionably the best remedy for Infants and Children

THIRTY

the world has

Wellalong—Well,

just

32 at her

WHEN

something

The bird

lime trap, by whioh small
birds are caught, is an Imitation of ttie
tongue of the ant eater, whioh is covered
with a stioky slime, by which ants and
other small insects aro captured.

Barley ripens to perfection on the sides
of the Himalaya mountains, up to 12,000
feet above the sea level. There is no other
plaoe In the world where it matures at a
greater height than 9,000 feet.
Take the Press, it contains allth
latest aswa. 60 eta. a month

It will

which is

Castoria
Castoria

It is harmless.
save

absolutely

Children like it.

their lives.

It

In it Mothers have

safe and practically perfect

as

a

Castoria

destroys Worms.
allays Feverishness.
prevents vomiting Sour Curd.\

Castoria

cures Diarrhoea and Wind
Castoria relieves Teething Troubles.
cures

Colic,)

Constipation and Flatulency.

Castoria neutralizes the effects of carbonic acid gas or
poisonous air.
Castoria does not contain morphine, opium, or any other narcotic.
Castoria assimilates the food, regulates the stomach and
bowels,
giving healthy and natural sleep.
Castoria is put up in one-size bottles only. It is not sold in bulk.
Don’t allow any one to sell you anything else on the plea or promise
that it is “just as good” and “will answer every purpose.”
See that you get C-A-S-T-O-R-I-A.
The fac-simile

signature

jg

m

of

on

every

wrapper.

Children Cry for Pitcher’s Castoria.
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DR. SANDEN'S ELECTRIC BELTS

LOWEST

9

A FIT GUARANTEED

STILL

Elastic

Seeley Hard Rubber

CURE WITHOUT MEDICINE

TRUSS

Rheumatism,
Lumbago, Lame Back;

TRUSS

Sciatica.

Kidney Complaint,
Stomach or Liver Ills,
Nervousness.
Nervous Debility,

Drains, Losses.
Lost Vigor.
Dr. Sanden's inventions for Electrical SelfTreatment have cured thousands after all other
known treatments had failed.
are fully
warranted. Let me send you a neat, illustrated
book explaining all about them, and containing
several nundred testimonials from Maine ana
vicinity. Free by mail on application.
NOTE A FEW MAINE PEOPLE CURED.

They

7 5o.
OTHERS AT PRICES

$1.00.
CORRESPONDINGLY

LOW.

Geo. C_ Frye,
COR. CONGRESS and FRANKLIN STS.
Ieb26eodtf

C. W. Morrill,
Monsoff, Maine,
Jason M. Bragdon, Dexter,
44
I. A. Small. Guilford
44
H, T. Woods, Portland,
Thomas Henderson, Eastport, 44
44
I. R Blethen, Thorndike,
44
E. R. Haynes, Monson,

MERRY,

MERRY,

Men suffering the slightest weakness should
read my book, “THREE CLASSES OF MEN."
Pocket edition free.
Sealed, by mail. Address

The Hatter.

The Hatter.

DR. A. T. SANDEN, 826 Broadway, New York.
Our

The only Dunlap

from

Agent

Stiff

$2

Hats
to

ar*

$5.
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CYCLES.
MADE

was

Gazette.

known.

child’s medicine.

Castoria

Electricity Cures

I don’t mean to

ago.—Roxbury

ever

gives them health.

zette.

me.

dispute it, but if I’m not mistaken I

Infants and Children.

for

Anecdotes.

An Irish relation of mine found two
countrymen in the dust of the highway.
The uppermost was thumping the beaten
foe severely.
The newcomer cried: “Let
him get up.
'Tis a cowardly thing to hit
a fellow when he’s down.”
The victor panted, “Yer honor’d never
be after asking me to let him up av ye
knew the thrubble ’twas I had to down
him.”
The same gentleman tells how he visited a wild tjpast show and saw a country
man come ih, bearing unmistakable signs
of having had a glass too much. A tiger
scratched the back of the hand with whioh
tho man grasped a bar of the cage.
Tho
laceration was severe and the pain great.
The sufferer danced about and twirled his
shillalah, crying, “Let him out, let him
out, till I have me will av him.” A companion triod to soothe the irate dancer
with tnis neat impromptu: “Never mind,
Pat I Sure he only wanted to scrape acquaintance wid ye 1”—Westminster Ga

Miss Wellalung—You
say that Miss
Buzbuz is only 24 years old?
Miss Wish well—Yes, that’s what she
Miss

package.

pheasants

Woman’s Years.

told

Cleanser.

A Display of Temper.
Tho late Lord Cardigan of Balaklava
fame was probably the most cyclonio tempered man of his timo. He was shooting

—

This is a baby. It is a girl baby.
How
sloppy its chin 1st How red its eyes! W'hat

Magic

Cake of Fine Toilet Soap in every

o

Contrast.

»T<

say,

Coruhill Magazine.
A

MISCELLANEOUS.
*-

Simple oonoeit, founded on really great
gifts, la often a very pleasant quality. No
more amiable
quality than the ooncelt,

Burma and Buddhism.

Bunna is a country dominated by an
idea, or rather a set of Weas, which owe
their origin to the influence of Buddhism.
The Burman holds the view that this life
Is a sorry tiling at the best and that the
wisest oonrse is, therefore, to got through
it with as little care, worry and anxiety as
possible. The world is nevertheless at the
saino time full of good things, which all
can enjoy.
Therefore why toil for wealth,
which brings only a burden of care In its
train? Why strain every nerve when possession means the anxiety to hold and preserve? The bounteous earth supplies rloe
for the needs of all her children, and while
there are love and laughter and gayety to
solace us, while leisure can be Becured and
peace maintained, let us enjoy and be
happy. Here we strike the keynote of the
life of the Burmans.
Strangers call them
lazy, but they are not Idle except on principle. They oan work splendidly when
they choose, but they have long ago decided that to turn the world into a workshop, to toil Incessantly for a mere subsistence, or in order to gather up riches, is
folly, as doing so destroys the pleasure of
As soon as a farmer has made
existence.
a little money by selling his crop he gives
a play, or pweo, to his town or village.—

|

MISCELLANEOUS.

THE CONVENIENCE OF ECONOMY.

REACHED FOR HIS HAT.
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LIKE
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HOWARD

Terfect in construction,

"WATCH."
unsurpassed

finish, new drop frame assuring extra
stiffness, detachable sprockett, Vim tire,
all parts made in our works, warranted
in

pel feet and fully guaranteed.
The only wheel furnishing
handle bars.

double

J.A.MERRILL&CO.,
503
Agents
tel)24

Congress St.,

for Cumberland

County.
Two ol tke meet Doted «ud

popular

COLLARS today,

Try ttieui.

You Till wear oe ftt'tYi

7

I »w Court Decbions.

DEERING.
The citizens of Deering are requested to
meet at City
hall, Woodfords, Thursday

Funeral of Herbert

Three
interesting decisions were received yesterday from
the law court.
Thb one

in

violation to the act of 1893, sad loss

ohap. 278, as affeoting a dischar ge in
evening at 7.30 o’clock for the purpose of solvency is particularly
important:

forming

in-

board of trade.
Several of the most
prominent business
men
of the
city are interested in the
movemont and it is hoped that a large
number
will be present Thursday eveto take part in the organization
ning
which is intended to
promote the welfare
of Deoring.

Cumberland County:
Edward F. Tompson, assignee, vs. Edgar R. Robinson et al.
Rescript by Walton, J—it appears that
Arietta Blake has recovered a judgment
against Edgar R. Robinson for the modest
sum of
$325, as damages for tho
breach of a promise to marry her. It appears that in less than a montn after the
recovery of the judgment, the defendant
Mrs. Latham of Pearl
street, has re- went into insolvency on his own petition,
and
the plaintiff in the present suit was
turned from a mouth’s visit with friends
The assignee
appointed his assignee.
in Massachusetts.
asks the court to declare void the conThe Portland Stoneware
Company have veyance of an equity of redemption of
the insolvent to his
two vessels
estate from
at their wharf at Deering real
made pending the broach of
point
the
Fred Gower, with ooal and mother,
promise suit, on the ground that it was
the Damrotta and Johanna with
clay.
fraudulent, and made especially to deThe Japhetli club meet this afternoon fraud the said Arietta Blake, and prewith Mrs. Luther B. Roberts of Fessen- vent her from levying upon the equity
to satisfy her
den street, Oakdale. They are now read- of redemption so conveyed
judgment, if she should reoover one, iu
ing “Eighteen Christian Centuries.”
her then pending breach of promise suit.
The cause
was
finally heard in the
Deering Lodge, F. and A.M., will hold
a
rehearsal at Musonio hall, Woodfords, court below by Mr. Justice Foster; and
he found as a matter of fact that the
this evening at 7.30 o’clock.
conveyance was fraudulent; and ordered
Mrs. O. R. Stevens of Stroudwater the insolvent debtor’s mother to execute
will entertain the Whittier club this af- and deliver to his assignee a deed of her
pretended title to the equity of redempternoon with a colonial tea.
tion so conveyed to her, free and clear of
There will be 3 special meeting of oil incumbrances
created by her, or by
Rookamecook tribe, I. O. R. M., of persons olaiming by, through, or under
her.
From this decree the defendants
on

Morrills,

i

This
ber of

Wednesday evoning’s sleep.

is

necessitated by the large numpale faces who wish to take the

adoption degree.

~WESTBROOK.
Mr.

BASE

BALL

Albion Senter, who bad a needle
in his throat Saturday evening,

lodged
while eating a piece of oake, had it successfully removed by Dr. Marshall of
Portland, Sunday afternoon, and is now
doing well, although his throat is still
feeling a little sore.
Dr. Harris of Fryeburg was the guest

NOTES.

of Dr. Hawkes Monday.
Treasurer Murphy of
the
Portland
Mr. Bert Adams of Boston, is visiting
club, Saturday received from Secretary his home in this
city for a few days.
Young of the National League, a check
The schools of this oity resumed their
for the amount due for pitcher Yerriok,
sessions Monday alter a vacation of one
drafted by Boston.
The Portland Railroad Co. sent its
check to Treasurer Murphy of the Portland ball team Saturday for $100.
The Madden beuoflt will be held at

City Hall, April 7th.

Tickets are selling
well but all who can should purohase
ODe and help mako the occasion a grand
success.
The American
Cadet
Band

through agent Libby
Hall has tendered
this will be greatly

and director R. B.
the music free, and

appreciated by the
and all of the deceased ball
player’s friends. It was a generous aut
from this popular musical organization.

committee

Fall River has released

Catcher

Patsoy

Rollins.
Horace A.
Keith, president of the
Brockton base ball club, returned Friday
from Washington, where he had been at-

tending the minor league convention.
Mr. Keith feels assured chat the work of
the convention will be productive of good
for the New England leagu e.
It appears
reasonably certain that hereafter $500,
instead of $200, will be paid for players
drafted by the big league olubs.
The

Brockton Times says that, “Manager Burnham has not agreed to any
change in the schedule as between Fall
River and Brockton, and it is not likely
that he will do so.”
There is trouble in New Bedford over
the matter of season tickets to such an
extent that the .very life of the league
games in that city is threatened.

During

a

practice game at Montgom-

Center
Fielder
ery,
Ala., Saturday,
Holmes of the Louisville team broke his
collar tone.
George p. Nichols, the center fielder
of the Mt. Washington, of Everett, has

declined

flattering

Fall
River club, and will reorganize the Mt.
Washingtons for the coming season.
a

offer from the

The Now York club has started out
with the determination to punish drinking among the players by suspension.
Bill Clarke, th flist baseman, is the first
one

to fall Dy the wayside.

given

a

rioKet,

wnn

He has

oraers

to

been

report

at

New Yoik, beoause he was detpoteu
drinking with a party of friends in Jacksonville.

His work had

not

been satis-

factory, and a few days ago be
placed by Harry Davis.

was

re-

Will Be Here in Two Weeks.

Mr. Charles Fairfield has just returned
from New York, where he has been to
look after the construction of his new
buckboad, which is to bejrun by a kerosene
motor engine. He was very much pleased
witli the trials of the new engine, which
works to perfection.
It will be
here
within a few weeks at most, and
then
Portland people can take their first ride
in

a

carriage.

horseless

Republican

llistrict Convention.

The first district Republican convention
for the choice of delegates to the St.
Louis convention will be held at Reception Hall, in this city April 10, at 9.30

o’clock,

a.

m.

Will be

Removed.

It is stated that Janitor Heffron of the
has been asked for his resignation by Postmaster Swett and having refused will he removed for “offensive

postoffice

partisanship.”
All

Free.

Those who have used Dr.
King’s New
its value, and those who
have not, have now the
opportunity to
try it Free. Call on the advertised Drugand
a
Trial bottle, Free. Send
get
gist
your name and address to H. E.
Bucklen & Co. Chicago, and get a sample box
of Dr. King’s New Life Pills Free, at
well as a copy of Guide to Health and
Household
of
Instructor, Free
All
which is guaranteed to do
you good and
cost you nothing. Geo. M.
Drug
Young’s
Store, 489 Congress street H. G. Starr,

Discovery know

appealed

We
have examined the evidenoe with
oare, and we cannot for a moment doubt
that the conveyance was made for the
express purpose of^roteotiug the granter’s
interest in the
property against the
breach of promise suit. f?uch being its
purpose, it was, of course, fraudulent
and void as agaiust the plaintiff iu that
suit, and equally fraudulent and void
as against
the defendant’s assignee in
insolvency; and our conclusion is that
the degree of Mr. Justice Foster io the
below
was
oourt
right, aud must be
affirmed.
Decree affirmed with additional costs
since the appeal.
Maine
Red Granite
Company vs.
Georgo W. York.
Rescrip by Waltton, J.—The defendant
is sued ns guarantor of a debt due from
the Maohlasport
Granite Company to
f.ltn Mainfl RpH (jrnnifu

question is whether

P.nnynnnTr

artrf

gave

us

a

plain, forcible, convincing

by

ad-

dress, backed by the power of oonviction
and experience, on prominent topics connected with reform movements of the
Women’s Christian Temperanoe Union.
Mrs. French particularly emphasized the
working and effect of the cigarette law,
with assurances, if properly regarded by
parents and teachers, it would prove a

great blessing
to

to

every

community

and

the nation.

Mrs. French’s fine personality, enthusiasm and forcible
presentation of truth,
ought to ensure her a wide field among
our Unions for the support
of her cause
which she is always zealously and gener-

Carter. A talk on the “Pledged Work in
Maine,” will be givon by Mrs. Fenn.
MIsb Kyle, field secretory of the Woman’s

Board, and Miss Morrill’s closo friend,
will give an address. The music will be
of a high order and will comprise: “Ho
from the Messiah and
was Despised,”
“Lift Thine Eyes,” from Mendelssohn’s
be
given by some of our
Elijah. It will
well known singers. An item of interest
will be
the arrangement of Chinese
curios, loaned fur this occasion.

his

family,

one

Among

esteemed.
beautiful

__MISCEIXAN^OPg.__

HEEDLESS WOMEN.

and many friends.

and loving son, a thoughtful
who was very honorable in
all his associations.
The funeral was
largely attended and the floral remem
brauoos
only show how highly ho was
the floral gifts was a
and crown from Mr.
Cummings and friends at tbe store; pillow from
the drum corps and friends;
broken lyre from Crawford Dmm; father
cross

*hey Pay>
If

Sad

Penalty for Their Neglect.

and Willie Ross, Mrs. Shaw, Mi. and
Mrs.
Geo. Ross, bouquets of 18 pinks
eaoh; Misses Costello, a basket; a basket
from
the Sunday school class and Mrs.
Thomas Star.
Chestnut Street Centennial.

Those who attended tho

Interesting

Bxoroises connected with the Centennial
af Chestnut street M. E. church, whioh
was observed
in November last, will be
glad to learn that a complete record of
all that transpired has been printed. The
addresses and sermons appear complete
in this volume, and portraits of the speakformer pastors, many of whioh
appeared in the Daily PRESS, are given.
The proceedings oover a volume of 146
ers

and

book

of referenoe. A

list of

the present members appears as
supplement to the proceedings. Copies
may be obtained at T. F. Homested’s
dry goods store, or from I. N. Halliday,
at the office of the Thurston Print.
a

TO CUKE A COED IN ONE

DAY.

Take laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets.
All druggists refund tho money if it fails
to oure. 25o.

Lydia E.
egetable
Com-

pound,
there

would be
nuch less

uffering.
But they are
careless, or their physician is to blame,
and they drift into some distressing
female disease. The Vegetable Com-

mation, ulceration and displacement
of the womb, and all female troubles.
All druggists have it. Write to Mrs.
Pinkham at Lynn, Mass., if you wish
for advice, which she will give you
free.
“I should not be alive

to-day,

if it

I

PIANO

___!
*

I BUYERS.
j

received a large number of
from Westerners, for

in the Granite Spring hotel during the season. The water of th e Granite spring is gradually gaining a reputation
throughout the country as one of

rooms

the best of the health restoring waters
for which Maine is celebrated. Ex-State

Assayer Bartlett after making an analysis, declared that it was unsurpassed in
its medical qualities by any spring in the
state, and Dr. Bray recommended it to
a patient in preference to any other mineral water.

ing

■

that

in several Upright Pianos
we have recently taken in

exchangei

J

1 Upright,
$150. ♦
1 Ebonized Upright, $160. ♦

t

1

T

1

X

X

1

+

!1
♦

mahogany Upright, $165. f
mahogany Upright,
J
$200. X
(nearly new)
mahogany Upright,
f
$215. «■
(nearly new)
Ebonized Kranich
f
& Bach Upright,
$275. X
+
(Nearly new.)

Sole representatives for
the
well known BI.ASIUS tfc SON’S
HIGH GRADE PIANOS.

I Gressey,
X
X

MUSIC
538

HOUSE,

104

womanhoodturning the leaf aa
we
may say bet.
ween the first and
second chapters of
her existence
a
little care and

IRA

F, CLARK & CO.,

ONE PRICE SPOT CASH

|| 26 and 28

Monument

thoughtfulness

will double hei
chances of future
happiness and
save many hours
of suffering.
Every young woman should have

X

CHAS. H.

own

physical make-up.

Sense Medical Adviser,” bas 1008 pages,
Over oo pages are deprofusely illustrated.
voted to woman’s diseases with suggestions foi
home-treatment. It will be sent free by World’s
Dispensary Medical Association, 661 Main Street,
Buffalo, N. Y., on receipt of ai one-ccnt stamps
to cover cost of mailing 'only.

a

retail

Drrggists, Monument

WHY NOT
Square
dtj

ANNOUNCEMENT!
Wall

Half-knowledge

which is little better than pure ignorance,
opens the way to an untold amount of pain
and wretchedness.
Few women realize the influence exerted
on their bodily and mental well-being by
the special organism of their sex. It is hard
for them to believe that the little drain
which goes on from day to day is sufficient
to sap away the very life forces. Yet it is so.
The weakness, exhaust :on, melancholy ; the
periodical prostration and sometimes almost
torture has no other cause, two-thirds of the
time, than the abnormal unhealthy condition of the generative organs. Strangely
enough even doctors often fail to recognize
For this condition there is no
the truth,
other remedv in the world so helnflll and
certain as Dr. Pierce’s Favorite Prescription.
It restores health and vigor to the feminine
functions and renewed vitality to the entire
It heals inflammation, stops disbody.
charges, strengthens the ligaments and
builds up the internal tissues which cannot
be reached by “local treatment.” It is of
inestimable value to young women and to
prospective mothers, greatly lessening the
pains and perils of childbirth if taken during pregnancy.
During the “change of
it is invaluable.
life
Dr. Pierce's great book, “The People’s Com,

doing

Ride the best.

un-

Papers—Mouldings

INTERIOR

DECORATIONS.

\Vo take pleasure in announcing to our
patrons and the public that our stock (of new
Wall Papers ana Mouldings) is now ready for
your inspection and approval.
Our stock lias always b*»en and is still the
largest and choicest to select from in the State,
for the reason that our efforts to please (tlie
results of which having been satisfactory) and
to meet the tastes and requirements of a large
(ron»r.iiia

noirnuona hnva hnon ■.mnrnniaf'nd

therefore enabling us to carry such an extensive stock.
It is needless for us to state here of wliat
this comprises as, *A Word to the Wise is
Sufficient.”
We have only to say that our
stock includes everything in the line of Wall
Decorations—in all grades and at reasonable
prices—and everyone knows such is the fact.
A call will be well repaid by kind aud courteous attention from those in charge, who are
fully competent to look after your interests.

VICTOR BICY-

cost more

to build

than

any other make and

VICTOR RIDERS
say

they

are

worth

more.

“OLDRELIABLE”

I have sold Victors for 10 years
with a score of other
makes and never found or seen

together

its equal

by far.

E. S. PENDEXTER.
No. 561

Congress St.,

is but

another

name

Good
judgment.
judgment demands

5, to which you

are

iuviteu.

THE M. STEINERT&SONS CO.,
T. C. McGOULDlilCK, Maua

de-

thirteenth

Chi.

annual dinner of the
Kew England Association of tho Theta
Delta Chi Fraternity will take place at
Young's Hotel, Boston, under the auspices of the lota Charge, on Friday even-

fJN a recent job we printed the

%

in Blood Poison

#

Rheumatism
and Scrofula

t
40

^
X
$3p
wT

rite

dlw

W*
\
40
ja

aV

aA

REQUIRE

^
\

|#

PIMPLES; BLOTCHES
AND OLD SORES

CATARRH, MALARIA,
KIDNEY TROUBLES
and DYSPEPSIA

#
€

Are entirely removed by P.?.F»
—Priokly Ash, Poke Boot and Poiseilium, the greatest blood purifier ozt
earth.
f
Amrdhen, O., July 21,1891.
I Messrs Lippman Bros. Savannah,
Oa.: Dear Sirs—I bought a bottle of

A

P. at Hot

t has done
«rourP.P.

Springs.Ark..and
than three

me more

good

months* treatment at the Hot Springs*
gond three bottles O, O. D.
Seapectfully youra.
JA8. M. NEWTOIT,
Aberdeen, Brown Cour£yB Q*
_

P. P. P. purifies the blood, builds up
the
weak
and
debilitated, gives
strength to weakened nerves, expels
diseases, giving the patient health and

Where

sickness, gloomy
happinessand
lassitude first prevailed.
feelings
For primary, secondary and tertiary
■vphills. for blood poisoning, mercurial poison, malaria, dyspepsia, and
In ail blood and skin diseases, like
blotches, pimples, old chronic ulcers,
tetter, scald head, boils, erysipelas,
ecsema—we

^

A

Cspi. J.

To afl whom it may

or

Ladles whose systems are poisoned
and whose blood is in an impure condltlon, due to menstrual irregularities,
are peculiarly benefited by the won*
derral tonlo and blood cleansing properties of P. P. P. —Prickly Ash, Poke
Boot and Potassium.

fipiUNoriBLD, Mo., Aug. 14th, 1898.
—I oan speak in the highest terms of
your medicine from my own personal
knowledge. I was affected with heart
disease, pleurisy and rheumatism for
85 years, was treated by the very best
physicians ana spent hundreds of aolJars, tried every known remedy without finding relief. I have only taken
one bottle of your Pw P. P., apd can
cheerfully say it has done me more
good t ban anything I have ever taken.
I oan reoommend your medloine to &U
c offerors of the above diseases.
MRS. M. M. YEARY.
Springfield, Green County, Mo,

concern:

eruptions of

P.

©P

J>v
m.

Kr
fEr

gp

ilohmiloQt
I

here*

to the wonderful properties
by testify
P. P. for
the

skin. I

f&r
\
/tm

mffered for several years with an unlightly and disagreeable eruption oa

I tried every known remetuy face.
dy but in rain,until P. p. p. was used*
had am now entirely cured.

J, D. JOHNSTON.
Savannah, G$U
Qkfin Cancer ^ ared.

(Signed by'

may say, without fear of

contradiction, that P. P. P. is the best
blood purifier in the world, and makes
speedy and permanent cures
positive,
in all cases.

£>•

_

|

•

TiiUrnonyfrom The Mayor of Sequin,T*S*
Tex. January 14.1893.
Sequin,Lippman

Messrs.
Bros. , Savann&h*
Oa.: Gentleman—1 have r- Jed ’■our P.
P. P. for a disease of the si in, cauaily
known as skin cancer,of tnirty r ears*
standing, and found great re*»*f; it
purifies the blood and romoves all lrritatlon from the seat of the disease
and prevents any oproading of the
BOfes. I bi.ve taken five or six bottles
and feel confident that another course
will ©Cede a cure, it has also relieved
me from indigestion and etomaob
troubles* Yours truly.
CAPT. W. M. RTJ6T.
Attorney at Law*

Bot

oo Bioo3

ALL

Diseases luma Fres.

ja

jf9
M

^
X

Cv'

^

(B&
x

A?
^
mT

jk

V

C

DRUGGISTS BELL IT.

LIPPMAN BROS.
PROPRIETORS,

Block,«aTana*]i, Ga

4
k

CARE
in the

compounding

of

their
prescriptions.
We have established a

reputation

for

being

GRAND SALE OF GROCERIES.
Hot Gloss Stove Polish,

Evap. Apples,
Evap. Apricots,

Careful and

Fair Priced
outside
Ker.
feb27(12m
517
and another printer printed the inCongress Street.
side. Our customer said: “Didn’t you
print more than 3,000?” Ans. “Not
ously willing to servo on invitation.
more than 20 over.”
Customer: “We
*
*
*
ing, April 10, 1886, at seven o’olook. The had 250 of yours left over.” Natural deCongress & Green Sts.
Westbrook.
toastmaster will bo Arthur P. Stone, duction : the other fellow gave short
Last of the Recitals.
WS1SS A. L. SAWYER’S
marOiltf
aud the orator, C. S.
Harden, count. That’s the kind of competition
The last oc Mr. Cutler’s organ recitals Iota, ’03,
Euckien’s Arnica Salve.
SCHOOL OF SHORTHAND AND TYPEWRITING
'77. Tho
M.
Lambda,
business
D.,
makes
that
friends
cheated
for
us.
He
at St.
Luke’s Cathedra]
Also, Headquarters for Shorthand Work
THE BEST SALVE in the world for will be given
meeting of the Association and reception,
the customer out of nearly 10 per cent, and Typewriting.
Cuts, Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, at 4.15 today. Tho programme is very will be held at six o’clock.
0ENTENN1AL BLOCK, 93 EXCHANGE ST
Fever Sores,
Tetter, Chapped Hands, popular and jthera will doubtless he a
of the job.
Jaul
eod
Chilblains, Corns and all Skin ErupThe
Best
Seats
are
attendance.
Going.
Fire Insurance
free.
We give you just what we charge you
tions, and positively cures Piles, or no large
“Is it true that sho aspires to a bettei for
It is guaranteed to
pay required.
every time.
E.
H.
give
31 Cxeliange Street,
in life?”
perfect satisfaction or money refunded.
People who live in the country slio ul walk
“I guess so.
Price 25 cents per box
For sale by Geo.
She has been studying
THE THURSTON PRINT
T»iano
keep Salvation Oil, the infallible antiTuner,
Horace Anderson.
M. Young, 489 Congress St., H. <£, Starr, dote for the poisonous
Do
stings of bees and Delsarte steadily for two years now.
97 1-2 EXCHANGE STREET
Westbrook.
Order slate at Chandler’s Music Store 431 Chas. j!Laxter.'
troit Tribune.
wasps.
eodtt
Congress street,
PORTLAND, ME.
ct!3
eoillyr
IBS Theta Delta

The

Marvelous Cures

>

THE J'OIJAIV

/Eolian Recitals Daily

%

\
gA
fP*

for

The Violin. Flute. Cello or some other solo instrument, but have no one to play
your accompaniments.

from 3 to

Makes

mA

COMMON SENSE

PERHAPS YOU CAN PLAY

play any accompaniment you wish, from
a simple andante to the
great concertos of
Beethoven Chopin. Bruch or Mendelssohn,
and play It better than the most taiented anu
gifted accompanist.

f

dtf

DOCTORS

will

#

prickly ash, poke root
and potassium

Portland. Me.

marl 7

mands care—
marlOeodtf

5

ipr
^
A

caution—caution

mon

FULL
COUNT
PRINTING

CLES

THE

-AND-

and

Me.

R.EDLON, Proprietor.

rrr£

St.,

LANDERS & BABBIDGE,

intelligent
derstanding of hei
an

Square, Portland,
*

AGrXiMT

Exchange

it to any one
business.

jan25

CLOTHIERS, HATTERS AND FURNISHERS.

JORDAN,

POBTLANl), MAINE.

—

CENTS.

-—xox-

After using one of the NationRegisters about a year,
hood^ womanhood, al Cash
motherhood.
AI we are fully convinced that ft is
the time when a one of the necessities of a retail
young girl passes store, and heartily recommend
into

PAIR.

See Tliem in Our SIlow Window,

inar20

R. H.

a

PAIR FOR 25

•

Street.

Congress

g Jk
| ,"|,0

Two Hundred Dozen Pair Hermsdorf Fast
Black and Fancy Seamless Half Hose,

♦
♦

Jones & Allen’s

.

♦

J

STAT X3
The book of
woman’s life is divided into three
chapters: Girl-

Lour

| THREE

Mr. E. de B. LeProhon, who
is agent for that property, has had four
of the oottages rebuilt and remodeled so

we are

jW*

PRICK

began the ComAfter using it two months I
was a different girl, and now at the end
Mbs. Aknuj
of six I am entirely cured.
Kirkt-anu, Patchogue, L. I.

y
v

has also

"

Pair,

a

m

advice of a friend I

*

enquiries, chiefly

SUM Damaged by Water, Former Price $3.00

had not been for Lydia E. Pinkham's

♦
♦

He

ONE THOUSAND PAIR,

at once removes all irregularities of the monthly period: inflam-

pound

attention is called to the
:Your
offerfollowing bargains

that they are really new and handsome
villas. Mr. E. Ponce has also made considerable improvements on his oottages,
two of which have been already engaged
for the summer by New York people

iinillI!illlil!HIIIIIHIillllllliEllllillllll|[!l!l||||||!l||||!l||!!||!IEI||illl!lll!!!llll!il!!!{![|IIII|[!l!l!!III!!!fllll[i!il!!!ililI!il!il!!!!l!n^

inkham's

Indications
of a large concourse of
visitors to the islands of Casco Bay are
Over one half of the
already apparent.
oottages situated upon West Point, Long
Island, have been already engaged for the
summer.

(

and at
removed
-use with

pound.

a

SALE

melan-

of

valuable

MISCELLANEOtS._^

__

“blues,”

beautifully printed, some of the
portraits being especially good. Not
only all members of this old churob, but
past adherents and friends of our local
will be glad to have oopies
institutions,
so

___

MAMMOTH

only heeded first symptoms—nervousness, backache, headache, lassitude, loss of appetite and
; palpi-

Vegetable Compound. I was suffering
greatly from an attack of female
weakness, and nothing I had tried
could give me relief; when by the

pages,

__MISCEEEANTEOtrS._

women

and
mother a crescent; F. H. Morril
and family, a cresoent; Mrs. S. R. Wilcox
and
Mrs. F. E. Biokford a basket uf
flowers; Mrs. Sweetsir and Mrs. Moore,
a basket;
Mrs. W. E.Ross, Easter lilies;
Mrs. Leveque,
Mrs. J. O. Cram, Mrs.
Kent and Nellie, Miss Huntley, Eddie

+lio

letter written by
defendant to an agent of the Red
the
Granite Company justified that company
in delivering stone to the Machiasport
w^ek.
on the defendant’s oredit.
We
The
overseers of the poor organized Company
think it did.
Monday night by the choice of Dr. AnIt appears that the Machiasport Comderson as ohairman and secretary.
pany reoeived an order for some stone
whioh the
company was unable to fill,
that application
was made to the
Free Coinage and the Dinglcy Bill—One and
Red Granite Company for assistance that
and Inseparable.
the latter
deolined
to deliver
oompany
stone on the oredit of the Maohiasport
To the Editor of the Press:
Company, but expressed a willingness to
The conference of the flee coinage sil- do so on the credit of the defendant and
ver Senators and the Philadelphia manu- that thereupon the defendant wrote a
to the manager of the
facturers in Washington last week has letter addressed
Rod Granite Company of the following
stirred up quite a breeze, especially in tenor:
the columns of the free trade press.
“Dear sir—Mr. Pettengall advises me
There seems to me nothing incongru- that be is in need of about *200 worth of
Red Beach stock. Kindly fill such orders
ous or lilogioal in uniting the idea of
as he
may give you, and I will attend to
free coinage and protectio n. The de- the
payment of same as they become due.
mands of the producers of silver for the
Geo.W. York, treasurer of the Muohiasprotection that open mints would give port Granite Company.”
It is urged in defense that his letter
them is no more unreasonable than the
was not intended to bind the defendant
demand of the Ohio wool growers that the personally, and that the
language used
foreign grown staple shall be taxed for will not justify suoh a construction of
it. We think it will. True, he annexed
their benefit. There
are hundreds of
to his signature a statement of the fact
millions of dollars invested in the silver that he was treasurer of the
company deindustry in this country. We are the larg- siring to obtain the goods but it is well
est producers of the white metal of any settled in this state that such un addition
to the name of the
of an obligaoountry in the world; the interest of our tion will not relievesigner
him from personal
government in maintaining the price of responsibility. It is the opinion of the
this metal was vastly greater than that oourt that the letter did create the oblia guarantor and justified the
of any other nation and yet by our legis- gation of
lation we deliberately closed our mints plaintiff company in delivering stone to
to the ooinage of that metal and preoipi- the Maohiasport Company on the defentated its decline, la it to be wondered at dant’s oredit.
was
further olaimed by the defenIt
that the Senators from those states parif he was
liable at all, he
ticularly affected by the demonetization dant that
be held for more than $200
of silver should regard free ooinage and should not
the Dingley bill as indivisible and refuse and the oourt wasjrequested to so instruct
to countenance the latter if separated the jury. The court deolined. We think
the requested
instruction was properly
from the former?
There is another and to our country withheld.
Exceptions overruled.
vastly more important view to take of
William Silverman et nls vs. Charles
the question of the free ooinage of silver
E.
Lessor et al.
as affecting the great industrial interests
Resoript by Walton, J.—The discharge
of our oountry. Protection to oui industries and to the great mass of our laborers of a debtor under a state insolvent law
is partially nullified by the disturbance is no bar to an action by a citizen of another state who did not in any way beof the relation between the two metals,
gold and silver, caused by the legislation oome a party to the insolvency prooeedof this country. The demonetization of ings. It is not within the constitutional
silver and its consequent deoline in value authority of a state to enact a law that
has operated as a bounty upon the ex- will give suoh an effect to an insolvent’s
discharge. And this is a rule of constiportable products of silver monometallic tutional
law which has already been so
countries like India, China and Japan
and has resulted in awakening the oniiut- thoroughly examined and so fully disand
is now so firmly established,
less inert mass of laborers in those East- cussed,
a
that
further discussion of it at this
ern countries to industrial
aetivity whioh time would not
not only threatens the
only be unprofitable, but
supremacy of
Western manufactures in the markets of inexcusably wearisome.
The faots agreed upon in this case do
those countries, but is causing alarm to
not take it out of the operation of this
the manufacturers of Western
Europe rule. The defendants’ discharge
is no bar
and our own country lest the products of
The Act of 1893, C. 278,
the chenp and cheapening labor of r,h« to the action.
be
allowed to give it such an
East invade tbeir own markets.
We may cannot
pass bills excluding the cheap labor of effeot. To so construe the act would render
it
unconstitutional.
vs.
the East from our shores but we offset
Folger
their effoot by cheapening the metal in Clark, 80 Maine, 237.
Judgment for plaintiff.
which that labor is paid in their own
countries. To use the expression of a
Real Estate Transfers.
German writer on this subjeot: The yellow man with the white metal triumphs
The following transfers of real estate
over the white mau with
the yellow In this
county have been recorded ir
metal. The fear of having his toil recompensed by the possible fifty cent dollar, the Registry of Deeds:
if we give silver nullmited coinage in
Westbrook—Rufus R. Jordan to Mary
our minis, need not disturb the laborersHall.
E.
it is tho fllty cent dollar which at the
Harrison—Frank S.
Austin et als to
present time measures the value of labor Frank Kneeland.
in the East that is prts-ing him and
threatens his future overthrow.
Birthday Observances.
S. H. T.
This afternoon at 3 o’clook in Second
Parish vestry, Miss Mary H. Morrill’s
Mrs. French’s Lecture at Stroudwater.
birthday will be observed in n uuion
Under the auspices of the W. C. T. U.
missionary service which bids fair to be
of Str oudwater, a very pleasant and in- of
unusual interest, and to whioh all
structive meeting was held on the 14th of
women, regardless of denominational disthis month at Quimby hall, where your
The
are
cordially invited.
tinctions,
able townswoman, Mr3. Geo. F. French words of welcome will be said
Mrs
a

to

A dutiful

friend;

industrial

an

MISCELLANEOUS.

K. Morrill.

The death of Herbert K. Morrill, whioh
occurred on Friday, Maroh 20th. was a

Druggists'

SIMMONS & HAMMOND,

ANDERSON, ADAMS & CO

Evap. Peaches, (large)
Country Sliced Apples,
Salt Pork by the Strip,
Cal. Prunes,
Large 4 Crown Raisius,
Good 3
Good Rice,
5 lb. Palls Jam,
Longs Breakfast Flour,

10c box.
lOo
lb.
2 lbs. for 2Ec.
3..
4
7c lb.
4 lbs. for 2Ec.
6
6
5

45c.
10c

TELEPHONE 318-3.

Si- -A..
mar23dtf

Package.

Good Cooking Mol.,
3 Cans Blueberries,
3
Best Corn,
1 Can Salmon.
10 Bars Good Soap

nip

“kJ
05.

me ran
-iKe

ln.-im?

Hulled Corn,
Sauer Kraut.
Gallon Can Apples,

ik

“o?. ckn

3 lbs. Can Apples.
Good Butter.
All Kinds c.f Beans,

'.-,eth

a.-(."peek
*

°25c lb"

Good Tea,

GOODS DELIVERED.

MA3DDOS:.
___35

Middle St.

Agency,

“A HANDFUL OF DIRT MAY BE
A HOUSEFUL OF SHAME.” CLEAN HOUSE WITH

Portland, Me. j

SAPOLIO

MILLS,

PORTLAND DAILY PRESS
—

verin

AND—

STATE PRESS.

MAINE

Subscription Ratos.
Daily (In advance) $0 per year; $3 for six
months; $1.60 a quarter; 60 cents a month.
The Daily is delivered every morning by
carrier anywhere within the city limits and at
Woodiords without extra charge.
Daily (Not in advance;, invariably at th
rate of $7 a year.
Maine State Press, (Weekly) published
every Thursday, $2 per year; $1 for six months;
6u cents a quarter; 26 cents ior trial subscription of six weeks.
Persons wishing to leave town

for

periods may have the addresses
papers changed as often as desired.
short

long
of

or

their

Advertising Rates.
Press $1.60 per square, for one
week; $4,00 for one month. Three iuserEvery other
ions or less, $1.00 per square.
day advertisements, one third less than these
In Daily

ates.

Half square advertisements $1.00 for one
week or $2.60 for one month.
“A Square” is a space of the width of a column and one inch long.
Special Notices, on first page, one-third additional.
Amusements and Auction Sales. $2.00 per
insertions or less,
square each week. Three
$1.60 per square.
Reading Notices

nonpariel type and
classed with other paid notices, 16 cents per
line each insertion.
Pure Reading Notices in reading matter type,
2b cents per line each insertion.
Wants, To Let, For Sale and similar advertisements, 26 cents per week in advance, for
40 words or less, no display. Displayed advertisements under these headlines, and all advernot paidl tin advance, twill be
isem ents

Larged

regular

at

in

rates.

In Maine State Press—$1.00 per square
or first insertion, and fifty cents per square for
each subsequent insertion.
Address all communications relating to sub
rcriptions and advertisements to Portland
Publishing Co., 97 Exchange Street,
Portland. Me.
N«w York Office:
Nn

Pulitzer Building. New York City.
Byron Andrews, manager.

"the

press.

TUESDAY MARCH 24.
PROTECTION AND FREE COINAGE,
In a letter published elsewhere Mr. S.
W. Thaxter takes the ground that there
is nothing incongruous or illogical in
uniting the idea of free coinage and profurther along in his
tection. Indeed
he goes much beyond this and
letter
claims that protection must be supplemented by free coinage in order to reneffective. Mr. Thaxter
der the former
presents the question from two standpoints; first from that of the silver producers; and second from that of general
industrial interests.
Viewing it from
the standpoint of the silver producers
Mr. Thaxter takes the ground that protection to them by opening the mints to
their products is no more unreasonable
than protection to the Ohio wool growers
through a tax on imported wool. What
is reasonable or unreasonable, or whether
oue thing is more reasonable than anothmatter of opinion and
er is so purely a
depends so much upon a person’s predelections that it is never very profitable to
discuss that point. The real question here
is whether the country can afford to set
up the kind of protection that is asked
for the silver preduoers. Heretofore in
this country protection to home industries has been applied almost exclusively
through a duty upon the products of

competing foreign industries.
ver men

If the sil-

asked that ail silver bullion im-

ported into this oountry should be subject to duty ttieir request would be logical. They would be asking for the s^me
kind of protection that the wool grower
asks for.
But that is not what they
want or demand.
Their demand is that
the government buy all of their products
that they see fit to offer it. This is altogether a different kind of protection from
that which the wool grower asks or gets.
Once granted on the ground that it is a
reasonable way of protecting silver and
the door is wide open to the same reasonable way of protecting a multitude of
other products. One of the eohemes of th*
Farmers’ Alliance of the West was the
establishment of government warehouses
to which the farmor could bring his products and leave them as a pledge for a
loan of money. The Farmers’ Alliance
never rose quite to the point of asking
t.hft

(jnrftrnmnnt t.n

hnv

f.hni

i*

r-ivrwl unto mif.

right

as the silver men are aekipg.
But
if the government is to furnish a const mt market for the silver producer, if
it is to buy all his wares, on the ground
that that is a reu®ouable way of protect-

ing him, how can it refuse to buy the
products of the farmer. The farmer i**
just as worthy a person as the silver
miner, and there is no reason why he
should not be as well treated as the latter.
He can say as truthfully as the silver
miner that duties have little tendency to
protect him, and therefore it is reasonable to give him another kind of protection. Once let the government
enter
upon the policy of buying any sort of

products for the purpose of protecting its
producer and it cannot logically stop until it has committed itself to the purchase
of everything produced at home that anybody sees fit to offer it. Hence a fatal objection to the purohase by the government
of the silver mined in this oountry for
the purpose of
mine
owner
initiate

a

protecting

policy

Euiope

and the United States.

appreciation of gold in the latter

the miner and
is
that
it
would
that would reduce the

to an absurdity. We are
Inclined to think that
Mr. Thaxter,
though he may argue that this kind of
protection is not unreasonable, would
not advocate it if there were
nothing In
favor of it except the benefits that would
accrue* to the silver miner.

government

The argument for the purohase
government of the silver miner’s
upon which Mr. Thaxter chiefly
that the remonetization of silver

by the
product
relies is
is nec-

protect the general industries of
the nation against foreign competitors,—
essary to

that for this purpose it is as necessary as
protective duties. On this branch of his
Thaxter cites the increasing
case Mr.
competition in agricultural products and

manufactured articles of eastern nations,

such as India and Japan, and claims
that their ability to compete has been due
very largely to the demonetization of sil-

The
coun-

tries has rnised the rate of wages in those
countries and the depreciation of silver
has
in
lowered
the eastern
wages
silver

and
tocountries,
using
to
have
gether
operated
they
increase the oost of production in Europe
and the United States and diminish it
in India and Japan, this is praotically
the olnim of Mr. Thaxter and the silver men who assert that the existing agricultural and industrial depression is due
to general demonetization of silver. It
is undoubtedly true
that the manufacturer in India and Japan has a great ad-

this
ou
happenings miration and our pity, makes a large and
point
into many-voioed appeal also to our sense of
como
another
of
color
his life; these the readers will ascer- the laughter in things. It is indeed hard
in the course of the uarrativo. to say whether he is most amusing when
tain
The first portion of this story is excellent setting at naught in his quiet, lordly
and does some good literary scoring— way, our most extolled views, our ideas
of the proper
I “MaeAdam oame next day, and found of what is true and false,
his patient hollow-eyed and quiesceut uses of things, and so forth, or when
trom pain, bound hand and foot in the labouring in his perfeotly self-oonoeived
iron thrall of Mrs. Higeon, whose nursing was of a distinctly penal character.”
—“Want of pluck was not among his
sins, though Mrs. Higson, armed with a
raving mustard plaster, might have appalled the bravest. ” “When you have

fashion to overtake us nnd be as experienced and as conventional as ourselves. ”
Our author thinks there is much surface work done on the lines of a real un-

derstanding

of

ohildren—“Child

Study

Is talked of as a perfeotly simple mode
opened your mind to anybody for of observation, requiring at most to be
vent; go over the manufacturer of Eng- sixteen years,
the hinges have got stifi- supplemented by a little experiment, and
land und the United States in the mat- “That we love those we benefit is true, It may be added, backed by a firm theoter of wages. The Indian and the Japan- but we also feel that we have a right to ry,” while in reality it is the most comese will work for far less pay
than the reprove them, if necessary.
plicated of researches, demanding “a
of Mr. Tyrawley is divining faoulty, the offspring of childAmerican or the Englishman. But the difThe Apotheosis
ference is due to the nature of the people not a story of even merit throughout, love, perfected by soientlflo training.”
rather than to the difference in the kind but it is original, and it offers a study “A little English boy of three, on beof ourrenoy.
The wants of Indian and of probabilities given a discouraged hu- ing Informed by his older sister that God
Japanese laborers of all sorts are vastly man being to reotify and reoreate. The can see and watch us while we cannot
less than those of English and American soene d ivides itself between London soci- see Him, tiought a while, and then, in
laborers. They have always been con- ety, an English oountry house and the an apologetic tone said: ‘I’m very sortent with much smaller wages than the side streets of a suburb the vending place ry, dear, I can’t (b) elieve you.’ ” “A
latter and
always will be until they of costers and cockney trades folk. (New ohild seeing the announcement ‘Famihave
in the social York: Haprer & Brothers; Portland; lies Supplied’ in a grocer’s shop, begged
risen
as
high
scalo
as
the Englishman or Amer- Laring, Short & Harmon.)
his mother to get him a baby.
To the
ican.
allabor
has
Their
oheap
young imagination the shop is a veritable
ways constituted a menace to the higher
wonderland, an Eldorado of valuables,
In Searoh of Quiet. A Country Jour- and it appears quite reasonable to the
Whenever it acpaid labor of Europe
Water Frith.
Both childish intelligence that babies, like
quired the skill of European or American nal, May—July, by
dolls and other treasures, should be prolabor
it was inevitable that
articles wrought upon and ennuyed by the ex- curable there. ”
should be produced more cheaply in the citements of the English metropolis, a
However wj must not further detaoh
East than tbe same articles could be pro- society man, a lawyer bent upon writing aneodoles from Dr. Sully’s extensive and
betakes him- Interesting volume of ohildhood studies.
duced in England or the United States. a book in his profession,
(New STork: D. Appleton & Company;
It was
inevitable also that that skill self to the quietest of farms, in order to Portland:
Lorlng, Short & Harmon.
with nature, develope
his Prioe $2.50.)
should
in process of time be acquired. commune
In certain industries it has iu large debeen acquired already and the effect
of
to be felt.
It is beginning

nover

manusoript and oompose his
This three-ply ruse serves as

Have

a

FINANCIAL.

MISCELLANEOUS.

j

investments”

good Cigar.

It’s

just as easy to have
2i good smoke as a
one,

poor

AMUSEMENTS.

Burlington, Cedar Rapids & Northern

Ry. Consolidated

they

Ti-ip*

cost you the

April,

Dated

Mortgage

CENT. GOLD BONDS.

5 PEIl

Due

Brunswick

well

I

G. E. LOXHItOP, Prop.

Iowa City & Western
r per cent’s called for payment March 1st
105 and interest which we will purchase or
;ept in exchange.

d

LAST X?S7-ja33Kt.
Commencing Monday, March 23rd-

^

WILBUR

April, 1934.

Issued to redeem

sarae

Portland Theatre, f

1884,
1st

|

Opera

at
ac-

Price IOI and Interest.
Full particulars on application.

.

-AND-

Cigar

WADE MARK

is GOOD and you will like it and
bay it again.
Sold by first-class dealers everywhere.
WHOLESALE DEPOT.

J. E. GOOLD &

SPENCER TRASK
27
State

& 29 PINE
NEW YORK
&

James

Biar7

&

GO.,

Sts., Albany, N. Y.
eodtf

4 Per Cent Refunding

$1,000

Bonds,

Boston.

$500.

and

Price 103 and Interest.

as

WOODBURY

&

MOULTON,

nii-KTItERS.

Portland,

Maine.

mar2

at 8.00.

at 2.00.
Grand Duchess.

Martha.

Wednesday Mat.Martha
Falka
Wednesday Night
Thursday Mat.Falka
Thursday Night.Bohemian <;irl
Friday Mat.Bohemian Girl
Friday Night.Olivette
Saturday Mat.Merry War
—.

in

Semi-Annually

Denominations

another to put us en rapport with a mind
both bright and quaint.
There is quiet,

I
§g

DATED 50V. 1, 1895.
DUE 50V. 1, 1925,
0PTI05AL 50V. 1, 1905.
nterest

I

Saturday Night.Mascotte

NEW OPERAS-

NEW PICTURES.

—•—
Monday, March 30th.

THE

GORMANS
—IN—

Abroad. I

Gilhoolys
Prices 25, 50, 75c.
sale at box office.

the

naking of

w'

|®
1

of

making

a

crisp

a

The

pie.

Ohio, 5’s, due
“
“
4 i -2’s,
“
“ “
Ashland, Wisconsin, 6’s
“ “
“
Cincinnati, Ohio, 5’s, “
Town of Pittsfield. Maine. 4's,

crust de-

]|

>

lends largely upon the shorten- !
ng. Use COTTOLENE, the |
lew vegetable
shortening, in- i
itead of lard, and sogginess will !
>e an unknown element in your ]
i as try.
Cottolene should al- 1
vays be economically used— !
wo-thirds as much Cottolene as ]
rou would ordinarily use of >
ard or butter, being ample !
;o produce the most desirable
j
esults. The saving in a year <
iresents a considerable item. !
s are many imitations of COT]
TOLENE ; you should therefore be careful to get the genuine. <
everywhere In tins, with trade-marks—"Cottolene” and steer’s head in cotton-plant
wreath—on every tin. Made only by
N. K. FA1RBANK COMPANY. CHICAGO, 224 State Street. BOSTON, PORTLAND, ME.

Sold

2
A

®THE

,
<

!
|

“

1908.
1905.
1901.
1930.
1915.

FOR SALE BY-

!

Glee, Mandolin

and Guitar

decl3

dtj

KOTZSCHMAR

Casco National Bank
-OF

!

|

All seats reserved. Tickets
sale at Stockbriage’s.

135 Middle St P. 0. Bn 1108.

(

CAPITAL

AMD

1S96.

cents.

For

mar21d3t

KOTZSCHMAR HALL
MUSICAL

ENTERTAIN M ENT

by Mr- & Mrs. Hermann Kotzschmar,
entitled—‘‘Outline of the

Growth of Music,’*
to I860 A. I).

Assisted by eminent talent,
.deserved seats,
mar21
50 cents, at Stockbridge’s
dtd

City Hall, Wednesday,
Return of

1824.

Organization
THE ROYAL HAND

i

£ f6
S S

SURPLUS

Fnglish Bells and
Chimes.

I

hr

March 25th.

Incomparable

the

I

Incorporated

31,
CO

8thSTOCKBRIDGE.

—

PORTLAND, MAINE,

!

HALL.

Tuesday evening, March

from 1100 A. I)
<

j

CONCERT

A

at 8 o’clock.

32 Exchange St.

BANKERS,

|i

Clubs,

Friday Evening, March 27tli, ’96,

H. M. PAYSON & CO..

|

i

Westm in
Chimes
and

ULLL

steEl!

“Built like
and the highest of

Interest allowed

Correspondence
als, Corporations,

“STERLING”

defies

BEAUTY,
competition.

siring
see

its

Graceful Curves,
Fork and Fork
Detachable

Crown,
Sprocket,

open accounts,

Mail, Yery Templar
high grade

and

n

A FULL LINE OF SUNDRIES.

ness

RESTORED MANHOOD™
sale by Landers & Babbige, 17 Monument Square, Portland, Me.

We Offer the Following Desirable DESIRABLE

32
dees*

EXCHANGE

oct6

tutb&S

FINANCIAL.

FINANCIAL.

January

SAICKBTISj
STREET.
dtt

as

I

50 and

at 26 cts.

Other seats

75 cents, at Stockbridge’s

from

CITY HALL,

O'Gy

|

^Appearance

Saturday, Evening:, Mar. 28.

Cajh'ai

Only Appearance in

of America’s foremost

Maine—engagement

artist,

MR. NAT C.

Bangor

BONDS.

::

BARRETT,

186 Middle

WAKEFIELD
Street
First

&

Railway

STONEHAM
Co.

™

'•eats
now on
or mailed

sale

>!“
Prices 50c. 75c,
81-00’*1-50

HALF FARE and late train on M.C.R.R.
and G. T. R’ys., to all holdiug “Goodwin”
tickets.
mar24dl\v*

FIRST ANNUAL CAT SHOW
Congress Hall, 420 1-2 Congress St.

31, Apr. 1-2-3,1896.

CHANDLER & HENRY,

UNITED STATES
BONDS

Managers,

Congress Hall.
Mr. Chandler can be seen every afternoon
2 to 4 at Congress Hall.
mar24dlw

The Ladies of the Slate Street-Church
Circle and Cu Id, Will Hold Their

8few Loan

ANNUAL

EASTER

Social

SALE

Chapel on Wedneseay and Thursday,
March 25. & 26, Rotli Afternoon & Evening
SUPPER will be served in the Vestrv, Wednesday evening from 6.30 to 8 o’clock, for
which aickets can be had at the door for 35 cts.
mar24d3t*
In the

PORTLAND TRUST COMPANY
dtf

Feb 20

A

-CARD.-

Mortgage Due 1915.

HUTSON Bo SAUNDERS,
Investment Securities,
511-2 Exchange
Street Portland, Me
jan 4TTh&Stf

n n,

GILDED
^
FOOL.

5’s,

The above roads have earned a surplus the
past year over and above all operating expenses
and fixed charges. The bonds are a legal investment for Maine Savings Banks.
For pries
and further information call on or address

m

Portland Mar.

First Mortgage Gold 5’s,
1943.

■

Send for prize list and entry blank.
Entry
Entries close
fee 50 cents payable at the hall.
Season tickets
Tuesday March 31. 10 a. m
furnished exhibitors. Cages and care furnished
by managers. Address

$45,000

Investments.

DUE

|
A

dtf

Aroostook R. R. Co

and

Presenting His Greatest Success,

Street,

jam

The great remedy for nervous prostration and all nervous diseases of
the generative organs of either sex, such as Nervous Prostration, Falling or Lost Manhood, Impotency, Nightly Emissions, Youthful Errors,
Mental Worry, excessive uso of Tobacco or Opium, which lead to Consumption and Insanity. With every $5 order we give a written guarSold at $1.00 per box, • boxes
anteo to cure or refund tho money.
lor $5.00. BK. MOTT’S GHEMICALGO., Cleveland,Ohio.

H. M. PAYSON & CO,

well

**

de-

-FOR SALE BY

SWAN &

City Water Works Co, of Kenosha,
of Wis., 5’s, 1924.
City Water Co. of East St. Lon is,
111., 5’s, 1914.
City Water Co. of Chattanooga,
Tenn.. (i’s, 1907.
Streator, 111., Gas & Light Co., 0’s,
1913.
Ottawa, 111., Gas & Coke Co., 6’s,
1904.

others

'CAWh I

BONDS.

St., Portland, Me.

SECURITIES:

seats at 35 cents.

wishing to transact Banking busiofauj description through this Bank.

THE JAMES BAILEY GO.,

For

as

|_Good
Admission

Deposits.

Banks, and

DCLCIPHONIUM,

agents also for the Eldridge, City

New

No. 264 Middle

Time

solicited from Individu-

Town of Yarmouth, Me., 4s,
due
1916-1926.
of Calais. Me., 4s, due 19011911.
the reliable
City of Zanesyille, Ohio, 4s, due 1915.
City of Piqua, Ohio, 5s, due 1903.
City of Seattle, Wash., 5s, due 1910.
Chicago Sauitary District, 5s, due
1901.
Portland Water Co., 4s, due 1927.
Maine Central R. R., First Mort.?. 7s,
1898.
Maine Central R. R., Cons. Mort. 4s,
1912.
Maine ICentral R. R., Cons. Mort, 5s,
1912.
Diilut.li Street Railway, First Mort?.
5s, 1920.

and other features.

RESONATING

favorable

STEPHEN .1 SMALL. Freshen
MARSHALL R. GOD!NX

Corrugated Hubs,

are

With their Corillon of 131 Sweet Toned Bells’
weighing from 3 1-4 ounces to 11 1-2 pounds,
introducing the great musical Novelty, the

those

We want you to

We

to

on

London,

ot

England.

terms.

For STRENGTH combined with
the

Sleigh Bells.
Imperial carillon*
neurs

DOLLARS.
on

e r

’Big

Russian

ONE MILLION
Current Accounts received

watch,”
high grade wheels.

a

t

s

Ben.’

olTTe

H

on

MYttlMtNIS.

of Zanesville,

“

now

TUFTS COLLEGE

WILL GIVE

“

Seats

ptf

MUNIUIrAL

City

125c

Evening prices 15, 25, 35, 50c. Seats
sale at box office.
MATINEE
EVENING
now on

BELFAST, MAINE,

CITY OF

PICTURES.

M^ES

25c

STREET.

$30,000

CO., SUCCESSORS TO E. L. STANWOOD & CO.

LIVING

CITY,

nerves.

The Trumpet Major (New York: Har& Brothers; Portland:
per
Loring,
Short & Harmon ) is a favorite with the
It may be that difference in ourrenoy
admirers of Thomas Hardy’s early books
has increased tbe natural
differences, homely fun along the pages of this sketch —and
properly so; for into it he put some
whioh
is
and
acrefreshing
but if all the difference due to currency story-book,
of his best work. Those acquainted with
were eliminated
there would still be a ceptable, but whioh is lost in part as
the general nlot crets the unner hand to- the novel will read again with delight
great difference due to different conditions
the story of John Loveday (dragoon in
of tbe people. Assuming tbe same skill wards the close of the narrative.
the service of his most saored majosty,
For
a
taste
of
the
of
this
quality
pleas- King George the Third), John’s bold
on tbe part of the operative of the
east
ant
we
here
and sailor brother Bob, and the woman thev
reading
may gather
as
the operative of the west possesses—
both love. Those into whose hands it for
ana in some nranones oi manuiaoture ne there a sample. The author describes Mr.
the first time falls have a pleasure in
the
farmer
with
whom
he
makes
Chick,
have
it—tbe
manufactseems to
store. The present edition is enriohed
acquired
has au advantage in his his abode, as “a very shy man,' muoh by a preface in which the author defends
urer of the cast
to
out
of
He
can’t himself against charges of inacouracy
darting
my way.
oheaper labor which the western manu- given
preferred by critios conerning the celefacturer caunot meet exoept by reduoing write; never was in Lnodon but onoe, brated
ohapters touching upon the conand
to
never
wants
there
Put
go
again.
to
level
his
the
the wages of
operatives
templated invasion of England by Nupoa
him
down
in
he
and
he
leon.
oopss,
says,
of those of India and Japan, and this it
is impossible to do directly, because they knows where he is; but put him down in
Criminal Sociology, by Enrico Ferri;
will not submit to It. There are only a large town, and he ‘sort’ of goes senseProfessor of Criminal Law, Deputy in
less’.”
The
here”
our
auphrase
“right
therefore.
to
the
latter
two courses open
“American.” the Italian Government, eto., is the secoorrcetly terms
One Is to keep the eastern manufacturer thor
ond volume in the Criminology Series.
market by protective “Now it grows eventide, and I must be
out of
his home
It is a translation and a valuable addition
home—home
to
getting
my
reduce
lodgings
to
the
other
is
indirectly
duties,
to the statistics of this subject.
It is a
the wages of his own operatives. The across the cowslip fields, the stiles; along
and very suggestive. Inclear,
thorough
the
and
the
little
home
wood;
eoppioe
remonetization of
silver U a means of
quiry into causes and scientific rather
doing the latter. Western operatives are to my frugal dinner, my pipe, my sweet, than
hap-hazzard treatment of crime is
now paid in gold or its equivalent, and rough bed, my pleasant waking in the
the basis of this treatise. Professor Ferri
For
a
morning.”
descriptive
has
drawing,
the
silver
tell
greatly
gold,
us,
people
as we are told in the introd action to the
appreciated by reason of the demonetiza- with a few lines—“a girl of two or three
book, does not believe that the amount of
tion of silver. If, therefore, silver is re- and twenty, with the most oharming,
crime will be materially diminished by
monetized, the value of gold will fall and gentle, serious, what I may call stained- codes of criminal
law, but by an imof the workingman who is glass expression, and beautiful braided
the wages
in social conditions; albeit
provement
of
masses
between
red
hair, something
paid in gold tall also, though he may reoriminal codes are essential for the proceive just as many dollars in number as and gold.”
The author divides
And now begins the acquaintance of tection of sooiety.
Wo are aware that some of the
before.
his subject into the following manner:
silver men ate olaiming that the effeot of the “Gentleman in search of quiet” with
The Data of Criminal
Anthopology;
the remonetization of sliver will be to the inhabitants of this English village
The Data of Criminal Statistics; and
nearer to an equality be- and the single idyl extends itself, and
bring wages
Practical Reforms.
We commend the
tween the east and west,not by diminish- by and by a tragedy oreeps in, and so
book as both accurato and
valuable.
the
moves on—a story unusual for
story
in
the
but
west,
by raising
ing wages
York: D. Appleton & Company;
(New
and
sweetness
York:
simplicity.
(New
them in the east, but that is not consisPortland: Loring, Short
& Harmon.
tent with the theory which they have al- Harper & Brothers; Portland: Boring,
Prioe 81.60.)
& Harmon.)
ways held that silver had remained prac- Short
tioally constant, and which they have
From
the
American
Book
ComJ
James Inwick. Ploughman and Elder,
frequently demonstrated to their own
of
New
pany
York, Cincinnati
satisfaction by shewing that silver would by P. Hay Hunter.
With a Glossary.
and
have
Cbioago we
Elementary
buy just as much of the staples as it Unless you are one of those easily canSuEnglish
by Robert C.
Metcalf,
while
would
ever would,
tankerous
who
can
not abide the
gold
buy
persons
of
pervisor
Boston,
Sohools,
Mass.;
If the purchasing power of silver Scotoh dialect, you will find this recital
more.
and Orville T. Bright, Superintendent
not changed by its demonetization of “The Frees” and “Auld Kirk,” of
was
of Sohools, Cook county, 111., a book deit is clear that it will not be changed political chicanery in the midst of a
signed to supply or to suggest material
if
but
has
been
Its
remonetization,
gold
by
guileless oircle, “Mr. Tod-Bowrie, Q.
for a three years’ course in elementary
appreciated by tbe demonetization of C. M. P., of the subtle influence of
language work, and to form a fitting insilver, it is fair to infer that it will be “Jess” over the man who would pose as
troduction
to
Metcalf’s
Grammar;
its
remonetization.
Henoe
feminine
by
influence—
depreciated
altogether beyond
Stories from A ulus Gellius, edited for
the effeot of silver remonetization would you will find it, I say, very shrewd and
Charles Knapp, Ph.
be confined entirely to gold wages and natural and a musing, with just the sight reading, (by
instructor in Latin, Barnard College,
would depredate them. There is, therefore, touch of pathos which comes of any pres- D.,
New York.;
An Introduction to
the
if the theory of the silver men is ceorreot, entation of life freed from artificiality.
of Amerioan Literature, by BrandStudy
of
reasons
the
best
American
the
Jaiues Inwiok, however, is merry rather
why
er Matthews, A. M.,
LL. B., professor
operative should object strenuously to than sad, which cannot be said of many
of literature in Columbia. This work is
remonetization of silver as a moans of these oharacter sketches typified, for
the
to guide, to suppleof equalizing tbe wages of tbe east and example, by The Bonnie Brier Bush. To admirably designed,
ment and to stimulate the reading of
beoause
under
this
west
tbe
process quote—“for Puir Pete had a moist asAmerican authors; it is henoe just what
would
be
done tonishin’ memory, an’ foeby that, he aye
the
equalizing
is wanted for a text book of literature in
entirely at bis expense; and the best makit down the text, and whules the
As Theodore
our sohools.
Roosevelt
he
should
reasons
insist heids on the side o’ his buik an’ the minof
why
of It, “the hook is a piece of work
says
the
western
manufacturer
an
that
auld sermon ower
ister couldna gie
na ernnri nf
its lrind ns
nnv
Amotlnan
should depond on a protective tariff en- again at an opra time without the haill
scholar
has
ever had in his hands.
It is
**
Anri Vinm (a
dn
tirely to shield him from the competition nuviaVi
just the kind of book which should be
of the manufacturer of Iudia aod Japan. seription of a pastor’s exhausting his given to a beginner, because it will give
Tho silver mine owner will get a direct subject, put in unoompomisingly plain hima clear idea of what to read, and of
the relative importance of the authors
advantage from the remonetization of form: “He didna juist Stan’ up an’ he is to
read; yet it is muoh more than
it will furnish him a con- haver in the pulpit, like a heap o’ them;
silver since
merely a book for beginners.”
The manufacturer may he aye spak sense, an’ keepit a grup o’
stant market.
find it an assistance to him in fighting his subjec,1 an ne’er flung awa a text
From the same company we have The
the competition of the eastern manufac- till he’d gien ye the guts o’t.*’
(New First Greek Book, by Clarence W. Gleaturer since it will tend to diminish the York: Haprer & Brothers; Portland: son, A. M., master in the Roxbury Latin
Sohool, and Caroline Stone Atherton,
price he has to pay for labor, though Loriug, Short & Hannon.)
A. M., late of the Roxbury Latin Sohool,
this benefit is likely to be more than offwith an introduction by William C. Colis an attempt, and a
set by disadvantages in other directions.
Studios of Childhood, by James Sully, lar, A. M., which
successful one, to make, within
proper
It is natural enough, therefore, for the M. A. LL D., Grote Professor of Phillimits, a book which shall appeal to both
silver mine owner to favor this policy. It osophy of Mind and
Logio, University teacher and pupil, from Its logical seis not strange perhaps that the manufac- College, London; author of Outlines of quence of subjects, from its direotness of
turer whose vision is narrow and who sees Psychology, eto. This is a book which statement, and its conciseness and freedom from unnecessary
details which
but one thing at a time, when his atten- ought to be in the hands of
kindergart- hamper and confuse the reason. Stories
tion is fixed upon the effect of this polioy ners, Primary School
Teachers, of wise of American Life and Adventure, third
re ader grade,
by Edward Eggleston, is
But the
on
wages, should favor it too.
parents, and indeed, of all students of f rom the
same
It aims to
oompany.
operative, the man who works for mental phenomena, for it deals patiently make school reading
pleasant by supit
with
cannot
favor
unregard
wages,
and at length with early psyohical de- plying matter simple and interesting; to
less he is desirous of getting less pay for velopment. Inoidentally it contains a oultivate an interest in narrations of
fact; and to make the reader acquainted
his work. The working man ought to wealth ot droll and
charming sayings of with American life and manners in other
stlok to the protective tariff and oppose children, than which thero
is, as wo lines
the linking of silver remonetization ^o it. know, nothing in the world more
etThe Life of Nelson, by Robert Southey,
obanting in spontaneity and original
is one of the series of Kcleotio English
force.
PUBLICATIONS.
NEW
Classics, by the American Book ComDr. Sullcy treats of the Ago of Imagipany. In Eoleotic Sohool Readings by the
nation; the Dawn or Reason; Products same oompany is Old Stories of the East,
The Apotheosis o f Mr. Tyrawley by K. of Child Thought; tbo Little Linguist; by James Baldwin—stories
that have
come down from antiquity
through the
Livingston Prescott, is the story of a subject to Fear; Raw Material of Morali- medium of the Hebrew
In
Scriptures.
The Child as Artist; the
young and fascinating man, pretty thor- ty; Under Law;
same series is Stories of Great Amerioughly committed to the wretchedness of The Young Draughtsman; Extracts from cans for Little Americans, secondfreader
preserv- Father’s Diary; and George Sand’s Child- grade, by Edward Eggleston, the primaa rascally course of life, though
ry aim of which is to furnish the learner
ing an innate nobility of oharaoter, who hood. The volume has a Bibliography reading matter that will excite his atfalis suddenly and desperately in love and an Index. The stories we quote are tention and give him nleasure, and thus
He not by any menus introduced for our en- make
with a beautiful and iDnocent girl.
lighter the diffioult task of learnsets about a sincere reformation, only to tertainment alone: each ono illustrates ing to read. Zoology for High Schools
and Academies by Margaretta Burnet,
be pursued by malice and spite. He asks the author’s theory, and has its purpose. teacher of
biology, in Woodward High
have said, the book ought to Sohool,
h imself the question whether a man can As we
Cincinnati, is; published by the
begin at the beginning and win a stand- prove very desirable to those who study American Book Company. It is an elementary work in zoology especially deing and respectability by sheer force of child life and natural endowment, with a signed for
From the same
young pupils.
hard work and self sacrifice. A good view to ascertaining the best methods of company we have three works in the Gerfriend or two, beside the angel of his bringing to light the highest possibilities man language, Herr Omnia, by Heinrich Seidel; Traumereieu, a seties of
love, serve to keep him from absolute de- —in other words, the employment of ju- tales for
children, by Richard Von Volkand
dicious
chiinoe
resoues
him
training
guidanoe.
spair though only
man; and a history of German literature
while
Prom
“The child,
from suicide early in his career.
appealing to our ad- by I. Keller-

gree

MISCELLANEOUS.

DR. F. AUSTIN TENNEY,
OCULIST
Office

and

Woodford9.

Special

Residence

183

Deeriug St.

attention given to diseases of the
EYE and the fitting of LENSES. Consultation
Will
free.
call wihin city limits of Portland
and Deering on notice by postal or otherwise
dtf
dec27

MEETING

t!i<> Primary and
Intermediate Sunday
School Teachers will be held with the Portland
Primary Union at Chestnut St. M. E. Church,
Portland, on Wednesday, March 2Stli, commencing at 10 o'clock a. m., and continuing
through the day.
All Primary
and Intermediate
Sunday
School Teachers are invited to attend.
MRS. li. A. De GARMO,
President Portland Primary Union
mar23d3t

Of

i*'

SCHOOL

COMMITTEE.

Regular Monthly Meeting
day

Held Yester-

Afternoon.

Mr, Lord Ke-Llected Secretary—The Report of the Committee Made by Mr. Tal
bot—Mr. Gray Re-Llected to Take the
Census.
The regular monthly meeting of the
school board was held yesterday afternoon, the Mayor presiding.

Mr. Bradley

was

absent.

proceeded to organize by
superintendent. Mr. O.
unanimously elected and

The Board
flection of a

Lord was
salary fixed

at

the
M.
his

$2200.

On motion of Mr. Brownson the organization of the Board was made tho same
In the
as last year as there is no change

membership. This is the organization:
STANDING COMMITTEES.
Study—
Text Books and Course of
Messrs. Brownson, Talbot and Allam
Examination of Teachers—Messrs. A ose,
MoGowan and Bradley.

Estimates and Expenditures—Messrs.
McGowan and Hall.
Buies and Regulations—Messrs.Talbot,
Vose and Bradley.
Iistructiun and Discipline in the High
School—Tho
Committee, Mr.
Allan,
Chairman.
School Booms and Repairs—Messrs. McGowpn, Hall and Bradley.
Drawing and
Penmanship—Messrs.
Hull, Talbot and Vose.
Special Committee, School for the Deaf
—The Chairman, Messrs. Brownson and
Allan.
Musical Instruction—Messrs.
Hall,
Talbot and Vose.

Bradley,

I
\

!
/

SUPERVISORS.
School—The Committee,
High
Allan, Chairman.

Hall and

Shailer School—Messrs.

Mr.
Mo-

Gowan.
1

North

SOIV

McGowan,

School—Messrs.

TTUOUil

UUU

ilUtl.

Jackson School—Messrs. Vose and Talbot.
and
liutler Sohool—Messrs, Bradley
Allan.
and
Centre
Sohool
Street Grammar
Kindergarten—Mr. Talbot.
West School—Mr. Allan
Primary No. 1.—Mr. Hall.
2.— (Chestnut
Street
Primary No.
(Training School)—The Committee, Mr.
Browuson, Chairman.
Primary No. 8.—Mr. McGowan.
Primary No. 4.—Mr. Tulbot.
Primary No. 6.—Mr. Bradley.
No. 7.—Dr. Vose.
Primary No 8.—Mr. Allan.
Primary No. 9.—Dr. Vose.
Island Schools—Mr. Hall.
Evening School—The Committee, Mr.
McGowans, Chairman.
Manual Training School—The Committee, Mr. Allan, Chairman.
The rules and orders of last year were

adopted.
The reports of the various sohools were
called for. There were none except these;
from the West school stating that the
rooms were filling up and next May
another teacher may be expeoted; the North
school will fce confronted with the propoas to whether the room
now
used
by the kindergartens shall be needed for

sition

fifty grade school, and
asking that
guards be placed on the roof of the
building, that tLe old sinks be replaced
a

snow

with

ones, as some of them ate nut
trapped. The fenoe next to the cemetery
should be replaced with a new one.
In
the Jackson school Miss Emma E. Lamson tendered
her resignation ns she has
received a better offer to go
elsewhere.
The resignation
was acoepted.
M iss
new

Curtis will remain temporarily in the
Jaokson sohool. The Centre streot school
floors have been washed.
There
will
in
probably have to be some increase
heating in the Brackett street primary.
It

voted that the schools oiose June
this year.

was

S8th,

It was voted that
absentees in
the
manual training school snail be reported
to their grammar school masters. Where

discipline

is required the ease will be refer; ed to the superintendent of
sohools,
who will consult with the supervisor of
the absentee’s school.
Mr. Talbot, who was appointed to write
the annual report, then read it.

existing sokool system, to make those
changes and additions which other cities
have successfully introduced,
fix
to
salaries at such a rate as to prevent our
teachers from leaving us and to proporly
recompense those who havo shown their
value and faithfulness and to keep
the
school buildings in that condition of repair and healthiness declared to he necesthose
sary by
who
hold advanced
theories.
At intervals our teachers are
offered
situations in other places
at
higher
salaries than they have reoeived.
Muob
as thetooimuittee
regret the loss of teachers whose abilities have attracted attention they arc not in a position to oompete
with those higher offers.
Raising the
pay of such persons would work injustice
to their associates who have not been invited to take other places,
although of
equal and in Borne oases of superior ability.
Whatever the ooramittee may reoorumend
as to increased
salaries the city government is the deciding power.
It is impossible to fix the compensation of
teachers so
that our best ones shall be
adequately paid without giving to those
of moderate exoellenoe more than they are
fairly entitled to.
Of the total
appropriation there was
spent upon

Tn

BOARD’S
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ANNUAL REPORT.
tVi tlv a

otnt-n^An

soribing the duties of superintending
school committees this report
covering
the year 1895-96 is submitted.
It is not
claimed that it adequately sets forth the
“coudition of the schools, the proficiency
made by the Dupils and the success atand
tending the modes of instruction
No comparisons
government thereof.’’
in point of excellence between the schools
of th's and former years, no
attempt to
rank Portland schools with imaginary
average schools will lie made. Suoh comparisons and suoh estimates depends unou toy many details to be
aocurate
and
the statute imposes a labor tar beyond
the powers of any committee.
General
lauuatory statements as to the progress
made by the scholars, their attainments
beyond their less favored predecessors
will not be indulged in. A brief narration of the events which have happened
in connection with onr scbuols, of those
changes which h ive made this year different from others, will be given and
a
lew recommendations made as to matters
The citizen s of Portland do
of detail.
not expect of the committee more than
thefactsfrom them will draw their own
conclusions.
The total
SCHOOL APPROPRIATIONS
for the past munioipal year
Ai dispensers of this large

JIL’6,699.
amount
of
money the committee’s duties are responsible, and It will be interesting to the
were

publlo to learn how theso duties have
been performed.
Many reformers advocating a change in the make up of the
committee lose sight of the fact that the
city government makestbe appropriations
and the committee can
only suggest what
0 “PProPr*ations
shall be.
It is a
difficult matter even with the
present
urge amount ot money to maintain the

THE KINDERGARTENS

is of marked value later in sohool life.
Advocates of thekindergarten system seem
at times to confuse education in the sense
in whioh the publio schools have under
and
taken to supply it with that care
nurture whioh the home should supply.
in
these
That homes are ofteu deficient
TEACHER’S SALARIES
respeots does not necessarily prove that
mother
to
the
a foster
should
be
$84,250.
The salaries of
and
publio
primary
the ohildren so unfortunately situated.
grammar sohools teachers aggregate $01,and
Some duties belong to tbe parent
205.47; of high school teachers $14,187.63.
some to the school teaoher. The tendency
The following salaries were paid to seems to be to widen the scope of
the
other instructors in primary and gram- latter at tbe expense of the former. It Is
not asserted that in this instanoe
the
mar grades:
been
overstepped.
proper limits have
Writing and drawing teachers,
$1852 These sohools are in their experimental
Music teaoher,
800 stage and judgments upon their
merits
Manual Training teaohers,
2000 and value may be wisely deferred.
1573
Kindergarten teachers,
As has beon already intimated
182
Physical culture teacher,
THE HIGH SCHOOL
2250
Superintendent of sohools,
Other expenses were:
is growing at a more rapid rate than our
common schools.
Repairs on buildings, janitors’
Last year the entering
salaries,fuel and incidentals,
33,716 olass was 243 and notwithstanding the|enManual training sohools,
496
of the building and
inthe
820 largement
Evening sohools,
crease in the crops of
the
Text bonks (including last year’s
instructors
7419 capacity of tbe school is not beyond tbe
unpaid bills)
demands upon it.
It is a difficult and
$42,449 costly matter to furnish tbe varied and
advanced
courses
j.u win do
English
required by
peroeivea teat oi tne total
the large number of pupils aud at
tbe
amount spent upon sohools almost exactsame time give that classical
instruction
ly two-thirds goes for salaries and
oneto
fit
for
The
third for the maintenance of buildings, neoessary
boys
college.
VUJD OUUUU1 cauuuu
UO
CAheating, text books and other incidentals. UUUUU1 oust
Of this $42,449, the greater part is ex- actly estimated beoause some expenses of
pended under the direction of the oity tbe school system are for the common
government. The sohool committee draw benefit of this and the other sohoois. Now
upon this fund only for the purchase of that the building has been remodellod,
text books and petty sohool supplies like twenty thousands dollars would be about
a fair estimate of the yearly expense. The
pens, pencils and paper.
edlfloe
have
The average number of pupils belong- liberal outlays upon the
shown how well established the
high
ing to the schools was as follows:
school is in the publle estimation.
Tbe
636
High school,
many have given
generously of their
Grammar sohools,
1460
the
means for
education of a favored few
2803
Primary schools,
that from tbe higher education
78 believing
Kindergartens
of those few there comes a general benefit. But costly as this sobool is, it
is
4876
Total,
Whenever
likely to become more oostly.
The average cost per pupil for teachers’ it is necessary to
tbe
of
a
supply
place
salaries belonging was as follows:
teaoher the committee are made aware of
High sohool,
$26.65 the fact that those oompetent to teach the
the
Grammar schools,
17.92 higher
mathematics,
classics,
12.67 languages and the sciences demand and
Primary schools,
liberal
can
salaries.
21.79
get
Kindergartens,
However muoh our citizens may take
In the year 1875-76 there was spent for
school salaries $61,866.26; for incidentals, pride in the high sohool and find the considerable expense in maintaining it justirepairs, etc., $20,272.27, with an average fied
by the benefits of
NUMBER OP PUPILS
THE HIGHER EDUCATION
This
belonging in all grades of 4578.
to a large number of the youth of
given
comparison shows that while salaries in this
city we should not forget that the
the aggregate have inoreased about 37 per
common sohoois are the bone and sinew
cent the cost of maintenance, repairs and
of our publio school system.
It Is our
janitor service and incidentals has more
duty to see to it that every ohild in this
than doubled. It must not be inferred
is able to read, write and
perform
that the
teachers’ salaries have been oity
raised in the same proportion for their tbe simple processes of arithmetic. One
number has increased from 111 to 149, whose knowledge and culture gave him a
and it Is unfortunately
true that they commandlug position among tbe giants
said that
the
do not receive the share of the larger ap- of tbe last generation
services
which
their
general- possession of suoh acquirements made a
propriations
Since free high schools
It should be said that some man eduoated.
ly deserve.
of the increase from $20,272.27
for the came into general existenoe in this state
it
be
safely said that they have
may
year 1875-76 to $42,449, is accounted for by
of
grown while the common aohools have
the fact that the burden
supplying
Let us not negleot our
text books falls upon the oity.
The sum been starved.
spent in that way $7419, covers bills for foundations in our care for our superstructure.
books required the previous year and not
From the youth to whom so much has
appropriated for, amounting to $2558.
should be expected.
Seven years have now passed since
the been given muoh
enactment of the compulsory text book Those who avail themselves of the opportunities
of
this
school
do so upon the imlaw and a sufficient opportunity has been
do
The plied understanding that they will
given to observe its workings.
A
annual average cost for school books has their full share.
large membership
dollars.
beeu about five thousand
The with a low standard of scholarship is not
most that can be said in its favor is that desirable and the committee will consider
books
in
the
have
the
aggregate
probably the advisability of suoh changes in the
cost somewhat less than If bought by the system of promotion from the grammar
pupils and that since the law was passed schools as shall further raise that
there has been an increased attendance standard.
As to discipline this sohool stands upon
in the high sohool which may be a result
of the law, the books in that sohool being a peculiar footing. The younger children
of the nommon schools must be kept unmore expensive than in the lower grades.
It is, however, not the fact that the at- ucx Buuuui muuojiues wxuu suuxx itiMiiitWLJUM
end
correction as individual
cases
rein
the
and
tendance
grammar
primary
sohools has increased because the
city quire.
_:.4
si_u
i,
11
*-i—
It would be unwise to put upon them
urged against the new system are be- the responsibility of deoiding whether
lieved to have been
proved valid by they would attend school or not. In the
The common use of high school however, the
actual experience.
pupil is no
books does, tend to spread
contagious longer to be treated as a child, and if by
breaohes
of
the
rules
he
shows
diseases and many of the books have been repeated
burned the past year in those
schools his indifferenoe to his opportunities be
where oases of diphtheria existed.
The has no right to longer enjoy those opporTeachers should not be obliged
sense of proprietorship in books is lost tunities.
time
and the ohild does no possess what he to spend upon his correction that
whioh
The
belongs to his associates.
afterwaids would highly prize, the books
ho studied at school. Iu many homes the policy of the committee has been to drop
continued
little libraries these would have formed from the school those whose
violations for the rules show them
unare now wholly wanting.
to
be
members
of
it.
The evening schools, manual training worthy
and the kiudergartens account for part of
THE TRAINING SCHOOL
the Increase.
No one can doubt the great value of
continues to be a most valuable source of
supply from which to draw new teachers.
THE EVENING SCHOOLS
A young lady who has acquitted herself
and the advisability of furnishing
increditably during the year spent in this
struction to all those who are disposed to
sohool is as well fitted to teach as a peravail themselves of the privilege of learn- son of her
age can be and far better than
oommon
branches.
the
Many
ing
persons many whose methods have been picked
Before this year all canof foreign birth in this way make up for up haphazard.
the training olass were
redefiieueies forced upon a youth spent in didates for
to pass nn examination
but the
are
less favored surroundings,
helped quired
so
rule has been changed
as
to
admit
over the difficulties of our language and
made more useful citizens.
No matter without examination high school, graduates who have attained a rank of at least
whether their needs result from waste or
85 per cent for their four years’
course.
lack of opportunities it is the duty of the
Other applicants must still pass an expublic to provide for all suoh as have the amination.
the
Under
new
system the
ambition and inclination to learn readclass is
to be one of marked exing, writing and arithmetic. The school cellence.reported
is good for those tliot give and ihose that
With the present year the
for
becomes a
U1

—

THE

become familiar with the
properties of
tbe materials used and get much valuable
Information from the efficient instructors
in charge. When a boy strikes a circle on
a piece of board ho has a
practical demonstration of the fact that all points in the
oiroumferenoe are equidistant from the
oentre, tut when he attempts to cut the
circle with a knife he only demonstrates
tbe fact that it is impossible to make a
true cirol“ and that suoh are rarely or
never found in real existence.
It is not
perceived how the time spent in making
a wooden diso teaches more than the draft
whioh is an ideal etandard never to be
The friends of
the
exactly realized.
system disclaim any purpose to make
the
of
but
when
the
pupils,
oarpenters
plan or draft is finished and the execution of it begins the work is
carpentry
and the skill acquired is carpenter’s skill.
it is probably too early to ussert that
the training given in

—

__

receive,

teaching
pleasure
instead of drudgery when scholars
are
keen and eager for knowledge.

DEAF SCHOOL

enters upon s new phase of its existence.
THE MANUAL TRAINING SCHOOLS
Established with an appropriation of six
under the direction of Mr. Babb and Mr. hundred dollars in the year 1876-77 it has
Dean have given to the boys of the first, growD from
school of eleven till at
a
second and third grades of the grammar present it numbers sixty-four pupils from
schools an opportunity to learn something all parts of the state. In the year 1877-78
In drafting
of the use of tools.
and the state gave the same aid to those at
this i
itution as to those at Boston or
making Dlans they doubtless get clearer Hart.
1.
notions of
arithmetical processes and
Up to this year there hns been paid by
have useful lessons iu geometry.
They the state to the city eighty dollars for
“

Pure and Sure.”

vdand s
Baking Powder,

Only

rounded spoonfuls

are

JL-'

Jk

A

tuition of eaoh pupil, and one
hundred
and twenty dollars for eaoh non-resident
and
the
to
of
board
defray
pupii,
expense
not
That the stipend was
lodging.
enough seems proven by the fact that the
an
made
annual
oity
appropriation of
The last legistwelve hundred dollais.
lature appropriated sixteen thousand dollars for tho purchase of a dormitory or
home for the sohool. The new building
and
has been ocoupied
since January
The
proves satisfactory in every way.
and
children are better fed and housed
are under influences more
refined and
effect
homelike than ever before.
The
upon them physically and morally must
be beneficial. How far the patient and
have
intelligent efforts of tho teachers
been successful in helping to unstop tho
mouths of their charges so hardly dealt
with by nature, can only be known
by
those who have visited tho school
as
its
tne
school
is
Admirably
doing
work it Is in an anomalous position. The
state owns the dormitory;
the oity the
The city bears the expense
sohoolhouse.
of board, and tuition of the pupils, and
looks to the state to reimbursothe greater
It has given the use
part of the outlay.
of the sohool building and twelve
hundred dollars a year when no other oity or
town has directly contributed anything
and will maintain a sohool and a home
for children of the state when not onosixth of the pupils are residents of Portland.
Most of this outlay is repaid by
the state and it would be far from
the
wish of the ooinmlttee to complain of the
treatment of this school by the state for
that his been most liberal and has been
conspicuously shown in the purohase and
From
equipment of the new building.
small beginnings it has grown to
Its
present position of usefulness, but It is
uow time to put it upon tho ba sis of a
state Institution, supported by the state
and under the charge
of trustees
appointed by the state.
Several obanges in

required—not heaping spoonfuls.

of diphtheria among the
pupils of
the Butler sohool and eases in the Chestnut street sohool caused such au
apprehension that the sohool
buildings were
unsanitary, that the buildings were
The Butler school lost ten days,
the Chestnut street sohool
twenty-three
It was suggested
days.
that entire
changes of the sanitary systems should bo
made at large expense, and with
long de
lay; but the oommittee,
bolieving that
the opinion of the Board of Health should
be decisive, urged that the schools be reopened as soon as they were made safe
and more extensive changes bo postponed
to a time when the sohool work
would
not be Interfered with.
Tho health of
school children caDnot be too carefully
guarded, and anything prejudicial to
that should be remedied; but It must not
be overlooked that
they are exposed to
dangers more obvious and frequent
in
their own homes than In the schools, and
that no perfection of plumbing in
the
latter will obviate the defects in the former.
The ohief risk to the pupils is from
the dose association with those
who,
coming from unhealthy houses, bring
with them the
germs of
contagious
cases

diseases.

No word from the oommittee in
mendation of the patient, faithful

Intelligent

com-

and

service of our

PUBLIC SCHOOL TEACHERS
are

needed.
They have raised living
monumonts to commemorate their usefulness in the boys and girls of
this
city.
The profession of the teacher has a double

They perform

aspect.

a publio duty in
those under them to become
good citizens and eduoated members of
society; they fulfil a duty to their individual pupils in fitting them to take
higher plaoes in trade, business or professional life.
Such a profession should
bo one of the highest dignity and the
TEXT BOOKS
pnblio should acoord to the good teacher
are
worthy of notice. The Normal Musio something of the deference and respect
wliioh compensates those in high judicial
Course has been long in use, the oommltpositions for a meagerness of salary that
tee finding that new books were needed poorly rewards their merits.
The committee would again give
exto supply those worn out decided to try
the experiment
of putting the
New pression of their appreciation of the work
in the schools of the superintendent,
Mr.
Natural Musio Readers into the Haokson Lord. Muoh of their excellence is due to
Grammar and Casoo
street
primary his constant supervision, his wise suggessohools. These books were mainly written tions and his unvarying taot and
good
by Mr. Ripley, for many years principal nature. Ha is the executive of the board
or a grammar school in Boston, and his huu. penurzus many uucies which nu,oeneraim was to toaoh music reading in a sys- wise occupied committee could not attend
tematic and thorough manner.
These to. Hie long experience as a teacher, and
charts and readers present the difficulties his familiarity with the school system of
in such a manner as to be easily
over- this oity enables him to give good advice
come by the pupils.
Mr. Bipley made in the settlement of questions that come
several visits to Portlund for the purpose before the board and to meet the
emerof explaining his system to the teachers gencies that require immediate decision.
in those schools and by his
enthusiasm Quick to reoognize the merits of innovaand knowledge of the best manner of pre- tions that will work advantage, but not
senting this study to the ohildren has carried away by enthusiasm over every
imparted much of his enthusiasm to the fad of the so-called eduoators, he is an
teaohers. It is probably true that a school invaluable aid to the course of education
teaoher who is also a musician may write in this oity, and gives that element
of
musio books better suited to the needs of permanence to our system of school govyoung pupils than another who laoks his ernment, otherwise lacking with
the
peculiar experience. It cannot vet be said frequent changes in the personnel of the
that this new course has passed its time committee.
of probation and proved its claims to be
The report was accepted as the report
generally used, but the progress in musio of
the board.
of those sohools has been marked and the

training

Gilded

ADVERTISEMENTS,

are still thinking of it!
EOPLE ARE STILL TALKING OF IT!
EOPLE ARE STILL INTERESTED IN IT!

People

ment committee of the Portland Lodge of
Elks has secured for the benefit entertaint
ment at Portland Theatre next month.
A

| _NEW

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS,

Midnight Bell." The presentation
in its entirety has been made in the most
elaborate manner, no expense or trouble
having been spared by the management.
This great attraction is what the amuse“A

Fool.

WHAT?

Nat Goodwin oomes to the City Hall
next Saturday night in his greatest sucThe advance
cess, “A Gilded Fool.”
sale of seats has been the largest that Mr.
Goodwin has over had in Portland and
more than demonstrates the great hold

Our Great Black Suit Sale,

he has upon our theatre-going publl o.
From all surrounding towns large parties
have sign! fled their intentions to attend
in a
body. The story of “A Gilded

Fool,”

has

already been told in these
play has been seen

oolumns: while the
several

on

ocoasions.

Mr.

Goodwin’s

performance however will be all the
more Interesting, owing to the remarkable strength of the organization wliioh
he is bringing here this year. Among
others in the support of Mr. Goodwin are
Annie Russell, Jean Clara Walters, Estelle Mortimer, Ethel Browning, Emma
Curran, George Fawcett, Henry Bergman, J. G. Baville, C. F. Montaine,
John T. Craven, Louis Payne, Arthur
Hoopes, Louis Barret, and De Croning.
Liko all of Mr. Goodwin’s plays “A Glided Fool” will reoeive a thorough production, and our advice to all desring to attend would be to seoure seats early.

onal Suits.

Di

Clay

Outline of the Growth of MuBic.

Tiokets should

be secured at Stookthe musioal entertainment
to be
given by Mr. and Mrs. Hermann
Ktzsohmar at Kotzschmnr hall on Friday

brldge's

evening next, entitled “Outline of the
Growth of Musio.” Each period will be
illu strsted by compositions of the celebrated composers of that date. Emlnont
talent will assist in the illustration.
Royal Handbell

Ringers

Tomorrow evening, at City Hall, the

R nro 1

Tlie

for

1-4 nnr) Kail

Qfnnnno

mill

nnnnn-w

The great Wanskuck Mills of
ft. I., are known far

of lliis great sale

success

has demonstrated that the

pub- Providence,

and wide for the quality of the
good goods and appre- Worsteds they produce. No betsuch an opportunity as we ter guarantee can be giveu a
offer.
Everybody knows piece of Clay Wotsted than to

lic know
ciate
here

Wanskuck

the

Worsteds.

most 150 suits sold

week, and there

in

is no

in the demand.

Al-

it Wauskuck.

label

is

There

absolutely no doubt but that the
the
greatest bargain ever placed bedecrease
fore the people of Maine is our
lirst

offer of

the

eighth Stookbridge entertainment.
The Montreal Herald says: “It
would
be difficult

to say

wliioh of the many

I

A SALE UNPRECEDENTED.

pleoes they played was the most pleasing. iJ
All were good, and many evoked that
These suits are having the
excess of applause wnioh usually results
in a repetition.” The Gazette says: “The greatest circulation in New Engimitation of the church bells was exceedland, and in spite of unfavoraingly realistio, and
probably the best
feature of the performance. TJie part ble weather, people are hurrysinging was really excellent.^ Seats ing to our store eager t? obtain
should be secured at once.
the goods. The sale continues
Adamowski Quartette.

Everybody

who

heard

the

1

GENUINE WANSKUCK CLAY,

Suits in three shapes. Singlebreasted Sacks, Double-breasted
Sacks and 3-bnttou Cutaway
Frocks. Sizes 34 to 50, in Regulars, Stouts and Longs, at

$10.00

this week.

smT*

A

charming

Adamowski Quartette at the Melba concert a year ago, will be glad
MAIL ORDERS accompanied with the
to hear
No better proof could be had than the
Mr. E. A. Gray was elected taker of that an effort Is
teachers express themselves confidently of
being made here for money promptly tilled, and w ill be re- fact of the immediate success of this
the good results to follow a longer trial.
the sohool census at a salary of $600.
See our mammoth front
a
series of three subscription concerts funded if suit is not satisfactory in great sale.
Barnes’s History of the United States
detail.
Bills were approved to the value of $10,window tilled with Wanskucks.
has been exclusively used In the grammar
by this club during the month of April. every
sohools till this year. Believing that the 076.84.
Will all those who hare not received noThe reports of the teaoher of musio and tices of the
pupils would bo benefited by the views of
oonoerts, but are interested
more than one author and that the comteacher of the Deaf school were received, to
subscribe,
please leave their names
parison of those views would be a good

mental discipline,the oommittee made up
a set of histories by taking equal proportions of Fiske's, Souddars and Eggleson’s
books so that the children learn
that
history writing is but some man’s atsuoh
materials
as
he
had
tempt, taking
access to, to set forth the events of the
past in their true relations to events
which proceeded and followed them. The
samo plan has already been
adopted to a
considerable extent in furnishing several
reading books to each class. The teaoher’s
work is made less
humdrum and
the
pupils are relieved from the dreariness of
a oonstant study of the same boob.
A now system of drawing books, made
by Mr. Shailor, our speoial instructor
have been introduced in
plaoe of the
Prang system in use.

MUSIC AND DRAWING
have become

firmly

fixed in our course

of which we make these brief abstracts:
SINGING

SCHOOL

the paper at

Stockbricigo’s.
Notes.

Merrill,

Mrs.

on

REPORT.

the teaoher of musio made
She says the work in musio

her report.
for the year has been unusally good, and
will oompare favorably with any in the
The daily drill
of fifteen
country.
minutes has produced a striking
effect
conupon the children’s voioes, when
ducted by teachers whose aim is to follow
faithfully the suggestions and instructions of the special teacher.
The per-

The Brown Universty Glee Club give
their conoert next Monday at City hall.
Tickets are on sale at Cressy, Jones &
Allon^
The Tufts College Glee Club will give
its conoert on Tuesday evening next at
Kotzschmar
hall.
Tickets
at Stock-

“Gay Parisians’

The

will

be

very

March

sohool with
most satisfactory progess.
Several changes of teaobers are noticed
as ocourring during the year and
high
tribute paid to the devotion to the sohool
of Mr. W.
H. Brownson of the com-

years.

mittee.

Ryerson.

Grand

like the old, contain lithographed'designs
and outlines to be copied by the pupils.
It is believed by the oommlttee that object drawiDg best trains the jjeye and
hand and is better suited to bring about
those results which are desirable in our
schools. It is one thing to copy a picture,
it is quite another to represent the object
from whioh the pioture was mado.
The
more school drawing is concerned with
the forms of things the more vuluable it
is.
It is to be hoped that in the futuro
the Instruction
may conform oloser to
that given by the recognized masters of
art and that the school work, however,
restricted in quantity may still be on correct principles.
The study of arithmetic begun in the
first year of the primary schools is
pursued through the grammar school course.
Many of the problems ia the text books
aie only capable of an algebraic solution
and almost all are easier solved by that
method, which is direot, while the arithmetical in inverted.
To relieve
the
monotony of so much study whioh, however difficult, is restricted in the
ground
to be traversed, and to get over many of
the difficulties themselves, It may seem
best to the committee to introduced elementary algebra into the lust year of tho
Given a knowledge of
grammar sohools.

Last

the Wilbur Opera company opened the second week at Portland
theatre with the “Grand Duohess” to the
usual crowded hou3e.
Miss Bichardson
took the title role, and made a very attractive
duohess.
Mr. Conley
was

especially pleasing

as

Fritz, and

one

Prince, and Harvey was an
Nepomine, creating roars of
laughter. Miss Bolton was good ns
Wanda, and Gus Vaughan pleased as
Baron Greg.
The ohoruses were
well
as

The old familiar
“Sabre of My
Father,” the “Letter Song,” and “Say

to

Him,”

pieoe

-in

BLACK

was

loudly applauded.
beautifully costumed.

were

The
The

Amazons appeared in a new and
striking
uniform of white trimmed with
black
and gold, and with white busbys.
The

A

Midnight Bell.

The brilliant comedian, Digby Bell,
and his charming wife, Laura Joyce-Bell,
the famous contralto, together with the

BUILD- supporting company of well known and
established favorites, have met with unwhioh a more careful supervision would stinted praise and sucobbs in the magnifihave made in the summer vacation. Two cent production of Hoyt’s great oomedy,

fl

“Flowerg” Meeting
fit me Spruflel.

Society in Carlsbad is up early
in the morning. The Waters, as
well as the Carlsbad Sprudel Salt,
act best when taken very
early
in the morning, before breakfast.
They are of great benefit in
Habitual Constipation, Chronic
Catarrh of the Stomach,
Dyspepsia, Liver and Kidney troubles.
Obtain the genuine, which must
have the signature of Eisner &
Mendelson Co., Agents, New
York, on every bottle.

—

BROCADED

Taffetas.
Black Brocaded Taffetas, all
and stylish patterns, on one
of the best cloths ever shown at
this price, full 23 inches wide,

J

new

Black Brocaded Satin Ditchpatterns for Skirts,
beautiful lustre, heavy cloths,

the

i

Unusual Values

esse, latest

absurd

Hung.

Department

Black Brocaded Taffetas, ina
full line of the very latest palterns, fine Silk Cloths, full 23
inches wide, for suits and skirts,

very good as the pompous,
ridioulous
Gen. Bourn and Kobnle was very funny
as Baron Puck.
Emmett Drew was very

new Living Piotures gave great satisfacsubtraction, multiplication tion and wore very pretty. They will be
and division and of fractions, a’ pupil is
and so will the march.
prepared to take up algebra, and it is be- repeated tonight

INGS

funeral servic© of the late Annie Johnbe held this Tuesday afternoon at 2.30
in St. Paul’s Church. Prayers for the
family at house, 35 Howard street at 1.30.

the best scenes was that where Fritz and
the Duchess are left together seated on
the throno of Gorolstein. Amsden was

good

Silk

A.

of

addition,

lieved that after the technicalities of the
notation are mastered this study
will
prove attractive and profitable.
of
The work
the
past
year has
been considerably interrupted by

Livermore, Morch 14, Mrs. It.

H Q fl C

W indow

._\

In Jackson, March 13, Uriah Warren, aged
79 years.
In Birch Harbor, March 9, William It. Farrar,
aged 76 years.
In Deer Isle, March 9, Henrv Jarvis, aged
74 years.
In North

Special for Tuesday,
30c,
39c, 50c
Shades at only

25 Cents Each.

3, Martha Ann, wife of Archibald L.

®on wtll
o clock

evening

-—-_-__

__

New York city, March 21, Susan D. Dayton, widow of Samuel Dayton, and daughter of
the late Rev. George Benedict.

Duchess.

■■
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MARRIAGES.

school; thirty-nine girls and twenty-five Hyatt and daughter of the late Charles B. Smith
boys. Seven girls and five boys were dis- of Portland, Maine.
In DeerinS, (Forest Avenue) March 23, Mrs.
charged or died during the year.
Dr. Mary F.. wile of Wm. P. Stevens, aged 79 years
Pudor has been of great value to
tbe 5 months.
[Funeral on Wedesday morning at 10 o’clk.
sohool by his kindness and skill. The at her late jresidence, 45 Forest
Avenue. Deercombined system of teaohing has proved Ing. Burial at convenieuce of the family'at Gorham.
its superiority to the pure oval method.
In West Palmyra, March 11, William Davis,
The older boys go out into the shops and aged 70 years.
In Madison, March 12. Allen G. Clough, aged
do good work and the younger boys re- 86 years.
In Belfast, March 14, William Holt, aged 80
ceive instruction in the Manual Training

satisfactory.
THE

mar24'tfc£
——

accep-

MUSIC AND DRAMA.

STREET, PORTLAND.

■■■

DEATHS.
table, although the schools genet ally are
uiuiuo.
xnu uusiaui«B etauu 111 Luo wMy ui
well equipped.
In this city, March 23, George Hall, aged 78
success In music and drawing.
A lack
SCHOOL FOR THE DEAF.
years 4 months 8 days.
of oapaoity to instruot Id the teacher and
irunerai weauesaay afternoon at 2.30 o’clk,
a
lack of a oertaln natural capacity In
From Miss Taylor’s report we
learn from liis late residence, No. 82 Chestnut street.
the pupil to take advantage of
InstrucBurial
at convenience of family
*14
U1C
JJUJUJO
tion. In the rooms of musical teaohers
we find good singing and a natural
aptitude for drawing is manifested in
the
work
of
the
class.
good
Many of our
most valuable assistants are
practically
devoid of a musical
faculty, and the
power to reproduce forms with a penoil is
even less frequently met with.
The burden of instruction in these two subjeots
must rest almost entirely upon the teachers for the visits of the special Instructors
are necessarily Infrequent.
It seems best
that music and drawing in each
school
should be under the direction of those
assistants who, by natural aptitude and
training are most competent, and that
their work in othor studies for the tlino
being should be carried on by their assoWe oannot make a knowledge of
ciates.
these subjeots a sine qua non to the appointment nr retention of our teaohers,
but if the efforts of the special Instructors
the instruction of the
were devoted to
assistants the results
would
be more

255 MIDDLE

seen

shortly at Portland theatre.

centage of those who do not sing is lesssin Foxcroft, March 13. Georee W. McSorley
ening every year. Our method of develop- of Foxcroft
and Miss Ellen M. Pingree of Haring theory through practice is now quite mony.
In
March 14, Benj. H. Hilton and Miss
Wells,
all understood by teaohers. The trainiug
Mattie L. Littletield.
teachers have received the
In Islana Falls, March 14. Charles S. Perry
usual
of school
and Mrs. Oelic R.

At other times these exercises are
conducted by the teachers in their respective

Standard Clothin

bridge’s.

Lougee.
The exhibition in the gramIn Orlaml. March 6. Robert F. Floyd and Miss
study. Special instructors in both sub- instructions.
mar schools at the close of the
summer Elizabeth Winn.
various
jects spend their time in tho
In Sullivan. March 8. Gilbert G. Pettee and
term was very flattering. The new series
schools in rotation giving to each
room
Miss Hattie Carpenter.
readers
and
of
musio
chart
In
in
the
Guiliord, March 14, Balnbridge Buck of
plaoed
its fair share of attention.
At intervals
Upper Stillwater and Mrs. Lydia P. Cobb of
Mrs. Merrill teaches musio to the
ohil- sohools, have proved very simple to teach, Abbott.
dren of any given room, while Mr.Shailor and the Cioilian series has given great
In Orland, Joseph A. Fogg, Jr., of Orland, and
in the grammar and Miss Bedlow in the satisfaction.
There are schools where Miss Lillian Bonsey of Bucksport.
primary sohools make periodical visits. clean, whole books would be

REPAIRS ON THE 8HCOOL

.
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Rustling Taffeta Silks that
RUSTLE now and will always
RUSTLE.
The Best Rustling
Silk on the market for Dress
Linings and Skirts, 12 of the
newest

colorings,
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Special for Tuesday,
1
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AT HOTEL WHITE.

Most Use The Knife

Commissioner

Satd the Surgeon, but Dr. Daviil Ken- How the Homeless are Cared for in
nedy’s Favorite Remedy was taken
New York.
aud the Knife Avoided.
The Union and Advertiser of Roches- A Night’s Best and a Breakfast for Three
ter, N. Y., recently published the followWork—How
Hours*
Weary Willie
ing interesting account of how William
Takes His Bath.
\V. Adams of 127 South avenue, that city
saved from a painful oneratiou by
:hc use of Dr. David Kennedy’s Favorite
ivas

Comedy.
Mr. Adams said:

“Three years ago I
taken with kidney disease very bad;v; at time9 I was completely prostrated ;
1'n fact, was so bad that the day was sefor the doctors to perform an operation
upon me. Cut I decided I would not
submit. I liau been put in hot water
baths, and, in fact, nearly every meant
was tried to help me.
Upon the day set
for the operation I commenced the use
of Dr. David Kennedy’s Favorite Remedy, and from that moment began to
gain, aud it was not long before 1 was
entirely cured and have had uo return of
the trouble since. My weight has increased and I never ivas so well as I am
bow. I have recommended
is

DR. DAVID KENNEDY’S

e

Faure went into th
with the reporter. The floor
largest
was covered with men
lying close together by the soores.
Others stood around the
stovo, and some were grouped along the
walls.
“Don’t smoke please,” said the Com-

to view the remains.”
the extempore funeral address
in whioh preaohers of the emotional kind
so often ingeniously harrow the grief
of
the survivors under the pretexts of symAnother is the
pathy and consolation.
dolorous
journey of the women and
missioner.
bereaved
of
the
young girls
family to the
“No, Sir, wc don’t want to,” answered oemetery and thoir presence during the
a voice from the blaok heap ou
the floor. last supremely trying moments at the
“We’re oliokiug as it is.”
graveside—often in pouring rain or drivThere were only 100 beds in “Hotel ing sleet.
White” (which gets its name from the
It is simply amazing once yon think
Morgue keeper) last night. There will of it that these tilings should still be.
be 18 to-night.
The final leave taking is sad enough at
“This is the first step,” said Mr. Faure tho best; our ancestors managed to sur“to solve the problem whether New York round it with
quite superfluous glooms
wants to use municipal lodging bouses. and horrors and these we have
preserved
We don’t want to come into competition as if there were something
coininenaably
with tiio legitimate lodging house busi- filial and
our
in
imitativeness.
pious
ness.
If a man has 15 cents we won’t Tlie sooner the now leaf is turned In
have him, but we do offer beds to the these
the
matters
bolter.—Hartford
really homeless men—good men, mechan- Cournnt.
ics, artisans, laborers, all sorts, out of
work and down on their luck.
Toad Lore.
“The men must work at least three
There is a mysterious commotion behours the next day. They get up at 5,30
o’olock in the morning, have breakfast, tween toads and wnrt6. This is known
and go to work.
They can then go about across the Atlantio wnere in New Engtheir business and look for jots if they
land they say that who kills a toad will
want to. They have redeemed themselves
and earned!' their own self-respect.
If have as muuy warts as the viotim has
they take something for nothing they spots. Toads are used for tho cure of
pauperize themselves. If the oity gives warts by Amerioan boys who operate by
them something tor nothing the city is a
excrescences
factor in
therefore the rubbing the troublesome
room

The New York authorities are trying
an experiment in dealing
with the hundreds of homeless and penniless men

found every night in the metropolis. If
the experiment is a sucoess, it may lead
to the establishment of municipal lodg
ing houses on an oxtensive soaie. Now
it is being conducted in an old steamer
moored to a wharf. The New York Times
in a recont number
thus desoribed the
opening of Hotel White, as Jit is called :
The “Hotel White” opened its doors to
the publio last night, and by 9 o’olook a
man was asleep in every one of its 100
beds. It would be more correct to say
that the hotel opened its portholes, for
the “Hotel White” is the old exonrsion
steamer whloh Commissioner of Charities
John P. Faure has transformed into a

now

be

Another

given
is

pauperizing them,
depauperiziug of the man is accomplished against one of tho unfortunate reptiles
olean, cozy, and oomfortable lodging by such a modicum of work as may be impaled on as harp stick. Live toads or
arranged.”
house for homeless men.
thoir limbs confined in a bag worn round
There are twelve assistants to look
Any man who had 15 cents in his pos- after the working of the lodging house. the neck as desoribed by Sir Kenelm Digto many people, for it saved my life.”
session was turned away. No drunkon
Mayor Strong and Theodore Roosevelt, by were good for quinsy, would stop
In speaking to Mrs. Adams, she said men were admitted. To
who were expected to attend the opening
at the nose and above ail were
regular tramps
in
a
very feeble
“About a year ago I was
of the river hotel, were not bleeding
reception
was reiused admittance.
thero.
The
snowstorm was given as a most valuable remedy for king’s evil or
state of health, being completely run
Poors were opened at 7.30 P. M. and their excuse.
scrofula. A belief In the efficacy of a
I had doctored considerably, but
down.
President Croft of the Cbaritios Com- live toad in cases of scrofula is still
Without permanent relief. One day one the bolts were drawn at midnight, but
mission
was
active
with
me
Mr.
to
take
Faure
in
Dr.
advised
of my neighbors
long before that hour there was a ohorus
held in the
west of England.
superintending the opening arrangements widely
Favorite Remedy, of
David Kennedy’s
snoring suoh as never before echoed —New York Times.
Not many years ago a certain “canning
which 1 did. My trouble was dyspepsia, between the old
steamer’s decas.
man” used to hold an annual gathering
and for a long while I was unable to be
The high tide recked the vessel gently,
MAINE TOWNS.
at Stalbridge in Dorsetshire whioh was
about at all; but after taking a few doses
but
Che
motion only soothed to sleep the
I was completely cured, and now enjoy
locally known as “Toad Fair” because
tired, homeless men, whose expressions Items of Interest Gathered by Corres- the quack sold at no cheap rate legs torn
good health.”
and
women
with
Hundreds of men
of gratitude and pleasure were as genufrom the bodies of living toads which
pondents of the Press.
that “run down” condition, unable to ine as
they were pathetic.
when placed in bags and worn round the
health
and
recovered
have
strength
work,
Commissioner
Faure went up stairs,
neck were reckoned as sovereign remeCornish.
through this remarkable remedy. It about 8
o’olock, with a reporter for The
Btirs the liver and
dies for scrofula and for those who had
purifies the blood,
March
23—Preston
Cornish,
Durgin,
liaol+Vitr qpHdti
Tnoeos
New York Times, where fifty men were
been “overlooked” or bewitched.
These
who
has
been
a
store
busidoing general
rhematism, kidney, liver and urinary snugly tucked in warm beds. They had
to travel about the
ness for thirteen years on the corner of “toad-doctors’’ used
troubles, it is a well-known specific.
warm
enjoyed
baths, their clothing was Elm and Main
these abominable and
streets, has sold his stock country dispensing
being disinfected, and there was prospeot to
obtained remedies to the creduwho has been
in cruelly
Henry
Wadleigh,
CUBA’S UNDEVELOPED WEALTH.
of a good, substantial breakfast In the
the hardware and furnishing goods busi- lous sufferers from “king’s evil.” Sevmorning.
ness at 67 Main street.
Mr. Wadleigh has en shillings was a common price asked
A Hint of the Island’s Capacity in the
how
do
“Well, boys,
you feel?” asked removed his
stook to the building iorm- for a bag containing oue of these limbs,
Way of Profitable Products'
Mr. Faure. From every bed oame a rea price that must have been very
profitaerly occupied by Mr. Durgin, where he ble to the “doctor.”
sponse:
will
continue
in
business.
A
less
cruel
method
sometimes
New
York
Independent.)
adopted
(From the
“Oh, it's great, that's what it is!”
Leioy F. Pike is having a ferry boat bv the scrofulous or those suffering from
The soil of Cuba has no rival, especial“I’d work half a day for this.”
was to enolose a live
glandular
swellings,
built for the use of tho public to cross
toad in a bag and hang it up in a room,
IIU1A lb
ly for tobacoo and sugar. One hundred
VUIJ SUIUV^MVUID
ILljUUPU VIA
the Saco river rear
Cornish railroad in tbe faith that as the toad died and
pounds of selected cigar wrappers will each man.
station.
wasted away, so the diseases would desell for $400 or $500. Sugar cane yields
“These nightshirts do feel that good,”
This,
The Ladies’ Aid of the Methodist church part or the swelling he reduced.
a larger percentage of saccharine matter
said another, “and the beds is so soft and
niUBt have required an unusual
had a birthday party at the vestry Tues- however,
Thousands nice.”
of
for
the
toad
than that grown eisewiiere.
degree
faith,
might conday evening. A flno supper was served, tinue alive in its bag for quite an unconof dollars’ worth of bananas a-e yearly
One old soldier, who had lost a leg and after which an entertainment was
given, scionable time, without a thought of dyimported into this country, the planta- uses a orutoh, seemed to enjoy his warm consisting of recitations and duets, vocal ing to oblige the sufferer.
There are
and instrumental. The Japanese song many stories told of toads
tions having been greatly developed dur- shower bath more than the rest.
having been
bv the Berry sisters was very amusing. found alive at great depths in the earth,
milstil
1
the
tew
years,
leaving
ing
“Good isn’t it,” said, Commissioner
past
Charles U. Morrill, who has been siok enclosed in blooks of coal, or in the solid
lions of acres of land adapted to the Faure.
for several weeks, is very low.
stone, where, according to some legends,
The plaintain
growth of the fruit.
“Oh ! I have a bath once a week, Sir,”
Stephen I). Cole is very siok with they must have remained witiiout light
But although
grows in abundance, requires little culti- was the proud reply “Still, this is very dropsy and there are no hopes of his re- or air for countless ages.
covery.
of these stories are somewhat
vtion, and, as an article of food, is alone nioe.
many
it
commenced
to
the
human
Early Friday morning
sufficient to nourish
system.
mythical, it is an undoubted fact that
The first man to apply at the desk in snow, but obanged to rain in the after- tho toad cau sustain life for considerable
It can be dried, ground and used as Hour,
and should be as popular in this country the stern of the vessel for a night's lodg- noon. A terrilio gale with heavy lain pre- periods without access to air. Experivailed through tho night. Saturday the ments have been made with toads by enand will be soma day when
as oatmeal,
ing was a respectable-looking follow, streets were almost impassable.
it becomes better known. The cocoanut,
closing them in boxes which, again, were
in point of productiveness, is next to the whoso bronzed face and hands showed
encased in thick mortar or oilier material
Gray.
banana. Cuban oranges will rank with evidenoes of work. The official in uniwhich effectually excluded all air; and,
Mr.
Wra.
M. Bow is siok with pneu- after many months, when the mortar has
the Florida fruit, and the finest pine- form behind the desk took his pen, and
monia.
the
in
been broken away, and the boxes opened,
demand
apples are raised, though for the
asked the questions:
Mrs. Fred Barton is sica. with pneumo- the toads have been found within, still
this country seems to be
cheaper
“Your name?”
nia.
Among
comparatively unqualities.
alive, ami 'apparently little tno worse for
Mr. F. W. Stimson has composed the their
known fruits wbicb could be oultivatad
“John Morris.”
prolonged incarceration.
niusio for a
as soon as a
market is opened for them
quadrille that we think is
One undoubted “vulgar orroi” about
Where were you born?”
of
the
the
aro
varieties
up-to-date.
sopodilla,
the toad mav he mentioned in conclutwo;
“England.”
The concert and ball given by the Gray sion; and that is the
brown
and
calmito, the red
old belief that
green
in
“How long
orchestra at
this country?”
the town hall liist, Friday there are no toads in Ireland.
It was
mamey, the yellow mamey, the former
was
well
attended
some
evening,
considering said that when St. Patrick cleared the
“Three months.”
Europehaving been described by
the travelling.
ans as “a fruit fit for the
gods.” Then
he
Kmerld Isle of snakes,
ealso banished
“Age?”’
A party from this place wont to Ray- for ever all toads.
two
there are the rnamon,
speoies of
Shakspeare makes
“Twenty-seven.”
mond on a fishing trip to Panther Pond. Richard II. allude to the belief in the
guavas, the mango, and several species
Em p loyme nt ?”
of fine berries to which no attention is
They made headquarters at the Central lines:
House, where they received tho usual
paid on account of the plentiful supply
Now for our Irish wars
“Painter.”
excellent fare and treatment whiob Land- Wo must
of the lerger fruit. The berries are called
supplant those rough rug-headed
Morris reoeived a key attached to a lord Smith is noted for
luritas da pajaros (birds’ fruit).
giving all guests.
kerns,
information concerning the string Whloh live like venom where no venom
The potatoes in Cuba are as fine as the neat white cord. He was searched. No For
Bermuda variety, and considerable quan- weapons were found on him and no of fish, inquire of J. T. Hancook.
else
The annual reception 'and donation to But
tities are imported into this country, selonly they have privilege to live.
money. Ho was examined by the doctor
the pastor of the Congregational
ohuich
There are
ling at $7 and $S a barrel.
But despite this poetic endorsement of
several varieties of the sweet potato, two and found to have no contagious disease, will be given Thursday
uveuing, March
varieties of the yam, which • Is second and lie then made his way below deck, 26th at the house of Mrs. Harriet Han- St. Patrick’s claim, the story or belief
where
he
took
off
his
clothes
and
must be classed as a vulgar error, for in
enjoyed cock. All are cordially invited.
only to the plaintain in its nourishing a warm bath and a
shower, with lots of At the Republican oauous held Saturday many parts of Ireland toads are to be
The
manioc
cassava, or
properties.
Meanwhile
his
hat
and
shoes
were
soap.
1
March
at
the
is
a
town
wholesome and nourishing
evening,
house, met with, just on in other countries with
plant
food. The soil of the country is particu- subjected to a heat of 180 degrees and the following named persons were chos- patron saints of less anti-reptilian repuother
to
240
for
disinclothing
degrees
for the years 1896 and tation.—Chambers’ Journal.
en
committee
larly good for tho growth of garden vege
tablrs, and the yield under new political fection. After his bath, a big, rough 1897: John W. Stevens, Silas W. Foster,
a pair of
warm
umi
a
towel,
slippers,
F.
Bavid
Platinum in Colorado.
Huston, Frank H. Lowe, Samconditions, with eapital, enterprise and
scientific methods of cultivation, will be woolen nightshirt were given to him. Ho uel P. Cummings, A. H. Bougbty and
Platinum in paying quantities has been
the
went
to
then
deck
up
upper
by an- Crarles H. Bough ty.
enormous.
The sugar crop, whioh now
other staircase and got into the" bed
Mr. E. S. Caswell has just received found in the Annie C. mine, at Swiftrepresents over $40,000,000, could be ina handsome granite
creased
tsn-fold. The Island contains which bore the same number as his key.
monument
for a water, a small camp at the foot of BuffaMany of the men were puzzled by the party to place in the cemetery here.
about 18,000,000 acres of fine aiable land,
lo Peak. The disoovery is of interest in
about one-eighth of which is under cul- nightshirts. Some had never seen such
Sliils, March 23.—Miss Elizabeth
Bry
tivation, much of it being worked| in garments. One put his on upside down Shaw, who has been at work at Cumber- that It makes the Annie C., the first
such a primitive way that it yields only and then, when he was informed of his land Mills for several years past, has re- mine in Colorado to show platinum in
about one-half of what it would return error took it off and put it on again turned to Gray. She is now at her sister’s,
paying quantities, and the third in the
wrong side front
Mrs. John Brown.
under

FAVORITE REMEDY

n

improved

methods.
A vast amount of wealth is represented
in the forests of Cuba.
The common
mahogany of the island soils in Europe
at frotn $110 to $180 a thousand feet, some
of vary fine quality is worth from $400 to
$400 per thousand feet, and one variety
has been gold for the remarkable price of
$1250 per thousand feet. There are millions and millions of feet of this wood
on the island.
Cedar is abundant and
finds a ready market.
There is a great
need of batter facilities
for preparing
anu transporting tnwse
woods ior snipment.
The lignum vitae has uo superior
in quality, the ordinary selling from $25
to $30 a ton, the choice from $35 to $40,
end the best at about $45 per ton. There
are 82 varieties of the
palm tree, which is
available in the manufacture of; hats,
baskets, the bark of the royal palm being
used for boards in the construction of
the homes of the small farmers,
the
leaves of the same tree being used for the
roof. Among other hard woods may be
mentioned the efcony, the acana, used for
rafters; the sabina cimarona, something
like cedar; the jiqui and caguiaran, for
posts; tho hoble bianco and roble arnarillo for window and door frames, carriages and ship building; the grandillo,
a cabinet
wood, and many other varieties
including the majagua from the fibrous
bark of which ropes are made almost as
good as those of manilla homp. The area
of the Cuban forests is about 8,000,000
acres and they can furnish all the material* for building a frame bouse without
the use of a single nail,
strong and durable lianas being used to fasten the heads
of beams. There is also a curious vine
called the water vine, about three inohes
in diameter which, when cut in two, will
yield a large quantity of pure, fresh
water.
Within the past 30 years it has been
discovered that there are rich
deposits of
iron in the eastern and toward the central part of the island.
Some of this
iron is now being used by Pennsylvania
smelters and, an expert say, that “the
whole eastern part of the island is an
iron mine.
Manganese has also been
discover.d, and there are millions of tons
of this ore available. An
English syndioa:o has extracted millions of dollars’
vr° til
of copper from the mines near
:
nticgo. when intelligent experts make
thorough exploration of their mines,
rule! and sliver
will
doubtless
be
found.
TO CURE A

COLD IN ONE DAY.

Talfe laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets,
all druggists refund the
money if it fails

to cure.

25c-

“Wliat does it master?” he said. “I
rain carried the snow off so that
The
guess I’ll sleep just as well in it which- the lields are quite bare.
Ir, is neither
ever way it Is.”
sieigbing nor wheeling
Another nearly lost his bed because 25
Your correspondent while looking over
oents was found in his pookets. He proved some old reoords found the
following bill
that it had been given to him a few of
goods :
moments before by a reporter to test tne
March
Portland,
8, 1817:
Uemnoi.
thoroughness of the searching, and he
was allowed no go to liis
bath ami bed.
To B. Adams, Dr.
Others tried to smuggle their pipes and To 1 bbl. flour,
$9.50
tobacco up stairs in their shoes and night
2 bush corn,
3.50
xiuiia
uuo
succeeueu.
BuiL’ih,
1 gal. molasses,
ivuzorg,
.56
knives, aurt dangerous articles weic all
1-4 quint, flsb,
.84
taken away. In the middle cf the pro1 bbl. flour,
11.00
ceedings the high tide raised the old ves1-2 lb. tea,
.44
sel so that the eleotrio light wiros were
2 11)8. sugar,
.34
torn from their plugs, and the boat was
plunged in Egpytian darkness. Superin*26.18
tendent Ackerly, who is something of an
B. Adams.
Paid,
electrician, soon had everything right
Here is a reoeipt:
again.
April, 22, 1803.
Not fifty feet away from this soene of
This day received one dollar in full of
comfort and cleanliness, tramps and re- all debts,
dues and demands from the
peaters lay huddled together in the foul beginning of the world to this date.
atmosphere of the mens’ waiting rooms
Ednioun Merrill & Co.
the pier head. Every night these
on
crowded.
rooms are
The men sleep in IS
Strangely Delayed Reforms. ■
their clothes. Some of them stand all
If it were possible to get at the faots we
night.
think it would be found that the announcement of Mrs. Greenhalgo’s veto
of the proposed “lying Id state” arrange-

life depends
wholly
to

on

the

body's

power

repair its loss, that is

on

In old age this
power grows less and less.
Hence its weakness and sadTrifles are burdens.
ness.
Ordinary food no longer
Multitudes of
nourishes.
elderly persons find new zest
and vigor through the use
of SCOTT'S EMULSION
of Cod-liver Oil. It slips into
the blood and helps to digest
other food. It contains lime
and soda to build up the bones
and correct acidity.
nutrition.

50c. and

$1.00 at all druggist*.

Traces of this metal have
been discovered in Colorado ores prior
to this, while in Oregon ani Washington

it appeared in appreciable quantity in
At a depth of 143 feet the
two instances.
Annie C.
managers claim to have uncovered an eight-foot vein. The
ore
taken from it contained platinum, gold,
iron and sulphur, but no copper, lead or
zino. Analytical tests made on the two
solid feet of sulphides in the foot wall
are said to have
given three ounces of
platinum to every eight ounces of gold.
—Denver Republican.
WIT

AND WISDOM.

All

Settled,

Other

City Hall, Portland,

Thursday,

Wrong eating makes us weak, because it
doesn’t nourish us.
It poisons us, because
in our
it sets up poisonous fermentation
stomach and the poisons go into our blood.
! Wrong eating is eating indigestible food, or
eating more than our stomach is able to di-!

April

1896,

16th,

At Eleven O’clock

A. M.

Inserted under this
he«d
week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

Forr.y
one

HELD IN—

WANTED—Milk route, small retail route,
11
with or without cows. Address S., this
24-1

office.

WANTED—Cottage
season; three

Old Orchard for the
four rooms, furnished or

at

or

unfurnished, by a family of three; no children;
best of care given the property;
price must be
low; state location, price, etc. Address COT-

SALE.

Forty words inserted under this

words

head
week for 35 cents, cash in ad ranee.

one

SALE—To close

pOR

an estate, on
Emery St
a two story frame house
outbuildings. Size of lotstix'i1;
BENJAMIN SHAW, 61% Exchange St

with

spring St.
nlear
barn and

_

24-1

SALE—2

first-class soda fountains to
be sold for one-third the cost, and also
1 first class peddler’s wagon.
Call and see
it at 126 Commercial street,IPO.NCE’S Cigar

FOR

for the purpose of selecting six candidates for TAGE. Press Office.
20-1
electors of President and Vice President of the
United States, and four delegates at large and W^iT^ED—For three months, on Munjoy Store.24-1
"
SALE—For $26 a ladies’ Columbia Bic\four alternates to attend the National RepubliHill, near Congress street, a room suitcan Convention, to be held at St. Louis, Misable for a Kindergarten; with water privileges.
cle; been used but little, cushion tires, can
gest.
be
fitted
Address
with
ABBEY N. NORTON. 132 Spring
easily
pneumatic tiresRight eating is eating digestible food, food souri, on Tuesday, June lGtb, 1896, and transmachine as good as new; cost $135, would be
acting any other business that may properly street.
l9.j
that the stomach is able to digest, food come
above
at
sold
il
called for soon. Address
before it.
price
that will nourish you when it is digested.
The basis ot representation will be as folE. O. BOX 899 or call at 140 Sherman St
room about May 1st for the
28-1
Right eating strengthens and invigorates lows: each City, Town ant Plantation will be
storage of household goods and furni- Portland. Me.
entitled to one delegate, and for each seventy- ture during the summer months. Would
the body, gives endurance, increases weight
five votes cast for the Republican candidate for like a room that would be accessible at all
magnificent residence of
and restores health.
(lovernor in 1894, an additional delegate, and times. Anyone who has such a room may
the late Dr. Ludwig; nearly 4,400 square
Wrong eating can be made right by taking ! for a fraction of fortv votes in excess of seven- And a user by addressing at once “Storage” feet of land; elegant residence; finest location
five votes, an additional delegate.
this office, stating price and
will be sold anytime at price askedin
city;
locality.
the Shaker Digestive Cordial.
This prepaVacancies in the delegation of any City, Town
sealed oilers will also be received till 12 o’clock
mar ll-tf
ration, made by the Shakers from simple or Plantation can only lie filled by a resident of
reserving light to reject any or all
12,
April
House now open for examination
herbs, roots and wine, is delicious, refresh- the County in which the vacancy exists.
persons in want of trunks offers.
The State committee will be in session in the
M.
FRANK,
Executor, 185 Middle St
P.
and bags to call on E. D. REYNOLDS
It is a
ing and strengthening to the body.
reception room of the hall at nine o’clock, on B93 Congress street, one door above Shaw’s
23-1
the morning of the convention, for the purpose
powerful aid to digestion.
we
manufacture our goods
grocery store, as
of receiving the credentials of delegates. Dele- and can
SALE—Cumberland
street between
It does not act by strongly
therefore
bottom
give
the
stimulating
prices.
Grove and Mellen, nice detached house,
gates in order to be eligible to partietpate in
stomach, but with its own digestive ferment the convention, must be elected subsequent to Trunks repaired. Open evenings. We frame 8 rooms and bath, hot water, heat and
improveacts on the food in the stomach, and re- the date of the call for this convention; and pictures.fed4-4
ments to date; only one minute from Congress
duces, instead of increasing, the work which delegates under this call, should not be elected TVANTED—To buy all kinds of cast off street; a good bargain;a mortgage at 6 per cent
”
to the State convention to be hereafter called
clothing, ladies’dresses, children’s cloth- can remain if desired. W. H. WALDRON &
the stomach has to do.
for the purpose of nominating a candidate for ing and men’s clothing.
I pay the highest cash CO,, 180 Middle street.23-1
This is why it increases
governor.
price. Send letters or postals to MR. or MRS
your strength,
SALE—Two tenement house and stab’e
All electors of Maine, without regard to past S. De GROOT. 70 Middle St.,
13-4
why it will cure you of all the bad effects of
City.
at Deal ing Center for $2500; lot is 60x150political differences, who are in sympathy with
indigestion and of insufficient nourishment, the sentiments expressed in the call of the Regood garden; Sebago water; near electrics,
WANTED—MALE HELP.
schools and stores.
and purifies your system of all
Only $600 down, balance
publican National Committee for the Republidangerous in- can
Rare chance, look it
National Convention, are cordially invited
easy monthly payments.
digestive poisons, when nothing else has to unite with the Republicans of die state in
15. DALTON &CO., 478% Congress
over.
C.
words
inserted
under
Forty
this
found
head
been
to relieve vou.
to
this
one
(one
electing delegates
Convention.
week for 25 cents, cash in advance.
flight.)19-1
street,
Per older Republican State Committee.
SALE—2 story French roof house, for
JOSEPH H. MANLEY, Chairman.
a boy eighteen or twen\V-d-NTED—At
once,
two famlies, No. 254 Spring St., 8 rooms
BYRON BOYD, Secretary.
'*
ty years old, in our carriage business. each;l on lline of electrics, Sebago
Augusta, Maine, Jan. 28,1896.
Inquire corner Market and Middle streets closets, cemented cellar. Also 2 story 2water,
flat'
F. O. BAILEY, CARRIAGE CO,
24-1 “ house on Clark St,. 6 rooms each, near f lectrios
AUCTION SALES.
A good investment. N. 8. GARDINER, 185
WANTED—15 to 17 years old,
at Middle
St„ Room 4.
18-1
HASKELL & JONES.21-1
in
FOR SALE—At Cape Elizabeth three
"WANTED—Circular distributors in cities, or
miles from Portland. About 36 acresl
Headquarters
towns in the state of Maine, $4.00 per large orchard; buildings in good
for
Republican State Committee, J
inclose stamped envelope. Address sale at a bargain. For particularsorder;
thousand,
apply to
Augusta, Maine, Jan. 18, 1896. )
New MRS. ROLF, on the farm, or 15. ,1 WILTo the Republicans of Maine:—Prior to 1892 ARMSTRONG’S ADV’G AGENCY.
20-1
LARD, at 59 Commercial street.
11-4
two Presidential electors at large, correspond- Haven. Conn._
ing to the two United States senators, were
to take orders in every town and
SALE—Choice building lots at Deering
Salesroom 46 Exchange Street.
nominated In State convention, and the recity; no delivering; good wages from
Center, 50x100, for two cents per foot;
maining electors, corresponding to the mem- start; pay weekly; no capital required;
work near electrics, schools, stores and post office,
F. O. BAILEY.
c. W. ALLEN bers of the Unfted States House of Represen
round. State age. GLEN BROS., Roch- Sebago water, good
year
drainage; line garden
marl*
tatives were nominated by the several con
dtf
ester, N. Y.
mar9MW&S36t
land, no ledge or rocks, best of neighbors.
gressional district conventions.
Plans at our office. C. B. DALTON <S CO., 478.1
The passage of the Australian Ballot law enWANTED—Stainer on Men’s and Boys’ Congress street (one flight.)
14-2
tirely changed the procedure.
Under the lav/,
Shoes.
One used to “Electric” stain
all Conventions are a portion of our election
H.
E. COFFIN, at A. W
prefered.
Telephone
system, and this ballot act reauires that candiA
Bay, with daily communication bv
on
iuo,
±y-J.
^y. a, riccjJVH
dates to be voted for by the Voters throughout
steamers which land at the wharf on the
the whole state must he placed in nomination
premises
containing six acres with fine
unusual opportuniby a Convention representing no less a constitgrove and pleasure grounds, plenty of fish,
ty for a young man with some experi- lobsters
uency than the whole state.
Hence, all the ence and
and clams. Prio $6000, or' will exenergy; good business; one precandidates of a party for Presidential electors
W. H. WALchange. Photo at this « Ifico.
must be nominated in State Convention, and I ferred who can take a financial interest for DRON &
CO., 180 Middle street,
H-j
have therefore included in the call six electors. permanency. Address P. 0. Box 919, PortMe.
land,
12-2
SALE—A
second hand photo graph
J. H. MANLEY. Chairman,
burnisher. Heats with an ordinary oil
able bodied man who under
and is just the thiug for an amateur
stands farming thoroughly, between the stove
who
does his own printing. Will sell cheap.
ages of 21 and 35, and who comes well recom'
Address “Burnisher,” this office, mchll-ti
::
mended.
to
the
office
of
Wm.
MApply
BEADLEY, 48V2 Exchange St.
feb26tf
SALE—Everybody says Fairbanks new
Electric Banjos lare “par^excellence.”
(Royal-Purple Rims.)
What everybody says must be true.
Please
The world-famous HUMBER is backed by 28
MISCELLANEOUS.
call and examine. Also the best
display of
years’ experience in Cycle building, by the
Mandolins, Guitars and musical goods ever
oldest and largest houses in the trade.
HOUSE. No. 221 Cumber- in Portland. HAWES’ 414 Congress street.
Do Dot be deceived by statements that
land St., Portland,
Maine. Eoom rates
American HUMBEKS are an imitation. These and table board at reasonable prices, transients __14-4
are genuine HUMBER Cycles, exactlv the same
SALE—Doing business at the same old
house
steam
accommodated;
IS THE =
heated, bath and
stand. Our leaders are the Black Rock
andmarte by the same company as those built gas. For terms
mar23-4
inquire at house.
and Putnam Cigars. Putnam, part Havana.
in the old HUMBER factory at Beeston, Eng.
OF
HUMBERS are only HUMBER8 as HUMBER
ONLY—Who desire loans ou Dia- $22 per m.; Black Rock, all Havana, $60 per
monds and Jewelery for short time, abso- m. Goods from $3 and upwards delivered
Companies built them.
They hold more
World’s
Records
lute
than
all
other makes comprivacy; by appointment only. Address free in Portland. J. H.' COSTELLO & CO.,
That’s
Stearns
riders bined.
154 & 158 Beach street, Boston.
P. O. BOX 1438,
mar9 4w
23-1
Send
address
for
HUMBER "Weekly.”
never tire of
"UOR SALE—Lot No. 13 St. Lawrence St
FEEE!
Pictures!
We
frame
A
C. HVr.
3666 sq. feet, healthiest location in Portthem! Those In want of pictures should
Get a “Yellow Fellow” Year 214 Federal St., 2dMARCH,
down.balance on long or short time.
Door from Temple St. call on us before
land,
going elsewhere. The picture Apply$100
to E. N.
Exchange St.. Port“Thorough-bred’r given with every picture we laud, or to J. H.PERRY,
Book, an
treatise tar* Open Wednesday and Saturday evenings
( OSTELLO & CO.,
154 &
frame.
All kinds of easels from 35c up. E. D.
dtl
mar20_
158 Beach St., Boston,
BKYNOLD8. 593 Congress St., next door to
Mass._mar4d4w
at
upon Stearns
Shaw’s Grocery Store.feb24-4w
SALE OR TO LET—The Homestead
T^OR
A
of the late Thomas Quinby, near StroudIF YOUR WATCH KICK.
water in Deering. Four acres of land
with
of
will take the kick out of it and make it good house. On line
street cars;
10
keep good time. Mainsprings 75c, clean- minutes from Union station; perfect drainlocation as
ing $1.00; mainspring and cleaning combined age; Sebago water. As fine a
Deering. Apply to ANDREW
$1.50; all work lirstciass. McKENNEY. The there is in
HAWES, Stroud water.
dec27-tf
Jeweler, Monument Square.
janlBtf

tjiljR

WANTED—A

RESIDENCE—The

WANTED—All

_

FOR

FOR

FOR

F. O.

Presidential Electors Must all be Chosen
BOY
State Convention

BAILEY & CO.,

FARM

Anctionecrs and Commission Merchants

MEN

FOR

unoiii

WANTED-Bookkeeper;

FOR

WANTED—An

HUMBER

CYCLES

FOR

Stearns

Bicycle

SOUL

BUTTEEFIELD

FOR

SATISFACTION.

LADIES

why
cycling,

Cityf_

PICTUEES!

interesting
Bicycles

Mammoth

WE

F. 0. BAILEY & CO’S
46

mar23

BICYCLES!

Exchange St.,
(State Agents.)

d6t

McCAUSLAND'S

G RAT EFU L-COM FO RT! N G

EPPS’S

PisplaiTof

OPENING,

RECEPTION HALL,
Monday, March 23rd, 10 a.

m. to 11 p. m.
ORCHESTRA AFTERNOON AND EVENING.

COCOA

TMPOTENCY—8exual weakness, lost vitality
A and nerve force, from excesses or
overwork, positively restored, losses stopped, small
shrunken organs developed; remedy cheap,
safe, reliable, convenient.
If
suffering enclose stamD for particulars and be cured
confidential.
PEIVATE
Strictly
PAETY, Press
17_1
Office._
CiHAIES EEPAIEED—Before giving your
Av
orders for reseating chairs of all kinds, in
cane, reed or basket work, call on me; I am
giving special rates and guranteeing work to
be first class.
W. J. EYAN. Orders can be
left at Police station or No. 2 Marie Terraco
16-2

BREAKFAST-SUPPER.

LOAN—On first and second
mortgages, on real estate, stocks, bonds
and life insurance policies or any good securities. Notes discounted at low rate of interest
I. P. BUTLEB, 48 Exchange street.
10-4

MONEY

"By a
which

thorough knowledge of the natural laws
govern the operations of digestion and nutrition, and by a careful application of the flue properties of well-selected Cocoa, Mr. Epps has provided
for our breakfast and supper a delicately flavoured
beverage which may save us many heavy doctors'
bills. It is by the judicious use of such articles of
diet that a constitution may be gradually built up
until strong enough to resist every tendency to disease.
Hundreds of subtle maladies are floating
around us ready to attack wherever there is a weak
point. We may escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well fortified with pure blood and a
properly nourished frame."—Civil Service Gazette.
Made simply with boiling water or milk Sold
only iD halt-pound tins, by Grocers, labelled thus

JAMES EPPS & CO., Ltd.,
Chemists.
octl

London,

TO

At ON EY TO LOAN

on 1st and 2d mortgages
real estate—also life insurance
and any kind of collateral security—notes ui«counted on favorable terms.
W. P. CAEB,
room 6 Oxford Building,
feb26d4w
f'A

The public are cordially invited to attend and
examine my fine line of ?96 Wheels. All the
latest improvements and many new features in

Homceopathic

Bicycles’

England,
tu.sat&w6m

policies,

offices of STEVENS & JONES
NOTICE—The
CO. have been removed to No. MX) Ex-

change

street with the Ellingwood Furniture
Co. All accounts will be settled by Edward
C. Jones at above address.
22-tf

LOST AND FOUND.

H. W. McCAUSLANO.

mar23tf

Forty words inserted under this head
one week for 85 cents, cash in advance.
T

OST—Tuesday.
11

?iso’s Cure
For

March 17, 1896, a small
open face silver watch with monogram,
“M. C. W.”, and a short gold chain with bucklet of pearls attached; finder will be rewarded
on returning it to 14 DEEB1NG STEEET
19-1

__

Consumption.

Of all the Cough medicines I have for sale, Piso’s
Cure for Consumption takes the best. When
once sold, it makes a permanent customer.

MARTIN, Druggist,

$675. Terms
SALE—Only
lot
FORbuilding
Deering(with
the
in

tion)above Oak street; on

easv. The best
one exoep-

line of the elec-

trics, Stevens Plains avenue, a little beyond
Oak street. Fine lot, 70x100, two nice largo
elm trees on front of the lot; wide avenue.
Apply to W. W. HOOPER, 11 Central Avenue,

Deering

Centre.

21-1

SALE—Small farm of four acres, with
cottage house of seven rooms, carriage
house and stable, only four miles from Portland, 150 apple trees, high ground, fine garden, steam and electric cars within two
miles. Price $1300.
C.
B.
Easy terms.
DALTON & CO. ,No. 478$ Congress street, one-

FOR

flight.

21-1

WANTED—SITUATIONS.
Forty
one

words inserted
under this Head
week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

WANTED—Bv man and wife on
hotel; wouldhire for the season
References furnished if reAddress P. O. BOX NO. 26. Locke’s

SITUATION
farm or in
^

or

for

one

quired.

year.

Mills, Me.

_18-1

SITUATION as Book Keeper Wanted—A
^ book
keeper of ten years’ experience desires
a situation
where permanency would be a
feature. Good city references. Address B. K.
R*, 69 Kennebec St., City.
18-1
Wan ted—agen t&.

TENANTED—Man to solicit orders for choice
specialties in nursery line; salary aud
expenses paid travelling agents, liberal commission to local agents ;goods guaranteed true
to name aud to live or replaced free-, after trial
trip, large exclusive territory and sub agents
given right mail. BROWN BROTHERS COMPANY. Rochester. N. Y.
marl9dl2w

T OST—A poolcet book containing a sum of
money and valuable papers, about noon,

AJ

Friday. March 20th, 1896, Finder will be suitably rewarded by leaving same at the United
States Hotel.
WAEBEN B. CHUTE, Stage
Driver.

23-1

T OST-Dog.

TO LET.

Forty words inserted trader this head
one week for 25 cents cash in advance.

terrier, name “Victor.”
LET—On Great Diamond Island, a furAJ
disappeared Sunday noon, March 15th. WO
A
nished cottage of 8 rooms, has good water
All white except evenly marked brown head
and drainage, Is sitnated on high ground
and ears. Age about eleven months.
Had supply
For terms, address,
russet leather collar with nickel trimmings and and in a good location.
Fox

but unmarked. Suitable reward given
his return.
CHAS. SUMNEE COOK, 62
Neal St., City.
17.1

padlock,

for

WANTED—FEMALE HELP.
Forty words Inserted under this

head
week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

MRS.

C. H. HOLLAND, Portland, Me.

24-1

month, at II Oak street, near
Woodfords. six rooms, one minute from
electric cars and six miuutes from M. C. R. It.
station and Post Office. SCOTT WILSON,
Middle street, Portland.24-1

RENT—$10

per

176^
POR
A

BUck
RENT-194 High St., Brick
between Deering and Cumberland streets.
First
9 rooms, steam heat, set tubs, hoc
flat,
girl
general housework. and cold water, rent
”
$400. Apply to C. F.
One who can room ontside.
Call at 86
MANNING, 163 High St,mar24dtf
WINTEBST.24-1
ANTED—A capable ohamber maid. Am POR RENT—23 William St, Oakdale, first
A
flat, 8 rooms,hot and cold water, hot water
ply at THE SHEEWOOD. No. 8S Park
heating, rent $200. Apply to C. F.MANNING,
19-1
street.__
163 High 8t., Portland.mar24dtf
girl, protestant preferred, to
VyANTED—A
”
RENT—23 William street, Oa dale,
help about general housework and the pOR
T
Third flat, 6 rooms, cold water in bath aud
care of a small child, in a small
family One
preferred who can go home nights. Apply at kitchen, rent $100. Apply to C. F. MANNING,
163 High Sf„, Portland.
mar24atf
86
24-1
WiNTEBST._
RENT—To a small family, the very deIF WE WANTED A CLOCK
sirable residence, 180 Neal street; first
in perfect repair, new
Would go to McKenney’s because he has house from Congress;
SPECIAL PRICES on all
of BABY
for TtjTE
and all modem conveniences: large
furnace
ff
more up-to-date Clocks than all the other
trees
in
fruit
the rear. Apply to
and
one week
stores combined. Ills 95c alarm clock is wak- lawn
H. KNIGHT, 40S Congress street, or 178
ing up the town. Clocks, 95c to $50.00, R.
street.
21-1
McKENNEY, The Jeweler, Mouument Square. Neal
janistf
f|iu hkNl—At the office of the Remington
A
11
We have our new
Typewriter Co.,
from $5.00 up.
We have a
Exchauge St.. Remingin,
ton, Smith and Caligraph. Also supplies for all
machines. Mimeographs, Mimeograph suoulies
regular $20.00
we shall sell for
a
and note books.
All the latest
Please examine
LET—Two very ploasant rents of live
our line before
rooms and bath, each at 158 Pearl
St.,
house entirely remodeled, with
bay windows
added, and newly papered and painted throughout; large lot, splendid light. Inquire on the
premises or of P. E. LEIGHTON, Woodfords.
ps. a. c. WEST’S NESTE AND BSAZN TB2ATUENT ___18-1
is sold under positive written guarantee, by
LET—A front room, large and pleasant,
authorized agents only, to cure Weak Memory; T°
A
at NO. 3 DEERING ST.
13-1
Loss of Brain and Nerve Power; Lost Manhood;
Night Losses; Evil Dreams: Lack of riTO LET—Very desirable rooms at 199
High
all Drains; j A
onfidence;
Lassitude;
Nervousness;
AND Loss of Power of the Generative Organs in either
street; furnished or unfurnished; one
with alcove, modern improvements, includRUST’S
sex, caused by over-exertion, Youthful Errors, or
steam heat, hot arid cold water.
Excessive Use of Tobacco, Opium or Liquor, 1 ing bath,
or address 199 High street.
21-1
which leads to Mieeiy, Consumption, Insanity Apply
and Death. By mail, $1 a box; six for $5; with
^ positive preventive. Can be
StfB m fiufl
reliable and HP safe. LADIES! written guarantee to cure or refund money.
carried in veet pocket, all com- ■ always a six ior Dr. Rust's B Cotton Root and
Sample package, containing five days’ treatment, ,
with full instructions. 25 cents. One sample
Malled'°an>ad<!res*
only sold to each person by mail.
I will Buy you such a pretty ring at
°f
*1<M>
The Japanese P.le Cere
Sold by J. H. Hammond, corner Free and !
MeKenney’s. A thousand of them, the best
Center Sts.; L. C. Fowler, corner Congress and : the largest, the prettiest stock.
Engagement
bjr ',0HN W. KEEFE, 206 Middle Ht.. SIMMONS & HAMMOND 667 Lafayette fits,, and H. P, S, Goold, 581 Con-J and
PortIi?d
and 800 Congress
Wedding: rings a speciality. MoKKNNY,
Street and John Williamson. 604 Congress at,
gress St., Portland, M*
The Jeweler, Monument Square.
jaulbu

Eagletown,

January 28th,

BABY

on9

Indiana.

Yy ANTED—A

for

1896.

CARRIAGES.

IlO

CARRIAGES

grades

commencing

March 23rd.
ranging
Carriage,

Monday,
styles

Maud—Yes,

we

est in you.

both take a great inter-

Cholly—Really!

But why?
you see, it’s leap year. So
one of us Is to marry you, and the other is
to be bridesmaid.—New York World,

Maud—Well,

gratification

of a morbid curiosity. It
should he done away with altogether.
The twentieth century should know of it
only by report.
With it should disappear several other
like survivals of a coarser past.
One of
these is the ghaslly soone in tue
ordinary
American funeral service when thy undertaker glides to the bead or the ooffln
busies himsel there for a dreadful minute or two and then makes (or
gets the
minister to make for him) the familiar
announcement:
“An opportunity will

One Makes Us Weak; the
Makes Us Strong;.

L. F.

making

is repugnant to right feeling; it adds a
fresh bitterness to the pain of bereavement, it serves 110 purpose except the

-WILL, BE

FOR

WANTED.

RIGBT EATING. A Republican State Convention

United States.

ments was read with hearty sympathy
and approval by at least ninety out of
every hundred eduoatcd men and women
in this country. It was very proper and
right that Massachusetts should desire to
do honor in all suitable ways to the
memory of her noble Governor. But the
a public show of the faces of
the
illustrious dead is a practice which we
have inherited from ruder, less civilized
days and which perpetuates Itself by
sheer force of tradition and usage. There
is really not a word to be said for it.
It

>MG~&

When Baby

sick, we gave her Castoria.
Child, she cried for Castoria.
When she became Miss, she clung to Castoria.
When she had Children, she gave them Castoria.

When she

was

was a

Special Carriage,
perfect beanty.
buying.

improvements.

812,

TO

CHARLES DAY.
844

Congress Street.

PIGEON mSC^ERYOF

COTTON ROOT

hENNYROYAL OILS SC
MILK -asSSSJst fli^always

Sitei^tneo.S$r1l!>PaCkae#-

I

8uickness;

^rnm
AND

no“edt£

ME

ARRABELuf"

f
1

.25®2«|Glnger.r7®18 Fowls, Western, 10011c.
Chickens. Western 12@15.
Heavy.26*26'
Starch.
d’nig.25®26| Laundry.4%®5
produce.
.35®38lGloss.6%iai7% Butter, cream,
choice, 24®25c,
Am. calf-90@1.00
Tobacco.
Butter, fair to good, 21023c.
Lead,
Best brands.... 60®6o Butter. North, choice, 17®20.
Mid weight...

Quotations ot Staple Products

in

the

Leading Markets.

Sheet.OVi ®7
p.me.6 Vi® 6
Zinc.
Vs&8%

Butter,‘unit, crm. 15*l8c.
Ladle packed 11(3)13.
Cheese. Northern, choice 10»10V«; Wst, ch’ce
9®10Vac.
Eggs.jhennery choice. 16®18; East 12 Va.
Eggs. Mich, choice, 12c.
Western fresh llVa®12c.
Beans, pea.l 20*1 40;mediums, 1 20@1 30.
Beans, yei. eyos, 1 30®i 46:red kid.l 15®1 26.
Beans foreien, 1 10@1 20.
Potatoes, Choice Hebrons 30c bush.
Mav.
Hebrons. fair to good 00.
Potatoes.
61%
Bose, Ar. Co, seed, S5®40.
62 Vs
Potatoes—Green Mountain, 30.
Potatoes,White star. 25®28c.
May. Apples, choiec ^ bbi, $3 60@4 oo.
29% Apples, Baldwins at $3 00®3 76c.
29%

Medium.30*4o
Common.25*39
Natural af. ..80®70

Gram Quotation*.
New York Stock and

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Saturday’s quotations.

Market.

Money
(By Telegraph.)

NEW YORK. Mch. 23.
Money quiet at 8l/» per cent.: last loan at
3Va per cent., closing 3% per cent. Prime mercantile paper was quoted at &1/2 < 6 per cent.
Sterling Exchange was steady, with actual
business in bankers bills at 4 86% *4 87 lor
60-day bills ana 4 87%&4 88 for demand;
posted rates at 4 87@4 8SVfc- Commercial bills
Government Bonds
60-days 4 86% @4 86Va.
steady. Railroads weak.
Bar silver «-85/8.
Mexican dollars 64%.
8i»vei ar the Board was quiet.
was quotep
At London to-day
oar silver
7 60@8 00; beef hams quiet 14 50tg)$15;tierced
31 7-16d & oz and uncertain.
Railroad

Kecoip

*wt

**.

Mch. 23

PORTLAND.
Receipts by Maine Central R. R.—For Fortlaud, 211 cars miscellaneous merchandise; for
connecting roads 142 cars.
Retail ftro*5er»

•Miirar Ra’««.

Portland market—cut loaf 7; confectioners at
7. ; pulverised—c;,
6 Vie ; coffee crushed

powered,
on •.

6c; grauulated
yellow 4 Vi u.

Portland Wholesale

Marker.
PORTLAND. Mch 23. 18.'6
The following are to-day's wholesale prices of
Provisions. Groceries, etc..
1|U UI>

wraio

Super flue &Wheat. 60*lbs.
$85
low grades.3 2 5 @3 50 Corn,
car
393*40
Corn. Dag lots.. 00 $42
Spring Wneat bakers.cland at3G5©375 Meai, bag lots. ,40$4l
Patent Spi ne
Oats, car lots
28@29
wneat... 4 10.g4 26 Cats, bag lots
80®32
Ri ich. strain
Cotton 8eec
roller.... 4 15<£4 25
car lots. 00 00$ 22 00
clear do.. .4 00^4 15
hag lots 0000$24 oo
MLouis st'g;
Backed Br'r
4 16®4 26
roller...
car lots. 14 60 a 15 6u
clear do..4 00®4 15
bag lots. .116$ 17 00
v\ nt'i wheat
Middlings. .$16$ 17 00
4
25
<£:4
50
bag ots. .$3 7@19 00
patents..
Fish.
Coffee.
Cod—Lar ge
Rio, roasted
2<>@23
Shore
.4 76it5 25 java do.28@31
small do. .2 50(5,3 26
Molasses.
Pollock
.2 25(ttS 25 Porto Rico.27$33
Haddock... 1 60^2 oo Barbados*.25® 28
Lake.1 60&2 00 Fancy.30® 3 5
Herring, box
....

...

...

Scaleu....
Mackerel, bi

8@12ci Amoys.16@2o
Congous.14 $50
Extra Is 00 00@$00 Japan.18@35
F orrnoso.20@b0
Shore is 821 00 <t$2
Snore 2S *19 00 a $21
Sugar.
Produce.
standard Gran
6Vi
Cape Cran’ brs$ 10®$ 111 Ex-qualitv, fine
6
5-i6
Maine,
$8;a$lOi granulated
47/s
Jersey,cte2 50®$3 00 Extra C,

New York
Pea lleans.l

Seed.

?6@1 40 Timothy.

Foreign—nominal

Clover,west,

4V4@4Va
(a.9

8

Yellow Kves.3 60,<»1 5'
do
N. V.
9S9Vi
Cal Pea... .1 *iO&l 7t Alsike,
9 ! fa 10
Irish Potat's. bu36@4( Ked Xop,
ir^u loVs
sweets. Vine land 6 G<
ProYluous.
do Jersey— @4 6< PorkOnions—
clear.. 12 503*13 00
Native,bbl 1.75®2 0( backs... 2 2 5o@]3 oo
Chickens...
I7®lb
light. 12 003*12 50
9 Oo
Turkevs, Wes. lTtglac Beef—light..
North, turkeys
heavy.1050
Fowls....
24(gla5 Buiests VfebS 5 75®
Apples.
Lard, tcs aim
Fancy. 3 50@4 00 Va bbl.pure 6V2@6%
Fair to good 2 26®2 50
docom’ud. 5Vi**
Baldwins.. S3 OOCa.3 ro nails,compd
Evap
lt>.f@8c pails, pure 7*'*(d7aA
Lemons.
pure If
9Vs($9*/8
2 7f>®3 50 Flams ....
Messina
($10
Palermo— 2 7o@3 25
aocov'rd
@10Va
..

Oil.
Oranges.
4 00.54 50 5erosenel20ts
Calilornia.
10V*
Messina... .2 75©3 50 Ligoma.11
5 50,&6 50
Valencia.
Centennial.11
Pratt's Asual ..is
Eggs.
Oevoe’s brilliant 3 3
Nearby.15©
Eastern extra..
©14 [n half bbls lc extra

Fresh Western... ©14
liaising.
! luscatel.60 lb bxs3®6
Held.
©
isuttei.
London lay’rll 50@175
Coal.
Creamerv.incy.. 23® 24!
Gilt Edge Vr mt.20tft22!
Retail—deli vered.
Choice.
@18 1 ’umberiand 4 oo@4 50
Cheese.

Vermont ...12
bag* ....13

@6 00
7 25
oo
4 oo

C hestnut....

ran&iliu..
<fc 12Vai ehin.....
®13Vst ea.

Bread

JLumDcr.

Pilot sup....7 &IW IVhitewood—
do sq..<... .6
Nol&2.1-in$32@$35
Cl tic ke r s.... 4% @5 Va ;
Com’n, l-tn $23C@$2G
Cooperage.
Bhhd shooks & hds— I U4,1V*&2Mol. city. 1 60®1 76
in, Nol&2$33@$35
Sug.count’y 85 @1 00
8aos.
$28$ $30
Country Mol.
hhdshoots
Squares,
$36$$38
bhd hdg ml
Cypress—
1-in No 1&2$36@S36
32 n. 24g28
lV4,iy2 & 2Sug hd36m 2] @23
in.Nol&2 $34@$36
Hoops 14 ft. 26®30
12ft. 25@28
2y2, 3 &4-m$40 a $45
.,
“
8 t. 8 @y
S’th pine.... $26@$35
Clear pine—
Cordage.
/ mer’n^ibioi/ailii
Uppers.$55@66
Manilla...
7 Vi @8 V* | Select.$45@55
Manilla bolt
Fine common. .$4*2 @46
00(99
rope.
j Spruce. $14 @16 oo
Russia do. 18
®18Va H emlocK.$11@12
b&7
Blsai.
Clayboards—
*X>rus:s and Byes,
j Spruce. X.$30@>32
Acid Oxalic.... 12@14 [ Clear.$26 @28
Acid tart.33®3b id dear.$23 @26
A mmoiiia.l bo-201 Nol.
$16(@20
Ashes, pot.
.6»/4 '& 8i Pine.$25@60
Bals copabia.. .65@bOl Shingles—
Beeswax.37 @421 X ceciar... .3 oo,@3 60
fclch powders... 7<<s01 Clear cedar.2 7fi@3 00
Borax.S@101 X No 1.1 85@2 25
2
Brimstone.
@2Vii No 1 cedar..1 26al 75
Cochineal.40®431 Spruce.1 25@1 60
Copperas.1V2@ 2i Laths.spce..l 90f@2 00
Cream tartar.... 32@35i
Lime—Cement.
Lx logwood... 12@lb} Lime.©1 csk. 1 00®
Gomarabic.. .70@1 221 Cement.140@
Glycerine
Matches.
',2b (27 51
65
Aloesicape.i 6® 26 Star,^ gross
Camphor.bb@-;8| Diriao.
@65
52(255: Excelsior.60
Mytrh......
Opium... w2.60® 3 501
Metals#
Shellac.46®60l Copper—
indigo.85c®$ll 14@ 48 com.... 00®16
..

..

25 Pollsnea copper.
23
iodine.4 s
16
Ipecac.1 75®2 00' Bolts.
.16
Y
M
sheath....
rt...
12
Licorice,
6201
12
Lac ex.34@40 YM Bolts.
Morphme... 1 80@2 001 Bottoms
22@24
oil bergamot 2 76,63 201 Ingot...#
11&12
Nor.Codhver2 60@27;"»l Tin—
Lemon.1 762 265i Straits.... 16%@16Va
a

4

..

.,..

Olive.1 00®2 601 Englisn.
@6 60
Peppt.300(63 261 Char. L Co..
@7 25
Wmtergree nl 75@2 001 Char. 1. X..
Potass or oide. .46®47' Terne.6 00@8 50
Chlorate.24@28i Antimony.#.
12@14
.4 76@5 00
Iodide.2 88«3 oi’| Cok*
Quicksilver.
70.6 80: Spelter.... 4 60@4o5
Quinine. ..87V2»40Va boldeiyaxVv
12@14
Nails.
Rheubarb, rt.76c@l 60
Rt snake.3o@40 Cask.ct.ba.se2 55@2 66
wire.. 2 80$2 90
Saltpetre.8 fi* 12
Naval Stores.
Senua.26® 301
Canary seed- 4@6 Tar^bbl. ..2 75@3 00
Cardamons 1 00® 1 76 Coal tar... .4 76@5 00
Soda. by-carb3%@6*4 Pitch.2 7 Bran 00
6al.2V*@3 Wil. Pitcn. .2 75(6>3 oo
feuphur.2; ®2Vi Rosin.3 00@4 00
Sugar lead.20@22 Tupentine, gai. .35@46
White wax....60665 Oaaiim.... 7
@8
Vitrol. blue.... 6 68
Oil.
VaniUa.bean.. *io@131 Linseed.42@47
Buck.
1 Boiled.45®r,o
No 1. .321 Sperm.
(*6(@76
No 3.28 Whale.60@60
No 10.20, Bank.30@35
8oz.13
Shore..25@30
10 oz.10
I Porcie.30@36
Gum powder—Shot.
Lara. 46 @65
Blasting
3 60®4 001 Castor.l 00@3 10
.4 §0(60 50 Neatsfoot
Sporting.
66oJfc7o
lirop snot.25 its.. 1 3u Elaine.@1
Buck. h. BB.
Paints.
T. TT. F.1 66
Lean—
Hay.
Pureground.5 25@6 76
Pressed.$16®15 Bed.6 25@6 76
Loose Hay
$10®g00 Eng Ven Ked3
@3^
Straw, car lots .S9@10 Am Zinc.... o 00@7 00
Iron.
Rochelle...
.2y3
Common.... 1% @2
Rice
Refinea. ...1%@2*4 Domestic
4
@7
Norway.3 Vs @4
Salt.
8 610 Tks ls.lt* hdl 60£2 00
Cast steel....
...

WHEAT.

Mch.
o enmg.61

Closing..,......61
*

ORN-

Mch.

0

'enmg.2»%
Closing.28%
TORE.

Chicago Live Stock Market.
(By Telegraun:
CHICAGO, Mch. 22, 1896.—The Cattle market-receipts 9500;ftrm,10®15 higher; common
to extra steers 3 60*4 70; Stockers and feeders 2 8503 80:
cows and bulls at 1 60®3 6u;
calves at 3 0005 76; Texans 2 *. 0®4 10.
Hoga—Receipts. 27,000; strong and 3®l0c
higher jheavy packing and shipping lots at 3 85
04 05; common to choice mixed at 3 00®4 06;
choice assorted at 4 o.a?415, light 3 9004 16;
pigs at 3 60*4 10.
Sheep—receipts 15,000; strong: inferior to
choice at 2 7 5® 3 90; lambs at 3 75®4 70.

May.

Cl suing.
Cltsmg.
Monday’s quotations,

9.20

9.17

wn EAT.

Mav.

Mch

Opening.60%

63%

Closing.60%

62

CORN.

Mch.

May.
29%
29%

Opening.28%
Closing.28“/*
FORK.

Mav.

Opening.
Closing.

Domestic Markets.

, 9.26
9.00

(liy relearanh.1
MARCH 23. 1896.
J uly.
NEW YORK—The Flour market— receipts
Sept.
Opening.
23,863 packages; exports 1677 bbls and 17,Closing.
51J sacks: sales 730<> packages;ciull and easy.
r iour; quotations—low extras at; 2 2602 86.
city mills extra at 4 1604 26: city mills patents
Portland Stoot List.
26
Corrected bv Swan & Barrett, Bankers and 4 20®4 46: winter;wheat low grades at 2
2 86 : fair to fancy at 2 860 3 90: patents at 3 90
Brokers. 186 Middle street.
1)4 25; Minnesota clear 2 7003 20: straights
do'at 3 0003 60: do patents 3 35(0,4 20: dorve
ST OCR S.
mixtures 2 60'g/3 30; superfine at 2 00*2 60:
Par Value.
Description.
Bid. Asked fine at 2 00®2 30. Southern flour
quiet, easy;
anal National Bank.100
115
118 common to fair extra at 2
4003 00; good to
Casco National Rank.100
98
100 choice at 3
0008 SO.Rye flour dull, and steady
umberland National Bank.. 40
36
38 2
60*2 66. Buckwheat flour 1 20®1 2o. Buck98
100 wheat
Chapman National Bank.100
40®4i%c. Cornmeal steady; Yellow
First National Bank.100
98
100 Western 2 20
@2 25; brandy wine at 2 20. Rye
110
112
Merchant*’National Bank.. 76
bush: exports
nominal. Wheat—receipts
National Traders’ Bank_.100
98
100 bus:
sales24,000 bush: dull and weaker: No 2
Red store and elev 78c; afloat at 79V2C; fob
Portland National Bank... .100
100
102 79@80c: No 1 Northern at 72.
Corn—receipts
Cortland Trust Co...100
110
112
60,700 bush: exports 18.667 bush;sales 38,660
1 ortland Gas Company. 60
86
90 bush:
firm, No 2 at 37c elev, 3Sc afloat.
dull,
Cortland Railroad CompanylOO
118
120
Oats—receipts 122,800 bush; exports 31,187
Portland "Water Co.100
100
106
bush; sales 56,000 bush; quiet, easy; No 2 at
BONDS
25c; White do 26 Vs ;No 2 Chicago 26c; No 3 at
Portland City 6s. 1897.103
104 23% ; White do at 25% c; Mixed Western 26®
ortland 6s. 1907.12u
122 26c; do White anu White State 26Va*28%c.
Portland 4s. 1902—1912 Funding 102%103% Beef is dull, family $100 12 00; extra mess at
Portland 4s, 1913, Funding.lo7
107 beef dull,weak; city extra India mess at $16@
110 16 60, cut meats quiet, steady: pickle bellies
angor 6s. 1889. R R. aid.107
Bangor 6s. 1906. Water.116
117 12 its 4%c; do shoulders 4Vs@4%c; do hams
Path es. 1898. K. R. aid.104
106 8Vs@9.
Lard lower; Western steam closed at
Bath 6s. 1897, Municipal.100
102 5 46; city $4 90 bid: refined dull; Continent
Hath 4%s. 1907, Municipal.100
102 at 5 80; 8 A at 6 16: compound at 4** @4%.
bath 4s, 1921, Refunding.loo
102 Provisions—Pork dull and steady; mess $9 7 6
Belfast Us. 1898.V, K. aid.104
106 010 26. Butter is in fair demand, and iteedy;
Belfast 4s. M unlclpal.101
103 State dairy at I0®2<>c; do crm held 13®18c;
1 alais 4s, 1901—1911
102 Western dairy at 19014 ;do crm at 12022c ; do
Refunding.. 100
Lewiston 6s. 1901. Municipal.108
110 factory 9013: n-lgins at 22c. Cheese in fair deLewiston 4s. 1913. Municipal.102
104 mand; 8tate large at 6® 10% do fancy lo%c;
>aco 4s. 1901. Municipal.100
101 small at 6010% c. Petroleum easier; united
Maine Central R. K. 7s.1898,1st mtel06
108 at 1 34. Coffee—Rio dull and steacfv.sugar—
18(f raw firm, quiet; 1 efined fairly active and firm:
7s, 1912, cons. mtel34
104
,’4%s
106 No 6 at 41/2C; 7 at 4 6-16c;No 8 at 4% ;No 9 at
108 4 6-16c;No 10 at 4%c:No 11 at4 3-16c: No 12
"gBs, 1900, extena’nl06
102 at 4 %: no 16 at 4 i-ie: on A at 4 9-16 (ft4 134%s. 1906, SkgFdlOl
1 eeds & 1 armlngton it. R. 6s. j.886.100
101
16c; Mould A 5% : standard A 6 Vs {ConfectionPortland & Ogd’g g6s, 1900. 1st mtgl06
108 ers’ A6c;cut loaf and crushed B=/ic; powderPortland W ater Co’s 6s, 1899.104
106 ed at 5%c; granulated at 6%c; Cubes at 63/*c
Cortland Water Co’s 4s. 1927.100
102 Quotations are those made by refiners on tlie
oue-pncebasis uuder the plan of October loth,
RostonNtoclc Market.
1896 which makes large dealers and wholesale
grocers agents of the Trust handling sugars on
iuo imiuwmg <11 o
me laie.u
ciusiug quotaconsignment, and who are at staled times of
tions oi stocks -t Boston:
settlement allowed a emmission of 8-16c & lb.
Mexican Central 4s. 69
A-cMson, Top. & Santa Re. R. 14% There is also a trade discount of 1 per cent on
100 bbi lots and 1 per cent for cash if paid withBoston & Maine.....170
in seven days, and no trade discount on smaller
do
.165
pfd
quantities. No sales less than 25 barrels. For
Maine Central.136
in bags there is no additional
Union Pacific.
6% sugar packed
charges on granulated or softs from 1 to 14 inAmerican Bell.203
and
other
clusive.
lb additional.
grades y«c
American sugar, common.116%
Freights to Liverpool quiet—gram by steam
Sugar, pfd.100% l%d.
Ceu Mass., pfd.
do
common.
CHICAGO—The Flour market to-day was
11
Mexican Central. 11
quiet and easy: hard wheat spring patems at
3 15®3 60; soft wheat patents $3 00*(a3 10;
New York Quotations on Stocks and Bonds hard wheat bakers at 2 16®2 30 in sacks: soft
wheat bakers $2®2 20; Winter wheat at 3 20
Wheal— No 2 Spring 6oy2©
®3 4o in wood.
iBy Telegraph,
No 2 Rod at 64@C6V» o. Corn—No 2 at
Bl’/se;
The following are to-day’s closing quotations
2s3/»c. Oats—No 2 at 19ig)19%c: No 2 five at
of Bonds:
Mch. 21. Mch. 23. 35%c; No 2 Barley 3fic. No 1 Flaxseed at*90e;
Mess pork 8 87 Vn@9 00.
Lard 6 12%'<x6 15;
Sew 4’s reg.ftlOSVa
ffilOS
short rib sides 4 76@4 80; Dry salted meats—
Now 4’s
coup. .fcllOVj
fellOV, shoulders at
$4 62V2&* 75: short clear sides
United Slates 2s reg. 96
85
5 00la, 6 12 Vs.
101
en ra! Paoific lsts.101
Receipts—Flour, 5,700 bbls: wheat. 16.000
cover & R. G. 1st.113
113
bush: corn. 306,000 bush: oats, 394,uou bush,
Erie 2ds.70
69
rye. 2,600 bush barley. 68.000 bush.
Kansas Pacific Consols.
Shipments—Flour 6.000 bbls; wheat 107.000
109
Oregon Nav. lsts.109
bush; corn. 17,200 bush; oats 203,000 bush,
Kansas Pacific lsts.103Vs
103%
3400 bush: barley 19.000 bush.
rye.
Northern Pacific cons 6s....
47%
ST. LOUIS—The Flour market today was
rioting quotations of stocks;
patents 3 65(g3 65, extra fancy
•tclnson.15 Vs
’*% unchanged;
at 3 26®3 35; fancy 2 86»3 00; choice at 2 611
Adams Express.148
147
70. Wheat lower; March 67y<c.
Corn is
American Express.110%
lower; Mch 26%c. oats
March lsysc.
Boston * Maine.
169% Provisions—Fork—new $9lower; old
12%;
$8
62%.
16
raciiic.
16
Central
Lard—choice at $4 90*4 96. Bacon—shoulders
Cues. ft Ohio. 16%
15x4 6% ; longs at 6% ;clear ribs 6% ; clear sides at
Cmcagu ft Alton.165
166
5%. Dry salted meats—shulders at 4y» ; longs
Chicago & Alton preferred-170
,70
5; clear ribs at 0%; clear sides SVs.
liicaao. BurUngtoa & Quincy 76%
74v
Receipts—Flour 4700 bbls; wheat 29,600
Delaware ft Hudson Canal Co. 126%
126
busn; corn 65,000 bush; oats 20 000 bush; rye
Delaware.Laekawana & Westl61
bush.
160%
Denver ft Rio Grande. 11%
11%
Shipments—Flour 7,400 bbls: wheat 6 700
Erie. 14%
corn 70,200 bush; oatsl8,200
bush;
14%
Ouah;iye
preferred
no
38%
3SV' —bush.
Illinois Central.. 94
93
DETROIT—Wheat—Ne
2 Red 6814c; Nel
Cake Erie & West. 18
77
Whits at 70%c. Corn—No 2 at 293/ic. Oats—
l ake Shore.146%
146% No 2 White
22%._
I.ouis ft Nash. 60%
49Vs
< nfio"
Maine Central It.
Mexican Central. 10%
10%
(By Telegraph.)
LARD.

■

■

—

«4
Minn & St. L....... 19%
St.
Louis,
S
pf.
78%
Minn.
Missouri racifie. 23
New Jersey Central.106%
Nerthen Pacific common.... is/*
do
preferred.... 11%

Northwestern.......103

92

104%
1

5 8

102VS

Nortnwestern. ma.I45
N**iW York Central.96Va
tofts/,
Louis .13%
New York.Chicago &|St.
13
do 1st
New York &

~

pfd.
N

75
£.■ «

75
4o

Pacific Mail.......tr./i

Pulman Palace.*5n
Reading.. *°%
0
Rock Island .

2f,%

15,>V*
,q
6814

St.Paul. 77

74%

37J?

St.Paul ft Omaha. 39%
do

prfd.123

Paul. Minn, ft Mann.109
Sugar.common.136%
8
Pacific.
UnionPacifie, new.... 6%
IJ.S. Emress. 42
Wabash....
6%
do prfd.117
Western Union. 63%
Ricnmona ft West Point.
00 nrfd.

St

Texas

123V,

109
116V*

..

774,
6%
42

6%

16%

..

....

OCEAN .STEAMER MOVg.VI E
FROM

Liverpool ..1 6o@i 80
Shoesteel.®i. Va Dia’mci Crys, bbl 220
German steel.1

Iron—
H.C.4Va@6
Gen.Russial3Vfe&T4

Saleratus.
Saleratus
1
t>@5y3
Spices.
Ameri’cnRussial 1@12 iCassia, pure_17 619
I Mace.
1 00
Gaiv.6Va®7
1 Nutmegs.60 *or.
Leather
New YorkIPepper.14 fa u;
Light,.25(226 'Cloves.14@16
Sue***

....

Opera singes rand public speakers can
keep their voices cie ar and strong with
the f mily remedy, Dr. Bull’s Cough

Syrup.

TOKK. Meh. 23.1896_The following
day's Closing quotations 01 mining stocks:
Col. Coal.
Hocking Coal. 3
Homestake.
30
Ontario.
13
NEW

FOR

....

are to

...

Quicksilver.2%
do pfd.16
w

..

ftYiean...
Victor.
Portland,
Golden Fleece

..

....

Boston Produce Market.

BOSTON, Mch. 23, 1896.—The following are
o-day’s quotations of Provisions, etc.;
FLOUR.

Sspring patents.' 3 85&$4 00.
Spring, clear and straight, 3 00@3 60.
Winter, clear and straight, 3 60(a;3 90.
Winter patents, 3 90^,4 20.
Add 25c to the above for the jobbing rates.

..

""

..

MEATS.

Pork, long and short rut, <fc> barrel, 12 00.
Fork, light and hvy oaews $1100@12 00.

..

..

Fork, lean lends 12 00.
Tongues pork $15 60: do beef $22 & bbl.
Beef, corned, $8 50&11 50.
Shoulders, corued and fresh 7c.
Shoulders. smoKed, 8.
Ribs, fresh, 8Vic.

—

small, 9VaalOs/4c.

MINIATURE ALMANAC.... MARCH

Fork, salt 6Vic.
Briskets, salt 6Va.
Sausages, 7Vic.

Bun rises
.5
water
6 02
Sun sets
Moon sets. 3 02iHeiglit

"Iflhrh

..

Sausage meat. 7c.

Lard, tcs.at 6V»c;palls, 6b/8@7V8C; If, In palls
83/< tor 9%.
Beef steers, 6(a71A.
Beef, fresh, hinds 7V2@9V4C; fores, 4^6c,
Ixambs, 7.a-8c # ib.
th: country, 4%c.
Hovs. dressed,city, 6o
Turkeys, Western, small liens, 16c.
Turkeys, large, t* ib 13&15.
Turkeys, frozen, 13(^15.
Chickens. Northern, fresh killed, 16@18c.
Fowls. Northern, 13^i4c.

>

Bellarden.New York. .Rosario_Mch
PliiladelDhia. .New York, .i^aguayra. .Mch
Havel.New York. Bremen
Mch
Pomeranian ..New York. .Liverpool. .Mch
Teutonic.New York. .Liverpool ..Mch
New York.. .New York. .S’thampton Mch
Western land .New York. .Antwerp.. .Mch
Nor mania
.New York. .Hamburg ..Meh
Niagara .New York. .Cienfuegos. Mch
V ancouver
Portland... Liverpool. Mch
Maasdam
New York. Rotterdam.. Mch
Massachusetts.New York.. London
..Mch
Curacoa.New York. .Maracaibo .Men
Campania.... New York. .Livernooi .Men
Mch
Bourgogne.New York. .Havre
Etona.New York. .Montevideo Mob
Ethiopia.New York. .Glasgow.. .Mcli
Ems.New York.. Bremen,
Mch
Aller.New York. .Bremen
.Mch
Terrier.New YTork. .Demerara ..Mch
Britanic.New York.. Liverpool
Apl
Southwark.New York. .Antwerp.. ..Apl
Paris.New York. .S’thampton Apl
Numidian_Portland
.Liverpool ..Apl
Hevelius ......New York. .Rio Janeiro Apl
Edam.New York. .Amsterdam Apl
Umbria.New York.. Liverpool
Apl
Patria ...New York. Hamburg
Apl
Bretagne. New York.. Havre
Apl
Manitoba.New York.. London ....Apl
Spree .New York. .Bremen
Apl
St Paul.New York. .So’ampton. .Apl
Majestic.New York..Liverpool... Apl
Noordland —New York v. Antwerp.. .Apl
F. Bismarck.. .New York..Hamburgp Apl

Now York Mining Stack;

Hams, large aud
Bacon. 9c.

FROM

OCR

CORRESPONDENTS.

BOOTHBAY HARBOR, March 23-Sld, schs
Odell, McDonough, Horn Winterport for Boston;
Mary Farrow, iforrlssy, do for do; Cora C Meador. Header, Rockland for do; John M Eisk,
Clifford, Rockland for do.
Ar 23d, sch Pemaqnid, Wheeler, Boston for
Rockl md; Marcellus. do for Belfast.
Sid, sch Henry S Woodruff, New York.
Ar at East Boothbay 21st, sch Monhegan,
Baker, from Boston, to load lor New York.
ROCKPORT. Mch 22—Ar, sch Ira B Ellems,
Marstou, New York.
Sid 21st. schs Hobt Byron, Greenlaw. Boston;
Ralph K Grant, Simmons, do.
Mch 23—S!d, sch VV C Norcross, Small, for
Boston.
WISCASSET, Mch 22—Ar, schs Donna T
Briggs. Plymouth; D L Sturgis, Foster, and
Millie Washburn, Coffin. Boston.
POOL’S LANDING, March 18—Cfd, sch Agnes E Mausou, Babbitt, Norfolk.
EXCHANGE

Ar at

J

(

....

24
24
24
24
26
25
25
26
26
26
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28

31
31
1
1
1
2
4
4
4
4
4
4
7
8

24~

630
7 00
9-0— 8 5

NEWS
I'ORT OF PORTLAND.

I

MONDAY. March 23.
Arrived.
Steamer Manhattan. Bragg. New York, with
passengers autl nnlse to J n Coyle.

CUSTOM HOUSE WHARF, PORTLAND, ME.

FALL, ABBAMGEMESTS,

Steamer

ARSON
PILLS

Enterprise

"Will leave East Bv/othbay Monday at 7.15
a. m. lor Portland, touching at So.
Bristol,
Heron Island, Bootbbay Harbor and Squirrel
Island.
leave Portland at 6.45 "a. m. for
Pemaquid. Touching at Squirrel
Island,

Tuesday,
Boothbay Harbor,

Heron Island, So.

Physicians say they are
the Best hiver Pill made
«!ir£eScTnl#E?r‘tivel3r-cure

BILIOUSNESS and
HEADACHE, coustipatiou, all Liver and
Lowel complaints.
all impurities
They
expel
oi the blood.
Delicate women fiudgreatbeiiefit
from using them. The use of
Parsons’ Pills
as directed will
cure or prevent many skin
diseases and

blemishes, rendering the complexion clear and rosy. They are put up in
glass vials. Thirty in a bottle, one a dose,
bo d everywhere, or sent
by mail postpaid; one
bottle 25c., five $1.00. Full
particulars free.
I. S. JOHNSON Sl COu 22 Custom House St.* Boston.

Y**

Bristol

East Boothbay.
Wednesday, leave Pemaquid at 6 a. m. for
Portland and above Landings,
Thursday, leave Portland at 6.46 a. m. for
Touching at Squirrel
Boothbay Harbor.
Islaha.
Friday, leave Boothbay Harbor at 9 a. m.
for Portland. Touching at Squirrel Island.
Saturday, leave Portland at 6.45 a. m. for
East Boothbay. Touching at Saulrrel Island,
Boothbay, Heron Island and So. Bristol.
ALFRED RACE, manager.
aug31dtf

from

circle

terminate any moment.
t \ But its....

/$.

a.

m.,

family

lost.

Belfast, Mch 21 —An unsuccessful attempt
was made to-day to float the schooner Anna W
Jift rk6fa

Beaufort, Meh 21—Sch Three Marys, SheDpard, from Brunswick for York, arrived off last
night leaking in top. She had six feet water in
hold at one time. Is now making about one inch
per hour.

xuiiiv—at

zisi,

sens

name

ri

labor

dependent-

in all this distress there appears an
electric gleam of hope when the
Life Insurance money is paid.
But if not insured-What ?
Will you allow even a remote
chance for the problems of poverty
to

Domestic Ports.

face

your

family ?
Better

Cld 23d, schs Marion Draper. Morse, Boston;
W R Chester. Thompson, Monte Christ!.
Sid 21st. sch Jas H Dudley, for Charleston.
Passed Hell Gate 22d, barque Syra. Day, New
York for Portland; sch Adelia T Carlton, do for

St

PORTLAND, MAINE.

j#

collects r&
money—all over the country. / ^
Largely invests it In Maine. /»
—

to

MAINE COAST

MANTELS

Str. Alice,

leave Portland for above landings at 7 a.m.
2,00 and t5.30 p. m.
Return—Leave Cnebeague. 8.30 a. m. and 3 30
p. m. Leave Falmouth Foreside, 0.00, 9.15

will

a. m.

and

Morris

run

ra.

to

niar6

A.

Chebeague.
dtf

Foot of Freblo Street.

octSdtt

for New York.

PlilPSBURG—Ar 21st, scbs Mattie A Frank
llu, McDonald. Portland, to load for New Vork
Anna E J Morse, Crocker, do.
Ar 22d, sch Clias E Balcli, Crocker, Portland
to load for New York.
SAVANNAH—Ar 22d, barque Clara E Me
Gilvery. Lynch, Charleston: sch Wm H Sumner
Pendleton, New York.
SALEM—Ar 22d. sch Jonathan Coane, Roler
son. Bellast lor New Vork.
ROCKLAND—Ar 21st, sell-' Tra B Elllems
Marston, New York; J R Bodweli.Speeed, Port
land: Mary Brewer, Thomas, Boston.
Ar 22d, sells E Areularius, Elwell, Salem
Charlie Woolsey, Ginn, New York; Mary Snow,
Cameron. Boston: A W Ellis, Ryder, do; A
Heaton. Darby, Portluad.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 21st, barque S C A1
len. Thompson, Honolulu.
THOMASTON—Sid 21st, sc1 a Silver Spray,
Thorndike, New York: Lottie, Brown do
VINEYARD-HA VEN—Ar 22d, snip’s D Carlton. Auiesbut-y, London for New York; barque
Syra, Day, Weehawken for Portland; 6Ch Ed«
H Blake. Smith, Fernandlna lor Boston.
Sid 21st. schs Clara, and Wide-awake
Ar 22d. schs Adelia T Carlton.
Ellzabetbporl
for Portsmouth; Geo Gutney, Maine for New
York: Wm Cobb. Koothbay for Philadelphia
Edw W Young, Boston for-; Agnes EMansor
Poole's Lauding for Norfolk.
Sid 23d. sells Clias H Sprague,
May Williams
Harold J McCarty. H W Middleton, Geo P Da
veil port. Geo Gurney, Wm Cobb, Luther A Ro
by, and Agnes E Manson.
Foreign Port*.
Ar at Manila

Hlogo.

18th, ship It

D

3F*

i

i>sr

FOR SALE OR

o

s

RENT; ALSO

ORGANS
Very Fancy

or

Plain at

NO. 114 1-2 EXCHANGE ST.
Ride.

RAMBLERS !
feb26d3m

Agents,

8

CO.,
Free Street.

DISSOLUTION OF COPARTNERSHIP.
heretofore
THEthepartnership
firm
oj Kinmond

existing under
name
and Francoeur
is this day dissolved. Mr. Kinmond will continue the business; said Kinmond assumes all
the firm’s liabilities.
ELI FRANCOEUR.
Signed,
ERNEST F. KINMOND.
marlSdlw
Westbrook, March 12, 1896.

}(/

Hundreds of Children and adults have worms
but are treated for other diseases. Thesymp- \\\
toms are—indigestion, with a variable apI
petite; foul tongrue; offensive breath; hard W
I
and full belly, with occasional gripings and //»
the navel; heat and itching sensa- II
X pains about
tion in the rectum and about the anus; eyes
I heavy and dull; itching of thenose; short, ary ///
cough; grinding of the teeth; starting during uf
sleep; slow fever; and often in children, con*
vuleions. The best worm remedy made is ft

II
•I

if

HASTINGS’!

W. P.

N. M. PERK! NS &

((]

\

ijfl

p. m.

For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the
Pine l'reo Ticket Office, Monument Square
or for other information at Company’s Office.
Railroad

ap29dtf

Wharf,

foot oi State street.
J. B.COYLE.Gem MaD.

MAINE STEAMSHIP CO.
n ew York. Direct Line.

LONG ISLAND SOUND BY DAYLIGHT

Delightful and Invigorating Sea Trip.
The Steamships Manhattan and Cottag
City leave Franklin wharf Tuesdays, Thurs
days and Saturdays at 6 p. m. Returning, leave
Pier 38, East River, same days at 5 p. ni.
Fare to New York, one way, $4.00; Round
trip $7.00.
J. B. COYLE, Manager.
J. F. LI 3COM B. Generai Agent
nv2-dtf

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT GO.

RAILWAY.
MONDAY. Nov. 18tli, 1895
trains will run as follows;
LEAVE.
7.15, 7.55 a. la
Forf Auburn and Lewiston
1.10, 1.30, 6.20 p. m.
and
F'or Gorliainand Berlin, 7.56a.m.. 1.30
6.20 p. in., and Holiday 7.30 a. m.
For Island Pond,7.56 a. m., and l._30 p. m.
For Montreal and Chicago, 7.56 a. m., and
1.30 p. m.
For Quebec, 1.30 p. in.
On

after

and

ARRIVALS.
From Lewiston and Auburn. 8.25 a. m„ and
12.15 3.10. 6.16 and 5.30 p. m.
Gorham.
From
Island Pond. Berlin and
8.25. a. m.,12.15 and 5. 30 p. m._
From Chicago anu Montreal. 12.15 aud 5.30
p. m.
From Quebec. 12.15 a. m.
On and after Sunday, march 8t.h, a train
will leave Portland every Sunday at 7.30 a*
in. for Berlin. N. H., and nil intermediate
arriving lit Berlin, N. H., at 11 a.

stations,

Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars on Night
trains and parlor cars on day trains.
MIDDLE
TICKET
OFFICE NO. 177
STREET, AND DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA
STREET.
CHAS. M. HAYS, Gen’l Manager
Portland. Nov. 18th. 18i>o.dti
_

MAINE CENTRAL R. R
In

TEBHE’Q

vine,

uaugor, nucagpori,

1

llllb vELIXIR 1 BOOK AND
(

It has been in nse 44 yrs. is purely vegetable,
harmless and effectual. Where no worms are
present it acts as a Tonic and corrects the con-

>

omplaints of chilat all Druggists.

Bnvela.

.TRUE&CO.,

lurn, Me.
e worms we

:reatment.
ilet.

have
Write

PRINTER

No. 37 PLUM STREFT.

I

A positive cure for Constipaiiliousness, and aromedy in all the

JOB

DISEASES OF MEN

From whatever cause arising, nervous and
physical
debility, premature decline, dimness of sight, pimples on the face, unfitness to marry, and diseases arising from youthful
indiscretions, ulcers
painful swellings
BB
IF* flfl never to return. 40 years'
i successful practice at the same V
SH
place. Thousands saved from death or lunacy by Dr Hallock’a Famous Electric Pills.
gi per box. 6 boxes
$5. They will make a new man of you.
If you are afflicted and
riff****
y&jJClsldl UllCr. want to be cured,but
are sceptical of the merits of our
treatment, we will
send FREE, and soaled, in plAin
wrapper, our regular gl box of pills, with valuable letter of
advice, on
lOcelpt of 10 cents to cover postage. Dr. Halloek will
a
give written guarantee to effect a permanentcnre. Who else will? Nobody, overdo.OOO
cures In 40 years.
Write freely and frankly
at everything is confidential.
All private diseases
treated by mail. Address Old ABBRAHf I la
DK. HAI-tOCR,
W

B.gSg# gu |

Quickly, Thoroughly,

Forever Cured.
Four out of five who
suffer nervousness,
mental worry, attacks
of “the blues,1* are but
paying the penalty of
early excesses. Victims, reclaim your
manhood, regain your
vigor. Don’t despair. Send for book with
explanation and proofs. Mailed (sealed) free.

ERIE MEDICAL CO.,

Buffalo, N.Y.

110|l|Iif®|C 3

is hereby given that the sub

Notice
scriber
and taken

lias
been
duly appointee
upon himself the trust of admiuia
of the estate of
IRENE G. KING, l&te of Portland,
in
the
County of Cumberland,
deceased
and has given bonds as the law directs ant
1 have appointed Henry P.
King of Portland
Me
agent or attorney within the State o
Maine. All persons having demands upon th<
estate of said deceased, are required
to ex
dibit the same; and all persons indebted to
said estate are called upon to make oavinent tt
ARTHUR C. KING
Chicago, III., Administrator, or to
p- KliJG,

r

ator

Portland,

Feb.

The Bible
-FOR SAjLE BY-

H.W.

McCAUSLAND, 416 Congress St.,
Jobber

of Bicycles and
mar9d&t3m«-

Supplies.

IL I

Court St., Boston, Mass.U III

Portland, Me.,

Act.

or

Attv.

28,1§96.

mar3dlaw3wTr

Society

of Maine.

will hold its annual meeting at the Y. M. C. A.
Rooms, Portland, Thursday April 2, 1896, al
4. o’clock p. m.
N. W. EDSON. Secretary.
nmr20d2w

TRAIN'S.

SUNDAY

7.30a.m., paper train for Brunswick Augusta, Waterville and Bangor.
Lisbon Falls,
1.00 p. m. For Brunswick
Lewiston, Bath, Augusta, Waterv'lle, aud
Bangor.
11.00 p. m.. Night Express with sleeping
cars for ah points.

BOSTON AND PHILADELPHIA.

From Boston

Wednesday

every

Saturday.

Wednesday

Saturday.

From Central Wharf, Boston, 3 p. m.
From
Pine Street Wharf. Philadelphia, at 3 p, m. Inone-half the rate of sailing vessel.
Freights for the West by the Penn. R. R., and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of
jommission.
Round Trip 918-00.
Passage 910.00.
Meals and room included.
For freight or passage apply to F, P. WING,
Agent, Central Whirf, Boston.
E. B. SAMPSON, Treasurer and General
Manager, Hi* State St., Flske Building, Boston.

Portland & Rumford Falls
Oct. 7, 1895.
DEPARTURES.

In Effect

Mass.

oct22dtf

Royal Mail Steamships— Liverpool’Service
via Londonderry.
From
From
From
Liverpool. | Steamers. 1 Portland. 1 Halifax
March 5
| Vancouver I March 26 | March 28.
March 19 I Labi ad or
| April 9
April 11
I April 25
| >coi sinn n I April 23
April 2
Steamers anil on Thursday after arrival of
all trains due at Portland at noon.
Rates of passage—First Cabin 850 to 870;
return 8100 to 8130, according to steamer
and berth.
Second Cabin to Glasgow or Belfast, Liver

ool

or

Londondery,

830.00 and return

855 00. To London, Bristol or Cardiff 83
additional, or 801 return.
Steerage to
Liverpool, Londonderry, London, Belfast,
834.50
ami
Queenstown and Glasgow,
825.50, according to steamers.
Apply to H. G. STARK, 3 3-3 Union
Wharf, T. P. MeGOWAN. 418 Congress
street, J. W. PETERSON, 2 Exchange
street, or DAVID TORRANCE & CO.. Gen
declldtf
agents, hoot of Jndia street.

Through passenger coaches between Union
Station, Portland and Rumford Fails.
Throng-h tickets on sale for all points
on P. ft R. F. R’y.
R. C. BRADFORD, Traffic Mgr.

Portland, Maine.
L. L. LINCOLN. Superintendent,
FeblOdtfRumford Falls. Maine

Portland & Worcester Line
POETLAP & ROCHESTER iL Pu
STATION FOOTOFPREBLE STREET.
after Sunday, December
6, 1895
Passenger trains will Leave JFertland:
For Worcester, Clinton, Aver Jnactioa,
Nftimss, Windham and lipping at 7.30 a.
m. and 12.30 p. in.
For Manchester, Concord, and points North
On and

Effwt October

20,

a. rn

and

1 9. ar.

n

m

For Rochdstor, Springs&I«. Alfred, Water,
here and Saco River at 7.30 a. as, 12.30 ana

Boston & Maine
in

R’y.

8.30 A. 51. & 1.15 P. M. From Union Station
for Poland, Mechanic Falls, Buckiield, Canand Rumford Falls.
ton. Dixneld
8.30 a. m., 1.06 ani 5.10 p. m, From
Uniou
lor
Polanl
and
Station
Mechanic Falls.
Train leaving Union Station 1,16 p. m. connects at Rurn’ord Falls with K. F. & R. L. R. R.
train for Byron r.ad Houghton.

at. *7 SO

STEPHEN BERRY,

vauicuura

uiuuiwu,

St. John, Halifax, Houlton and Woodstock.
3.30 p. m
For Sebago Lake. Bridgton, Fryburg, North Conway, Fab vans, Lancaster,
St. Johns bury, IiontreaPand Chicago.
6.05 p. m. For Brunswick. Bath, Lisbon
Falls. Augusta and Waterville.
6.10 p. m., For New Gloucester, Danville
Junction, Poland Springs station, Meobauie
Falls, Auburn and Lewiston.
11.00 p. m, Night Express, sleeping cars, for
Waterville,
Bath,
Lewiston.
Augusta,
Bangor, Bar Harbor, Bucksport, Vanceboro, St.
Stephens. St John and all Aroostook County.
Halif'-x and the Provinces, but does not run to
Belfast, Dexter, Dover and Foxcroft or beyond
Bangor, Saturday nights.

~

RAILROADS.

PIN WORM

December 33. 1895.

Effect

Trains leave Portland, Cfnlor. station. Railway
Square, tor stations named below and intermediate points as follows;
7.00 a. in. For Brunswick. Bath, Rocklaud,
Augusta, Waterville, Skowhegari, Pittsfield,
Bangor, Bucksport, Lisbon Falls, Lewiston via
Brunswick.
8.30a.iu. F'or Danville Jo. (Poland Springs)
Mechanic Falls, Kumford Falls.
Lewiston,
Livermore Falls. Farmington, Phillips, Rangeley, Oakland and Water iile.
8.45 a. m. For Bridgton, Fabyans. Burlington, Lancaster, 8t- Johnsbury, Sherbrooke,
Montreal, Chicago, St. Paul and Minneapolis
and all points west.
10.30 a. m. For Brunswick, Bath, L.sbon
Falls, Lewiston, via. Brunswick, Uardiner Augusta and Waterville.
Lisbon
1.00 p. m. Express for Brunswick.
Falls. Augusta, Waterville. Bangor, Bar Harbor
Oldtown and Houlton, via B. & A.
1.15 p. m., For Danville Jc., Poland Springs
station. Mechanics
Kumford F'alls,
Falls,
Kingiield.
Phillips
Lewiston, Farmington,
Oakland. Bingham. Waterville, Skowhegan,
Bangor aud Vauceboro.
1.30 p. m. For Freeport. Brunswick, Augusta, Bath, Rockland aud ail stations ou
Knox Si Lincoln division. Waterville, BkowhegaD, Belfast. Dover and Foxeroft, Green-

Beginning November 6th, Steamer Merry*
will leave Portland Pier, PortlandARRIVALS IN rORTLANn.
daily, Sundays excepted:
From Montreal, Quebec. Fabyans, Bridgto-i,
For Long,
and
Chebeague Islands,
a.
m.; Lewiston avid Mechanics Falls
IJarpaweli, Bailey’s and Orr’s Islands, 2.2C 8.25
p. in. For Cliff Palana, Monday, Wednesday 8.30 a. m.; Waterviile, Augusta and Bath.
8.35a.m.; M&ttawamkeng,Bangor and Rockland
and Friday 2.20. p. m.
Return for Portland. Leave Orr's Island 12.25; KilltiiifcM. Phillips, Farmington, Ham6.45 a. in. calling at Harpsweli and inter- ford Falls, Skowhegan, Oakland and Lewiston
mediate landings. Arrive at Portland 9.15 12.30 p. m.; No. Conway and Fryeburg 4.40
Rockp.
m.;
Skowhegan,
Waterville,
a .m*
ISAIAH ©DANIELS,
land 6.25 p. m.; St, John. St.
Stephen,
ootodtf
Ge n’l Manager
Aroostook County, Bar Harbor and Bangor
6.35 p. m.; Rangeley, Farmington, Rumford
Falls, Skowhegan. Lewiston 5.45 p. m; Chicago
all
White
and Montreal and
Mountain
p.m., all points on B. & A. R. R„
points. 8.10Bar
1.40
Harbor,
a.
m.:
Bangor,
DIRECT STEAMSHIP LINE.
express Halifax, St. John. Bangor Waterville
aDd Augusta, 3.30 a. m.
PAYSON 'PUCKER, V. P. & G. M.
and
F. E. BOOTHBY, G. P. & T. A.
every
Portland, Dec. 17, 1895.
oct4
dtl
From

cune&g

)JI

Ar at Mollendo 18th inst,
barque Harvard,
Colcord. from Newcastle, NSW.
Ar at Tenerilfe prior to 17th inst, sch SG Haskell, Richardson, New York.
Sid fill Barbados Feb 2'J, sch Francis A Rice,
Marshall, Antigua, to load for Portland- Mch 4,
barque Olive Thurlow, Gooding, Port Spain to
load tor New York.
Cld at Nassau. NP. Mch 14, sch Grace Andrews, Peters, Fernandlna.

No date, lat 3 8, Ion 27 W, ship Sterling, Wheldou, from Philadelphia via New York for San
Frauclsco.

same

IHMimOA

People of Good Taste and Refinement

Rice, Burnham,

Spoken.

Arrangement.

Through tickets issued and baggage checked
to destination, jap-Freight received up to 4.00

and

—

DARIEN--Ar 21st. sch Susan N Pickering,
Haskell. Boston via Tybee.
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR—Ar 22d, schs
Addle Sawyer, and Annie Gus, from Calais

Steamsnip Co.
FOR

GRANT trunk

surance

WChild,

Boston.

International

Philadelphia

FIRST CLASS

ALLEN,

Cld 23d, barque Shetland, for Portland; schs

Telgraph, Boothbay Harbor;

4.15 p.

tLoes not

Salesroom,

424 CONGRESS ST., CORNER TEMPLE.
W.

CO.,

Foreside, Cousens Island,
and
Chebeague.

Littlejohn’s

and TILING.
Samples

SALACIA.

dtf

For Falmouth

Portland.

Apalachicola; Horatio L Baker, Baltimore.
BRUNSWICK—Sid 21st, sch Sarah D J Rawson, French, Boston.
Ar 21st, barque Clara E
BEAUFORT, SC
McGilvrsy, Lvnch, Bull River for Savannah.
CHARLESTON—Sid 21st, barque Henry Norwell. Cookson, New York.
CAMDEN—Ar 21st, sch Red Jacket, Mullen,

after Tuesday, Oct. 29th, the new

FALMOUTH FORESIDE STEAMBOAT

^*******

BOSTON—Ar 23d. schs Mabel Jordan, Delano, 'links Island 11 days; Luis G Rabcl. Gardiner, Turks Island; Beuj C Frith. Keen, New
Orleans: E I While, Look, Apalachicola; Sadie

NAVIGATION CO.

oct29

/fife

Portsmouth.

C Sumndr, Sumner. Pensacola; Josephine Ellicott. Nash. Brunswick; Thelnta, Leo, do; John
F Randall, Crocker, Philadelphia; Abbie Bowker. Perry. Wilmington; Idella Small, Dillingham, Rockland; Barracouta, Pierce, Rockport.
Ar 23d, brig Clarabelle. Mundy, Naguabo;
sch Cora H Hanson, Barter, Pascagoula; Jacob
M Haskell, Harriman, Brunswick ; Fauny &
Edith, Rpder, Belfast; Sarah I, Davis, Pattershall, and Jas Holmes. Rvan. Belfast; Mary B
Wellington, Crosby. New York.
Ar 23d, tug Houybrook, with barge No 8 for

THE NEW AND PALATIAL STEAMERS

BAY
STATE AND
PORTLAND,
alternately leave Franklin Wharf, Portland,
every evening at 7 o’clock, arriving in season
for connections with earliest trains for points
beyond.
Through tickets for Providence, Lowell,
Worcester, New York, etc.
Returning, leave India Wharp, Boston,
ever} Evening at 7 o’clock.
J, B. COYLE, Manager.
J. F. LISCOMB, Gen. Agt
Oct. 1, 1896.

Franklin Wharf, Portland, on Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at 8 a m.
for Popham Beach, Bath, Boothbay Harbor
and Wiscassett.
Returning—Leave Wiscassett on Mondays,
Wednesuays and Fridays at 6.45 a. is.,
for Boothbay Harbor, Bath, Popham Beach
anu Portland
Fare, Si.00 to Bath, Boothbay Harbor and
Wiscassett.
O. C. 0L1VFR.
CHAS. R. LEWIS,
President.
Treasurer.

found than that given \
<•/I hy Policies issued by the VS
\
* Union Mutual Life Ins. Co.

WOOD

Steerage—To Liverpool, London. Glasgow,
Belfast or Londonderry, including every requisite for; lie voyage $24.50.
Steerage rates per" Parisian” $1.00 higher.
For tickets or further information
apply to T. P. McGOWAN, 418 Congress St.
JL G. STARR, 2Vk Union Wharf or
H. & A. ALLAN, )
Portland,
> and 02 State St.,
feblldtf
Boston.
)

Returning leave St. John and Eastport

will leave

^

Tiispan.

cabin passengers only.
The Saloons and Staterooms are in the central part, where least motion is felt.
Electricity is used lor lighting the ships throughout. tlio lights being at the command of the
passengers at any hour of the uiglit. Music
Rooms and Smoking Rooms on tins promenade
deck. The Saloons and staterooms are heated
by steam.
WINTER RATES—Cabin, $50 and $00. A
reduction of 10 per cent, is made on Kouud
Trip Tickets except on the lowest rate.
Second Cabin—To Liverpool and Londonderry. $30; return, $56.

days.

Daily Line, Sundays Excepted.

STEAMER

\

■'

£ be protection cannot be\J^

Deservedly entitled
preference.

April.*Laurentian.28 April
•From Portland to Liverpool direct, carrying

Spring

On and
and fast

Transacts business

0

On and after Monday, March 16th, steamer
will leave Portland ou Mondays and Thursdays
at 6.00 p. m.

For Bath, Popham Beach, Boothbay Harbor anil
Wiscassett

Bar-

bour.'Fletcher. Philadelphia: Mary J Lee.Perth
Amboy; Geo W Jewett, McKown, Boothbay;
Wm Denting. Hutching. Calais; Thos Borden,
Grant, Rooklaud; Mattie J Alles. Newport;
Henry May, Portland.
Cld 213t, barque JBose Inness, Delahanty, for
Santos, (and sailed.)
Ar 22d. barque JohnR Stanhope, Manzanilla;
Geo F Mausnn, Hong Kong; Carrie L Tyler,
Denterara; schs Chas A Gllberg, Guantanamo;
J Nickerson, Littlejohn, Rockport; Nile. Rockland; Cyrus Chamberlain, Thomaston; Kntma
J Gott, Fall River,
Also ar 22d,schs Standard.Godfrey,Virginia:
Electa Bailey, Thurston, Philadelphia; B D
Prince, Coombs, Providence; Sarah & Ellen,
York, New Haven for Norfolk; Paul Seavey,
Getchell, New Haven.
Ar 23d. b rque Doris Eckhoff, Palmer, from

From

Portland
Steamship
lliMch.Numldian.2 April
20 Meh.Parisian.10 April

pans of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Friuc© Edward Island, and Cap© BretThe favorite routs to Campobeilo aud
St. Andrews. N. B.

from

—

_

From

Liverpool

anjel sill

complete propolicy of Life

by

"»Mrs.ST1Aai

Liverpool and Portland Mail Service,
Calling at Londonderry.

on.

All-Surrounding
yy-—— Power
exactly

ltoYAL

Eastport Lubeo, Calais, SlJohn, H.3., Halifax,#.?.

*** if*****'

Lewes, Mch 21—Barquu Grace Lynwood, Capt
Guantanamo, reports, having experienced
SE gale 18th inst. off Hatteras, and had decks
swept and cabin Hooded; lost-mainsail, nialnstavsail, apd topmast, and broke maiulopmast
Jacksonville; Mch 2—Sch Ella B Kimball, before reported picked up derelict and towed into
this port, was found bottom up off Anclote Island. with sails sat, indicating that she had been
represents the
Cdpslz0(l
tection afforded
a
New York, Mch 23—Sch Jonathan Sawyer,
which went; ashore off Sandy Hook a lew days Insurance.
off
last
was
hauled
ago.
night. She is leakLife ends income
ing lightly,
Philadelphia, Mch 22—Barque Havana, Rice, ceases—
becomes
hence Feb 2 lor Havana, has been given up as

ALLAN LINE,

mar9to31

yj*'

York In tow.
from

10.30

j*
!♦

Of course, then, it cannot
typify life, which may

Resumption of service. Beginning: Friday,
March 1G, 1896, the steamer
FRANK JONES,
Will connect from traindeaving Portland at 1.20
p. m, Thursdays and leave Rockland, weather
permitting, at 6.00 a. m., on Fridays, for
Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgewick (Blue Hill),
Brooklin, Southwest Harbor, Northeast Harbor (on signal). Bar Harbor, Millbridge, Jones*
port and Machiasport.

which connects with train for
Bangor, Portland and Boston, arriving in Boston at 9.20 p. m„ steamer continuing on to
Rockland, arriving there at 6.00 p. m„ passengers remaining on board and taking morning train for Portland and Boston.
F. E. BO iTHBY,
PAYSON TUCKER,
Gen’l Pass & Ticket Agent.
Gen’l Manager.

\^>

HAS NO END.

Memoranda.

Baljlmore, Mch 21—Barque Robt S Paterson,
Tunnel, which sailed from Punta Gorda, Fig,
Jan 80, with phosphate rock for Baltimore, has
been given up as lost. The R S P registered 720
tom, was built at Millbridge, Me, iu 1891. and
hailed from Philadelphia.
Lewes, Del, March 21—Sch Helen Montague,
from Manzanilla. reports having split anil lost
sails on the passage. She will proceed to New

Portland, Ml Desert & Machias Steamboat Co.

Returning, will leave Machiasport, weather
permitting, on Mondays at 4.00 a. m., connecting at Bar Harbor with Ferry leaving at

Circumference \4

Table, In Effeet Nov. 25, ’95.
Leaves Portland For Forest City Landing,
Peaks Island, 6.46, 6.40. 8, a m„ 2.16 and
6.10 p. m.
For Little and Great Diamond,
Trelelhena and Long Island. 8.00,a. w.,
and 2.16, p. m.
C. W. T. GOLING, General Manager.
uov25dtf

Winter Time

After Monday, Sej>t. 2,

RAILROADS.

I

STEAMERS.

Portland and Boothbay Steamboat Co CASCO BAY STEAMBOAT GO

THEN USE

DISPATCHES.

Liverpool 23d. (steamer Scotsman,

8
8
u

Are You Bilious?

Portland.

j'c,yv

STEAMERS.

and

SAILED—Barque Annie Reed.

Elizabethnort.

63

MISCELLANEOUS.

fishing,

FERNANDINA-Ar 21st, sch M V B Chase,
MARCH 23. 1896,
NEW YORK—The Cotton market to-day w ■ McKown. Boston.
Sid 21st, sell Lizzie E Dennison, Ross, Mardull, l-16c lower; sales 92 bales; middling upinique.
lands at 7 Vs c; middling gulf 8%e.
NORFOLK—Ar 21st, schs Nahum CliapinNEW ORLEANS—The Cotou market to-day
Arey. Poole’s Landing; Geo A McFadden, Wal,
was quiet; middling 7% c.
lace Boston.
CHARI.I.STON—The Cotton market to-dav
NORFOLK—Ar 23a, schs Geo A McFadden,
was steady; middling 7Van.
Boston; Lewis H Goward, Fall River.
NEVv HAVEN—Sid 21st, sch Sarah&EUen,
SAVANNAH—The Cotton
market to-day
York. Norfolk.
was quiet; Middling 7 6-16e.
NEW HAVEN-Ar 22d, sch Helen M AtMOBILE—The Cotton market to-day was
wood, Watts. Philadelphia.
quiet: middling 7%c.
Sid 22d, sch Myra B Weaver, Weaver. NewMEMPHIS—The Cotton market to-dav was port News.
PHILADELPHIA—Cld 21st. sell Ida C Sou7%.
dull; middlings
thard, Blake, Port Tampa; R F Pettigrew,
Vlix/siwynn
AI nnl.nlr,
Welch, Portland; Celine, Murray. Boston.
Ar 23d. schs Sarah E Palmer. Bath; Calvin I’
(By Telegraph.)
Harris. Boothbay.
LONDON, Mch 23. 1896.—Contois 109«/s
Cld 23d. sch Elvira J French, Providence.
for money and 109 ll-16d for the account,
Delaware Breakwater—Passed up 22d, sch
LIVERPOOL, Mch. 23.1896.—Cotton market R D Spear, Farr, from Jacksonville for Philaeasier: American middling 4 13-32d; estimat- delphia.
PERTH AMBOY—Ar 20tli, sch John B Maned sales 8,000 bales; speculation «,ou export
600 bales.
ning, Sprague, New York.
mid V. Kt sftli .Inliunna. Swan ShnnL-ford frmn
Quotations Winter Wheat at 6s 6d(g;5s 7d
Savannah.
SprinpWheat 5s 5d@6s Ga.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 22d,sch Jeremiah Smitli
Corn 3s 4d.
Parsoas, Norfolk ; Glendy Burk, Stanwood
Pork steady 53 6d.

lpv*
73%
22%

..

...

—

—

MicnlganCentrallpf.

Steamer St Croix, Pike, Boston for Eastport
anil St John, NB.
to
Sch Wm K Park, Lake,
Me Cent KK.
Sch Hattie Lorlng, Rice, Rockland—lime to
Lord Bros.
Sch Clara & Mabel, Leeman, New Harbor.
Sch J B Norris, Torrey, Tremont.
Sch W C Pendleton, Webber. Damariscotta
Sch Cambridge, Hamilton, Boothbay.
Sch Sultana, Wallace, Ashdale.
Sch V la M Brewer, from Bristol.
Sch I mm W Day, Wiscasset.
Sch i os E. Stone, Georgetown.
at e Paige, Rock port for Bostan.
Sell
Sch 1 a iudsoh. Rockland for New York.
Sch s v r Heels, Rockland lor New York.
sens iraeL Pears, and Wm H Ryder, shore

Philadelphia—coal

Good
Union oacks..

R.

R.

1895.

WESTERN DIVISION.
Trains leave Portland, Union Statloa, for
Scarboro Crossing, 10.00 a. ra.. 6.15.6.20, p.
ill.; Scarboro Beach, Pine Point, 7.00,10-00
а, m., 3 30. 6.15, 6.20, d m.{ Old Orchard,
Saco. Biddeford. 7.00, 8.40. 10.00 a. m.,
12.40, 3.30, 5.15,
6.20, p. m.; Keunebnnk, 7.00. 8.40, a. in., 12.40. 3.30. 5.15,
б. 20 p.m.; Wells Beach, 7.00.8.40 a.m.. 3.30,
6.15 p. m.; North Berwick, $3.45, 7.00, 8.40,
a.m. ,12.40, 3.30, 5.15 p. m.; Konnebunkuort, Somersworth, Dover, 7.00, 8.40 a. ill.,
12.40, 3.30, 5.15 p.m.; Rochester. Farmington, Alton Bay, 8.40 a. in.. 12.40, S.80 p. m.;
Worcester
(yia
Wolfboro, 3.30 p. m.;
Soinersworth and Rochester,) 7.00 a. m.;
Manchester, Concord, 7.00 a. m.. 3.30 p. m.;
Rockingham Junction, Haverhill, Lawrence, Lowell, 7.00, 8.40 a. m„ 12.40, 3.30 p.
ni. Exeter, Boston, $3.45. t7.00, (8.40a. ill.,
Arrive in Boston, $7.25,
§12.40, 3.30 p. m.
10.16 a. m 12.55, 4.20. 7.15 p. m. Leave
Boston for Portland, 7.30, 8.30 a. in., 1.00,

4.2o P. cl
For Gorham at 7.30 and 9.45 a. mM 12.30,
3.00, 4.25, 5.20 and 6.25 p. m.
For Westbrook, Cumberland Mills, We«t,
brook Junction and Woodford’s at 7.30,
9.45 a.
m..
12.30.
3.0G.
4.25, 5.20
and 6.25 o. m.

The 12.30 p. m. train from Portland connects
at Ayer Junction with
“Hoowu TmEol
Route” for the West and at Union Station,
Worcester, for Providence and New York,
via “Providence Line,” for Norwich and
New York, via “Norwich Idne” with Boston
A Albany R. K. for the West, and with the
New York All Rail Via “Springfield.”
Trains arrive at Portland from Woroeefcar
at 1.80 p. m.: from Rochester at 8.30 a. ul,
and
5.45 p.
ql ; from Gorham
1.30
8.30 a^a
at
6.40.
10.50
a.
m., 1.30b
5.45
and
4.15,
G.\5 p. m.
For through Tickets to all points West and
to F.
H. COLLINS, Ticket
South, aoply
Ageut, Portland, Mo.
je2 9

For Boston, express 3.45 a. m. For Boston
stations, 1.00', 4.15 p.m. Arrive iu
Boston, 7. vo a, m., £'.27, 8.44 p. m.
Boston for Portland, 3.46 a. m.

dtf

NOTICE

4.15 p. m.
SUNDAY TRAINS.

5. W. PETERS, Supt.

To

Building

Contractors.

and way

EASTERN DIVISION.
From Union Station for Cape Elizabeth,
Conway Junction,
$$S.4f> a. m.; Saco.
9 00 a. m.; Biddeford,
PortsWolfboro

mouth, Amesbury, Newburyport. Salem,
Lynn, Boston, (2.00, (9.00 a. m.; §12.55
(6.00 p. m. Arrive in Boston, 5.58 a. in.. 12.49,
4.16. 9.20 p. m. Leave Boston tor Portland,
7.30, 9.00 a. m.. 12.30, 7.00. 7.45 p. ra.
SUNDAY TRAINS.

Bfddeford, Portsmouth. Newbury
port. Salem, Lynn, Boston. 2.00 a.m., 12.65
in Boston. 6.68 a. m., 4.16 p.
Arrive
m.
p.
Leave Boston for Portland, *9.00 a. m.,
m.
7.00 p. m,
$Does not run Mondays.
(Connects with Rail Lines for New York,
South and West.
fConneets with Sound Lines for New York.
•Western Division from North Berwick Sundays only.
Scarboro
$$Connects at
Crossing with
train for Boston via Eastern Division.
Througn tickets to ail points in Florida,
the South and West lor sale at Ticket Office,
Union Station.
D. J. FLANDERS. G. P. and X. A., Bosto a.
dtf
i«2i
For

Sealed proposals will be received by tbe
Masonic Building Association until 12 o’clock
of April 6,1890,for the erection of a brick
building situated on Main St.. Btddeford. Me.,
as per plans ami
prepared by tbe
building association, which may be seen at
the office of li. N. Deering, No. 6 Thornton St.,
Hiddeforrt. Me. and F. H. Bassett,98 Exchange
St.. Portland. Me.
Proposals should be addressed to the undersigned and indorsed,, Proposals lor Masonic building. Each bidder must
be prepared to furnish a satisfactory bond of
not less than 25 per cent, of the contract price.
Tbe right is reserved to reject any aud all bids.
noon

specifications

MELVILIjE WOODMAN, Secretary,
Biddeford, Me.. March 18, 1896. marl8d2»

NOTICE.
Mr. Jerome Rumery
having retired front
the management
ot the
Libby Co.
All accounts due to, or owed
by said firm wlU
be settled by C. C. Libby, Trea‘s..on and after
this date, at their office. 101 Kennebec 8L

Rumery

RUMERY-LIBBY

H
Portland.
March 19, ’yG

CO.

mar26dlw

TTTTfl
NEW

NO WONDER HE PROTESTED.

ADVERTISEMENTS TODAY.

Captain Tattle’s Long

and Hard

_WET*

PORTLAND ELKS.

I _SEW

ADTEKTISBMENIa.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

_NEW ADVERTISEMENTS._

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
todait
llkelu to be
fair.
Portland.

The weather

Pas-

i

is

sage from New York.
Owen, Moore & Co.
J. II. Libby.
Eastman Bros. & Bancroft,
limes Bros.
Grand Trunk Railway Excursion,
first Annual Cat Show.

Gloucester Fishermen In, But Unfortun
ately With Salt Fish—An Invention of

_

Cauioco
Gorham
Stale St.

ea.

Shipmasters and Owners—

Interest to

..

Savings Bank Notice.
Church Easter Sale.
Larrabee’s White Stove.

Provisions Still in Demand in
and

AMUSEMENTS.

on

THE

ANNUAL

ELECTION

OF

ITS

interesting, showing

as

it did the

of winter we have passed through,
that is as far as we’ve got, for while this
may be
Bpring according to Robert B.
sort

Thomas, it is still winter according to
facts. Capt. Tuttlo agreed with all the

Baby cried,

Edwin

Parsons

Exalted

of

Kennebunk

Ruler—One

of the

Largest

Meetings in the History of the Lodge—
Portland Has One of the Strongest and

Uncle Joe Holden’s Union Party will
hold its convention in Reception hall at
3 p. m. today.
Co. has been
The Clark Beal Estate
In Bangor with a capital of
founded
*10,000 of which §50 has been paid in.
Alfred B. Clark of Portland is president
and director, and Albert H. Bonner 0f
Bangor, treasurer.
The ladies of State street church Social
Circle and Guild will hold their annual
Easter sale in the chapel tomorrow and

Thursday.
Engineer Allen's sister was at
Brunswiok Saturday afternoon where
Chiof

cV»«

oTnonhxl

t.n inpifif-.

hnr

Fancy

hunt,hnr n,nrl

schooner

the

roughly

was

this week with Miss Fessenden, 455
Cumberland street.
H. F. Farnliam, the manager of Rigby
Park, sends out and receives about 300

ashore.
From

will entertain the Casco club on Wednesday evening of this week, in stead of

the afternoon of that day.
Yesterday was bright the most of the
day, but the wind was very taw from the
on

southeast.
PERSONAL.

urday.
Luoe of

Portland

Capt.

Arbecan
of Boston, will be at
the rooms of the board of tradeWednesday
afternoon for the purpose of explaining
the use of a ship’s “Telemeter,” or distance finder. It is the invention of Lieut.
J. M. Bower, and Lieut. O. W. Lowery,

TJ. S. navy.

Governor Cleaves was in Lewiston SatPaul

world.

is visiting in

description

The following
of the

is

invention,

a

general

and it is

Everything
Last

Bath;

J. W. Carr,

Bowdoinham; J. D.

Partridge, Fort Fairfield ;^C.M. Tvumbull,
Calais; W. R. Tibbetts, Berwick, J. A.
Bennett,
Bridgtou: F. L. Mason, ConW. Appleton, Boston; C. H.
J. S. Longley,
Howard, New York;
Norfolk: Meyer Silbing, Lewiston.
The engagement of Miss Maroia Knight
and
Lieut. George D. Miner, passed
way;

E.

of the lodge, six years ago.
In 1890, Portland Lodge, Benevolent
and Protective Order of Elks, No. 188,

have

There was a lively but good
natured
contest last night, over the offico of Exalted Buier of the Lodge, the candidates
being Messrs. John P. Weloh of Portland,
and Edwin Parsons of Kennebunk.
Mr.
Parsons was successful, and on motion
of Mr. Welch, his eleotion was
made

our

M

and

from 63c

You’ll find
here this
week some unusually interesting values in Black
Silks for skirts and dressin

some
ever

Kid
Gloves.

~„A

U-]

Best you
stripes.
saw for the prices.

Easter is

only

a

few

If you
pair, be

going to buy a
sure they are good
Women's gloves

are

warrant and that

we

$2725""strictly dependable

Single
DreSS
Pat-

are

temS.

from
$1.00 up.
Dress Gloves in Suede and

price

Glace, 4, 7 and 8 buttons

senting dumb compass. There are openings on the movable disc, enabling the
markings on tbo base scale to be readily
seeu.
Attaohod
to these discs,
and
pivotally seoured thereto, are two arms,
oapable of being swung to any point of
the compass;
said arms, as well as the
a

$1.50,1,75, 2.00,2.25
Better

come

in

for
are

new

shades,

By the
yard.

before

the line is broken.

in

finding

bound,
come

Cloak

scale it is desired

Edwin

Opening

on

several

shape,

Skirts

this

near

ever

price.
beauti-

a

rustling silk one,
black, umbrella shape,
wide

flounce

with three

erbone,
skirt

rows

finished
of feath-

which

keeps the
perfect shape

in

it the much desired flare at the bottom.

gives

This

department is also
showing a beautiful
assortment of fancy Silk
Skirts, self figured,
changeable effects and
Dresden designs, at prices
raging from $5 to

EXPERIENCED DRESS
COODS
ExSALESMEN wanted at once.
need
We
ones
only
apply.
perienced
haven’t time now to educate raw material.
Two experienced salesmen, with good

new things by
yard coming in every
day—high grade and low
priced goods—$1.75 down
to 25c yard.

prettiest

have

we

ful

TWO

Choice

Jcl LI 11

UC

of the

$11.50 buys

P. S.

recommendations, can secure permanent situations, and have the satisfaction
of handling the finest stock of Dress
Goods in the State.

the

mo1

W

$2.89. These
black, drab, navy

shown at

J. R. LIBBY.

are

wool

d

at

in

one

and

it out.

cord-

blue and seal brown and
are

$19.50.
Satteen Skirts

here

are

great variety of
and
at almost any
styles
price you care to pay.
Do not fail to see our
too—a

J. R. LIBBY.

inches—eaoh lnoh representing any number of feet, yards or miles, according to

silk,

stripe running through
it, deep flounce, velvet

—

base of the instrument, being graduated
to inches and tenths of an inch, up to 18

fine

a

umbrella

_til
Willi

particular.

values—people

long

not

of

Dresden

GOODS MOMENTUM is fairly
here.
Many of our Portland and
suburban families, who have had
accounts with other local stores for years,
come to us for their DRESS COODS. Come
in—after calling at other stores—and compare these ceiling-high piles of newest
Spring things with the stocks elsewhere.

The single dress pattern 'dea Is a good one.
The patterns at $10, $12
and $15 are wonderfully

good

at any

it the

figures, giving

appearance

DRESS

elsewhere.

correct in every

that

ones,

den

I

line which surpasses all previous efforts
is more
extensive than
heretofore, and as usual,
Our

Skirts,

moired effect with Dres-

on

Colored The styles selected
DreSS the spring business
Goods, particularly elegant.

weeks away. Perhaps you
have
already begun to
think of Gloves,

a

ar-

cotton

Plisse

Crepon

HAVE BEEN ARRIVING daily
new Spring Garments for
week
for a
Ladies’ and Misses’ Jackets,Capes,
Silk Waists, Separate Skirts, Suits. You
are personally invited to attend the“FIRST
VIEW OPENING” of these goods which
will occur Wednesday, March 25th.

novelties—styles you will
see

of

line

One

and beautiful line of choice
not

the latest

ties.

slightly

THERE

right.

specialty of
high grade black goods
and are showing a large

|

fancy colors.

A beautiful

All grades and prices
from 25c to $2.00 a yard.

Peau

D

fifty-two thousand, eight hundred

LADIES’ GARMENTS
OPENING WEDNESDAY.

Be content with the asthat the goods are
and
the
unmatchable

We make

here in

are

deep flounce with
ed edge, at $1.50.

surance

are

style, shape

department
following novel-

the

are

beaten

qualities.

prices

$6.25 yard.

,,~nA

tO

right.

to

d’Soie, Alma
Satin Duchess, large fig-

$1.00

Prices

to

as

rivals in this

exactly

own

and

at

ideas

Among

record this season
in the gathering of styles

many

than that!

more

with

than

present.

black and

Almost

We have

good

DAY

never

The very latest

and material

sixteen thousand yards
REMAIN. They will be sold today in
our Domestic department. Sale begins at 8 o’clock this morning. Many of
them are perfect, none of them are much
4 cts.
damaged. Price,

better results has led to
the consummation of some
of the most remarkable
dress goods purchases of
recent times.

BEGAN THE

was

complete 3

more

Portland,

and fifty-five yards of the
damaged Westbrook Ginghams.

striving after I

surprised ourselves,

combination imaginable—
the popular Persian and
effects
Oriental
being

es

unanimous.

that
by its aid many valuable
vessels and still more valuable lives will
bo saved. It consists of a graduated base,

to use. Suitable
clamps are provided to hold the arms
on
the discs in any desired position; an
additional clamp being provided to hold

a

An earnest

of silks for

There is every color

Prices

Black
Silks.

claimed

any

styles

prominent.

election last evening served to call out
the largest meeting sinoe the organization

Gardiner.
having two oircular plates or discs, one
John J. Sullivan is at home for the being per manently fastened to the graduated base, the other movable. The discs
spring vacation from Hebron Academy,
divided
into degrees, points and
y It Is rumored that Rev. Ur. Lelacheur are
may return to Portland to live.
quarter points of the compass, thus repreMr. Thornton Chase, Chicago manager
of the Union Mutual, is in the city.
Among the arrivals at the Falmouth
yesterday were: E. T. Wheeler, Swanton;
S. S. Stowell, Paris; E. M. Blandin, H.
B. Saunders,
Ellsworth; L. L. Shaw,
E. D. Freeman, Yarmoutn; J.S. Elliott,

rich

are

pleasing.

—we

was

the

^e styles

waists seems

organized with some forty odd memlong detained
it has steadily grown until today
schooner made this port without special bers,
with over two hundred active members
Incident, but she was leaking and so
it stands among the most successful and
Capt. Tuttle made his protest, as required
letters daily.
influential lodges of the order in
the
Firemen’s Aid
by law.
The Ladies Veteran
United States.
Its finances are in good
The
weather
is
the
at
3
o’olook
peculiar
detaining
Sooiety will meet Wednesday
condition, it possesses a splendid lodge
with Mra H. T. Barker, 90 Wilinot coasters known to be on the way to this
room and beautiful olub rooms, and bids
port, and is making the coastwise busi6treet.
fair to attain ever great successes in
the
the
Mrs. G. K. Comery, 116 Oxford street, ness the most uncertain thing in
future.
Gloucester

35

new

One hundred and fifty

night was a memorable one for new.
Portland Lodge of Elks.
It marked the
During the morning the schooner iced
up
badly, and about 11 was boarded by auspioious opening of the seventh year of
its existenoe as a lodge, and its future
a heavy sea, and the deoks swept of everyseems exceedingly bright.
The annual
thing movable. Capt. Tuttle for a time

to Portland with him, and instead UJJUUgJUU BUO VYUU1U S WcilU JJ, UUt lit) JJtJttUof meeting him received the shocking in- ed her for Gloucester, and anohored neai
the
schooner Caroline, destined a little
telligence of his terrible death.
The Martha Washington Society will later on Lto drag her anchor and go

Black
a rare and choice assortDreSS
ment in new designs—as Goods,

different

From there he wen# to
upper harbor.
Salem, and left there the same day, and
Wednesday of last week ran into a heavy
handled.

costumes—a new lot—

or

and

charter port, but was driven into Boston
lower harbor, and was later forced to the

come

meet

Slks
for
WaiStS.

stayed there through a heavy storm and
went from there to Vineyard Haven, and
was detained
there by still another
Then ho went out, but went distorm.
rectly into tho teeth of a gale, Hnd was
forced to anchor under Nausey beach.
Ho made another attempt to reach his

storm, and

WE

handsome novelties.

him to anchorage at City Island.
Then
he reaohed
Fisher’s Island sound, and

JOTTINGS,

GOODS.

The richness that is aggregated in these departments demands
your immediate attention. We make a special display of many

Capt. Tuttle left New York the 9th, for
Winterpoit, but a thick snow storm sent
BRIEF

DRESS

Skirts

Columbus

since

Were

Ablest Lodges in the Country.

other captains who have made this port
that the
present is tho worst season on
record.

Castoria I

AND

SILKS

OUR

thirty-seven thousand
Yards of one quality of Ginghams
sold in ten hours in this city. That
feat was accomplished here yesterday
between 8 a. m. and 6 p. m.

Chosen

Mar. 24.1896.

line of fashion,
able
walking

1

before

discovered

The Portland Silk Store.

OFFICERS LAST EVENING.

yesterday before Notary Publio J.
H. Blake, and bis story of his trip from
New York,
as
given in the document
was

sighed,
prescribed :

Never

the Continent.

test

New Wants, To Let, For Sale, Lost, Found
and Similar advertisements will be found under
their appropriate neads on Page 6.

Doctor

J. R. LIBBY.

England

Captain Henry S. Tuttle of the schooner Maggie Hulrey made a preliminary por-

Portland Theatre.
city Hall—Nat C. Goodwin.

Mother

Portland Lodge Begins Its
Seventh Year.

The

Wednesday.

line while it is at its best.

Parsons,

(Elected Presiding Officer

of

Portland Lodge.)

Here They Gome

Edwin Parsons, the newly eleoted Exthe movable discs in position.
alted Ruler is a resident of Kennebunk
assistant engineer, TJ. S. N., stationed at
The four-master William K.Park, is in
and is a very prominent man in York
bent on mischief. That’s the T
the stream,
well ioed up but all right.
Annapolis, is announced.
affairs. Personally he is very
At the Preble last night were the fol- She encountered some very oold weather county
trouble
all the *
way,
He is prominent in manv sepopular.
SHERIFF'S SALE*
lowing guests: C. B. Alien, W. H. Car- on her way from Philadelphia to this cret
time.
If not one
then
is Worshipful Master of
societies;
State of Maine.
Cumberland as.
ter, Boston; H. C. Evune, New York; E. port.
it’s another.
♦
Kennebunk
Commander of
Fires,
Ledge
Taken
an execution issued out
virtue
of
D. Fisk, Lov.ell; J. H. Condon, Bangor;
by
J. W. Trefethen reported yesterday the
Bradford Coramandery K. T. of Bldde- of the Superior Court, within aud for the
Casualties
of
sions,
F. W. Hancook, Buoksport, R. C. Pin arrival of the Gloucester schooner Grace
ford Deputy Grand Chancellor of the Couuty of Cumberland in said State of Maine,
all kinds.
T
aud bearing date of tbe nineteenth day of
gree and wife, Lewiston; E. C. Hamil- L. Pierce with 25.000 pounds of salt lish
Grand Lodge of K. P.’s of Maine andlis March, A. lJ. 1896, in favor of Edward McNeil,
♦
us a
and
we’ll
ton Boston.
and 500 pounds of halibut, and the Glouof Portland in said County, and against
leading candidate for Grand Chancellor Maurice S. Fisher, of Portland
come in to see about
in said Couuty,
cester sohooner William H. Rydor with
of that order. He is a ^director of the and. unless sooner redeemed, will be sold at
that will make it X
X
you a
jjuuuuo ox Binti iisu axiu xuw puuiillo
Public
to the highest bidder, at the
Quinn Refrigerator Company. Mr. Par- office ofAuction,
Mr. John C. Sheban, head Jof a large
the Sheriff of said County, in the City
of halibut.
f so that all the accidents you can have will cost you
f
make
sons
will
a
in
in
said
Thursfirm
of
very
popular
presiding
Building,
Portland,
County,on
contracting
Brooklyn, N. Y., has
The storm interrupted the steamer ser- officer of the Elks.
day, the twenty-third of April, A. D. 1896, at
been in the city in consultation with
ten
in
the
one
o’clock
hundred
forenoon,
(100)
The remaining officers elected were as
vice badly. The Manhattan arrived yes
shares of the Capital Stock of the Jackson and
Architect Stovens. Mr. Shehan’s firm
terday at 1.55, and the St. Croix at 3 follows:
Lake View Mining Company, a corporation
hr.s submitted n bid for the entire conEsteemed Leading Knight—Frederic J. duly established and existing under the laws
o’clock.
of
the said state of Maine, the same having
of
that
of
the new Intracting
portion
Illsley.
been attached on the orriginal writ in the same
A Grand
Trunk man said yesterday
Ban Hospital for which
N Esteemed Lecturing Knight—George L. suit, on the twenty-eighth day of December,
plans have been
that
there is every piospeot
that the Briggs.
A, D. 1896, at five o’clock and ten minutes in
prepared.
Esteemed
Loyal
Knight—Richard the afternoon.
freight business of the season will double
St.
Fire and
Insurance.
Schonlaud.
Dated at Portland this twenty-first day of
An Excursion to the Provinces.
over that of last year, and this deup
Secretary—Wesley G. Smith.
March, A. D. 1896.
Tho Grand Trunk railway are offering spite of the fact that the line lost a great | Treasursr—Charles D. Alexander.
JAMES. H. BANKS,
Trustee for three years—Payson Tucker.
a fine excursion to Montreal,
mar24 law3w tu
Deputy Sheriff.
Quebec and amount of local freight business by reaJ.
Hodsdon.
Tyler—George
;
the provinces. The tiokets are good for son of a lack of snow during the opening
4oooo<KX>o<>(io<>o<>oc><><><>o4<>4
A
resolution
of
thanks
to
Mr.
J.
P.
months of the winter.
a month, from March 30 to
April 30, and
Weloh for his long and faithful service as
will be sold a very much reduced rates.
Just one word
Despite the somewhat unfavorable re- an offioer of the lodge was adonted bv a
9
See particulars in the advertisement.
ports of a few weeks ago, the demand for
with you
9
vote and a similar
vote was exrising
provisions keeps up on the continent tended
Heads
and
retiring Exalted Ruler George P.
There
will be be a supper anil enter9
this week.
and in England, and boxed meats will
tainment Wednesday evening at CumberDewey.
do
not
be
an
important part of tbo cargo of
worry and
Following the election a fine collation land hall under the auspices of Calanthe
Assembly. This will be oue of Calantbe’s
every steamer after this.Large shipments was served.
to make
famous suppers, servod in the banquet
of flour and of other grains will be made.
nail from 6 to 7 o’clock. Come and “eat,
As
are
Bulk
now being received in
grains
and be
drink
The Drama
merry.”
‘Hik’ry Farm” will be presented by tbo
large quantities for shipment, and thore
ers we
very best local talent. This play, as its
is a
continuing demand for the best
name indicates, is a New England drama
received a
of
western
flour.
The
line
grades
shippers
with many strong points. It will be
*
of apples
still find enough to forward,
followed by the
council
farce “The
also
and short
posi- Stage Struck Yankee." Come prepared
and are
said to be holding back some Prove the merit of Hood’s Sarsaparilla
to laugh and briug your sisters,
tive, perfect, permanent Cures.
oougins
We
would
like
Cloth
large lots for late shipments.
6
and
anri
in fa ixt if K
M’
....-111 .11_•
and
Cures of scrofula in severest forms, like
The steamship Numidian left Halifax
Ice oreani served during the
Wholesale agents, Cook, Everett & Penit.
to
X
swelled
goitre,
evening.
neck, running sores,, hip
you.
Children's
nell, J. W. Perkins & Co. and J. E. Goold
for this port yesterday afternoon.
disease, sores in the'eyes.
Accident to Rev. S. F. Pearson.
to., JL'ortiand, Me.
H. H. HAY
The steamer Cumberland was towed Cures of Salt Rheum, with its intense itching
We
merits
Rev. S. P. Pearson fell on
and burning, scald head, tetter, etc.
to the
wburf of the Portland Company
9
& SON.
Congress
Notice.
Messenger’s
and
other
of
all
and
erupstreet yesterday afternoon and injured his
Boils, Pimples
yesterday, and her brokan shaft was re- Cures
75c,
Office of the Sherill of Cumberland County
tions due to impure blood.
“
ankle so that a back had to
State of Maine, Cumberland,
“
be seoured
placed.
March
ss.,
where
of
troubles
A.
other
D.
and
Cures
23d,
4o4
1896.
23c,
30c
Dyspepsia
and Mr. Pearson taken home and oarried
is to give notice that on the 19th day
“
a good stomach tonic was needed.
“
OBITUARY.
of
into the honso. Mr. Pearson
March, A. D. 1896, a Warrant in
23c,
thought he
30c
Cures of Itheumatism,where patients were unwas issued out of the Court of Insolhad broken his ankle, but it was stated Insolvency
“
“
able to work or walk for weeks.
vency for said County of Cumberland, against
23c, 33c, 30c
Cures of Catarrh by expelling the impurities afterwards that it was a bad sprain. Mr. the estate of
Hall.
George
ALBERT H. BLAKE of Portland,
Pearson will have the sympathy of a
which cause and sustain the disease.
JVo resident
adjudged to be an Insolvent Debtor, on
am
aa
Mr. George Hall died yesterday at his Cures of Nervousness by properly toning and large number in his affliction.
USCIUI as tatty
^R|
petition of said debtor, which petition was
^g residence on
or
our
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state assessors last spring. The matter of
taxing bicycles came before the committee and was discussed, ’out no action
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Given under my hand the date first above
written.
c. L. BUCKNAM.
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of
Insolvency for said County of Cumberland.
mar24&3l
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people

and

Quebec

-AND-

RETURN.
Going by regular trail!, leaving Portlaud at
1.30 p. m. on .March 30th, and good to return
until April 30th, 1800.
Fares from Portland to Montreal or Quebec
$7.50; to Montreal and Qjtnec$9.00.
From Intermediate stations at correspondingly low rates.
For particulars apply to agents.
CHAS. M. HAYS.
General Manager.
mar24d 1 w
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NOTICE.
Tee annual meeting of the Gorham Savings
Bank will be held at the office of the Treasurer,
in Gorham, on Saturday, the fourth day of
April, next, at two o’olock in the afternoon,
for the election of Trustees for the ensuing
year and the transaction of any other business
which may lawfully be attended to.
JOHN. A. WATERMAN,
Clerk and Treasurer.
mar24dlt«
Gorham, March 25, 1896.
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FITZGERALD,

176 1-2

Middle, cor. Exchange St. )
WARREN SPARROW & CO. <

316 Congress St.,
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GENTS’ WATCHES.

A hundred of them.
Any good ♦
kind you wish.
Don’t keep the X
poor ones.
Elgin and Waltham X
♦ are all right.
They have suited ♦
Y millions and will suit you.
$0.00 i
X to $100.00.

J
*

|

i

LADIES’ WATCHES.

Way up in quality. Way down <»
♦ in prices. We have a hundred of O
them.
No old stuff but the latest 5
X
X produccions of the Elgin and Js
♦ Waltham Companies.
<f>
$10, $00.
♦

|| McKenney, lie jeweler, !l
MONUMENT
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